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1959 

BEARDED IRIS 

*BAND LEADER (Lyon '59) # 54-42-6 $25.00 
This brilliant interesting variegata of deep lemon yellow and an
tique ruby leads the parade with five points of merit; the very 
broad petals, excellent branching ( 4-way) and placement, vigor
ous growth, above average height (3 6") and a wonderful 
bloomer. M. (Ali Baba X Copper Medallion). H .C. '58 

*CHANGING TIDE (Lyon '59) #52-48-4 $15.00 
The cool sea-green of sunset at sea, with silvery tones of reflec
ted light on the water, make an interesting flower to those who 
enjoy the delicate colorings of the new green toned iris. Florifer
ous and perfectly branched. 36". M-L. (060-50-1 :Char
Maize x M101-47-1 X Unknown). 

*GOLD CARGO (Lyon '59) #54-34-2 $30.00 
The insouciant flare of this exceptionally ruffled empire yellow 
flower contributes a debonair quality to this lovely satin smooth 
broad petaled pure gold iris. Beautifully branched stalks of 34"-
36". EM. (Orange Creamo X Inca Chief). H. C.' 58 

*RARE PLEASURE (Coppedge '59) $22.50 
This calls to mind a large hat of the Victorian era, trimmed with 
willow plumes. The flowers, straw yellow overlaid gold, suggests 
the hat; soft crimson cascading over the broad flaring falls, the 
plumes. Well branched. 34". M. (Gay Welcome X Tabasco). 

BAND LEADER 

*TROY MEADOWS ( De'Fussi '59) #602-0 $20.00 SPURIA IRIS 
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*AUTUMN GLOW (M.R.Walker '59) $25-55 $15.00 

An interesting oncobred with standards of palest lavender flushed 
and veined straw yellow; falls chartreuse, blended brownish olive 
deepening at the shoulders, with a metallic gold overlay and a 
suggestion of ' a signal patch. Broad falls, ruffled and flared. 
Vigorous and floriferous. 3 6" . E. (White Ruffles X Capitola) . 
H.C.'57. 

The golden bronze effect of this delightful round petaled flower 
adds a new color combination to the Spuria group. The stand
ards, orange yellow at the base are overlaid deep tan; falls orange 
yellow suffused golden bronze. 50". M. (Grace Perry Nies X 
(Color Guard x Cherokee Chief)). -

19s~·;~~E·<;~j••();FER••••++++++•••~•••l 
ON BEARDED IRIS ORDERS ONLY 

Select your own FREE Gifts from the BEARDED IRIS listings. 

(Collections and items marked with a Star(*) are not included in this offer.) 
On orders from $5.00 to $15.00 you may select lj3 more value in FREE IRIS. 
On orders from $15.00 and up, you may select 50"/o more value in FREE IRIS. 

Examples: 
If your order amounts to 
Select Free Gift ($2.00 value) 

Enclose check for 
plus Sales tax 

$6.00 

$6.00 

If your order amounts to 
Select Free Gift ($15.00 value) 

Enclose check far 
plus Sales tax 

This is not a cash discount offer and should not be used as such. 

$30.00 

$30.00 

We welcome second choices in case we are sold out of items you have selected 

-otherwise we will select substitutions where needed. 



MAGIC HALO 

BEARDED IRIS 

*GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY (M.R. Walker '58) $20.00 
The canary yellow standards. and precise band of wedding ring 
gold around the bridal satin falls, presents floral symbols re
minding one of that memorable occasion. 34". EM. (Harvester 
X Mitchell 4-7). H.M.'58 . 

*MAGIC HALO (G. W. Coppedge '58) $25.00 
The subtle fascination of this artistic blend gives pleasure in all 
its blooming phases. Rosy orchid beard, shading to pearl gray 
at the edge of the petals, completely overlaid soft metallic gold 
creating a halo illusion. Ideal proportions, substance, and texture. 
Well branched. 36" . M. (AS-51 - 10 X Mary Randall) . HM'58 

*MALVA LACE (D. Lyon '58) $18.00 
Noteworthy because of its intriguing pattern of bubbles and lace 
which extends well into the petals and is further accentuated by 
pequot edges. The delectable shades of mauve and orchid are 
blended beautifully over the broad petals of excellent substance 
and texture. Its long blooming season extends past other late 
blooming Iris. 38". (Happy Birthday X Convention Queen}. 

*TANGELO (D. Lyon '58) $12.00 
The dull satin texture and refined blending of nasturtium-orange 
and apricot enhance this symmetrical flower. The many blossoms 
and long blooming period contribute to its value as a garden sub
ject. Free branching of sturdy tall· stalks, combined with vigorous 
growth is unusual in iris of apricot color. 40". M-VL. ( (0327-
48-3 : Cherie X Mellowglow) X Dolly Varden}. 

MALVA LACE 

SPURIA IRIS 

*EL CAMINO (M. R. Walker '58) $15.00 

The suede like texture of this outstanding deep orange yellow 
flower has a distinctive appearance; unusual in form, vigorous 
and floriferous. 50". (Grace Perry Nies X Wadi Zem Zem} . 
H.M.'58 . 

*GAY LARK (M. R. Walker '58) $15.00 

This iris is a much improved yellow bicolor. The standards are 
broad and erect with very heavy substance; a soft white, blend
ing to yellow at the center of the flower. The falls are a deep 
orange-yellow, edged white (Yz ") and heavily ruffled. The over 
all effect of the flower is brilliant, and the quality is outstand
ing. 55 ". (Grace Perry Nies X Canary Island}. H.M. '58. 
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LADY ELSIE 
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I POSTAGE OFFER I 
i {Don't Miss This) I 
I If you will se~d $1.00 ?r .more to cover post- ~ 
i age a~d packm·g· we ~Ill mcl.ude DOUBLE the i 
i value 1n extra 1rrs! Th1s applies to all orders, i 
i regardless of size. j 
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REMEMBER ... 

Have 7 2 months of the most .ideal grow

ing weather . .. Plus controlled moisture. 

This assures you of th~ ·best rhitomes 

available anywhere. · 
' ' 

JOIN THE AMERICAN· IRIS 'SOCIEJ:t/ 
• . ·'r 

Get more pleasure and enjoyment.· ftam y(/ur . Iris. Ann'!al dues $5.00. 
Send applications and dues to: American: Iris Society, 2237 Tower Grov~· 
Blvd ., St. Louis I 0, Missouri. · · . 

GAY WELCOME 

IRIS TERMINOLOGY 
AMOENA : White standards with colored falls . 

J, ' 
•"' 

BICOLOR : Standards light .colored, falls a different , 'dark-
er color. 

BLEND : Combination of two or more colors. 
FALLS: The three lower petals of the flower. 
FANCY: A riotous mixture of several colors. 
NEGLECT A: Light blue standards, darker falls . 
PLICAT A : Stippled, dotted or stitched margin color on light 

ground. · 
SELF : An iris of one solid color. 
SIGNAL: A patch of contrasting color at . the tip of the 

beard. ~ 

STANDARDS : The three up9.er 'petals of the flower. 
STYLE ARMS : The small, stiff segments just above the 
beard. 
SUBSTANCE: The thickness of the petals. 
TEXTURE: The surface character of the petals-sheen, etc . 
V ARIEGA T A : Yellow standards with deeper falls of brown, 

purple or red. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
E-Early M-Midseason L-Late. 
HC Highly Commended (An award given an unintroduced 

Iris or new seedling by the American Iris Society judges, 
signifying that they consider it good enough for intro· 
duction.) 

HM Honorable Mention (First award for an introduced 
Iris.) , 

AM Award of Merit (Only twelve Iris to receive this award 
each year.) ; 

Dykes Medal-This medal is given to the best eligibte Iris 
each year. 

Eric Nies Award-is given to the best eligible Spuria Iris 
each year. 

, . 

,. 
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REJOICE 

All BABA (lyon '52) $2.00 
Standards spectrum taupe, flushed garnet- brown ; broad flaring 
deep garnet-brown falls of the heaviest velvety texture; does 
not fade in the sun. Fragrant. 40". M-L. (Ranger X Cordo
van). H. M . '54. 

*ALti GLOW (Tompkins '58) $30.00 
Excellently proportioned, huge, ruffled flowers. Bright sun
burst gold, blended bittersweet orange with an all over flush 
of clear copper yellow, faintly tinted orchid at tip of the 
chrome beard . 3 7". M-L. ( ( Ballet Dancer x Lady Albright) 
X Golden Twilight) H-M. '58. 

ANGELA MIA (Noyd '56) $10.00 
A ruffled white with crystalline sparkle and heavy substance. 
M-L. 3 6 ". (Dixie Belle X Spanish Peaks). 

ANYTIME '(Cavagnaro '56) $12.50 
A Eupogocyclus hybrid of white self, with pale shartreuse at the 
hafts. Immense . flowers with very rounded wide petals of heavy 
substance. 38". M. (Alba Superba X Lady Mohr) . H.M. ' 56. 

APPLE CAPITOL ( Noyd '57) $15.00 
A ruffled and waved dark red, with self beard tipped bronze, and 
very broad falls ; 4-way branching. 32". M -VL. (Casa Morena 
X Plough red Sdlg.) 

APRICOT DANCER (Noyd '58) $15.00 
A very large orange apricot self, even to the beard. Flaring fall s 
and lacy style arms. L- VL. (June Bride X Temple Bells) 

APRICOT DREAM (Noyd '58) $15.00 
A deep apricot self with a self beard, slightly ruffled and fra 
grant. 29". M-L. ( ((Reveille x New Horizon) x (Apricot 
Glory)) XTemple Bells) 

· ARCTIC SPLENDOR ( Dubes '56) $12.50 
This classic hi -tone white has wide slightly ruffled flowers of 
great beauty. The standards are arched and falls are semi
flared with a flush of lavender. Reputed to be a good parent. 
36". M-L. (Katherine Fay X Violet Symphony) H.M. ' 56. 

CHAR-MAIZE 

ASPENGLOW (long for loomis '56) $7.50 
Vivid cadmium yellow self, nicely formed, having an interesting 
pleating or tucking on the lower part of the standards. Good 
growth habits. 36". L. (DeForest #45-46 X Loomis yellow 
sdlg.) H.M. ' 58. 

BABY'S BONNET (Baker '57) $17.50 
Pink amoena. Standards fully domed and pure white; falls semi
flaring, slightly rippled of salmon pink, with a tangerine beard. 
34". M. (Gay 0rchid X Loomis' seashell sdlg.) HM. ' 57 

BAND LEADER (lyon '59) $25.00 
See introductions, page 2. 

BANG (Craig '55) $10.00 
An interesting bitone whose standards are old cedar with flaring 
falls of Indian red. 38". L. (Savage X (Cordovan x Molton)). 
H.M. '55. . 

BAZAAR (Schreiner '55) $3.00 
Deep raspberry and white plicata; broadly rounded petals. Im
pressive. 3 6". L-M. (Harlequin X Raspberry Ribbon). H.M. 
'56. 

BEACON HILL (Corey '54) $5.00 
A delightful pale blue self that holds its color without fading . 
The good sized flowers are smooth textured and nicely ruffled . 
36". (Helen McGregor X Bay State). 

BEECHLEAF ( Kleinsorge '55) $6.00 
A ruffled and attractive coppery brown with a violet under
tone; orange.brown beard. M. 38". (Thotmeslll X Pretty 
Quadroon). H.M. '55 

BEISAN AGA (White '541 $6.00 
E upogocyclus h yb rid blend. Standards port-wi ne , penciled dark 
er; falls buff, heavily penciled darkest hot purple-black, warm 
black signal patch, brown beard. 28". M. 

BELLA MOHR (Ohl '55) $5.00 
A large deep red-violet self with Mohr form and substance, and 
no haft markings. 3 6". L -M . (Wm. Mohr X Sable). 
H .M. '56. 
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BIG GAME (Fay '54 l $6.00 
A self of the deepest rich violet. Huge in size, and broad of parts, 
with a long flowering season. 38". E-M-L. (Fay 48-61 : (Snow 
Flurry x Chivalry) X Fay sdlg. 48-4 3: ( 44-44 x Chivalry)) 
A.M. ' 58 . 

BIG UTE (Wallace '54) $5.00 
A large, well-formed, deep red with wide flaring falls and closed 
standards. Well-branched. 36" . M. ((Grand Canyon) X (Lan
caster x Three Oaks) . H .M. '55. 

BLACK JOPPA (White l $3.00 
A broad petaled violet Eupogocyclus hybrid. Standards aster, 
heavily veined prune purple ; falls near Italian straw, penciled 
a little darker than Spanish raisin. 32". M. 

*BLACK TAFFETA (Songer '54) $8.00 
Unusually rich, dark black purple self, with matching beard. 
Ruffled in form, smooth and glistening in texture and finish. 
One of the best blacks. 28". M-L. (Black Forest X Muhlestein's 
47-33 : (Storm King x Sable)) A.M. '57. 

BLUE HAVEN (Reynolds '57) $15.00 
A very large ruffled Chivalry-blue aristocrat. Floriferous. 3 0" . 
M. (Sky Ranger X Great Lakes) 

BLUE SAPPHIRE (Schreiner '53 l $2.00 
A blue iris of exquisite purity that takes its place among the 
top rated blues. A good bloomer and has poise, substance and is 
ruffled. 40" . E. (Snow Flurry X Chivalry) . Dykes Medal '58. 

BLUE THROAT (Loomis '56) $4.00 
An effective light sky-blue of delightful poise and form, with a 
blue tipped beard. 38". M-L. 

BOLD CONTRAST (Linse '54) $5.00 
Standards are Inca Gold, with minute rose veining: broad, semi
flaring falls between raspberry and mauve rose, with a narrow 
edging of gold. 38". M-L. (Extravaganza X Rajah Brooke). 
H.M. '55. 

BOLERO (Tompkins '57) $10.00 
A large broad round petaled flower with flaring form. Brilliant 
glistening copper with a smooth undertone of rich henna-red, and 
a coppery beard. Clean smooth hafts and well branched. 3 8" .M. 
( ((Aria x Defiance) x Rocket) X (Rio Valley x Glittering 
Copper)) 

BREATH O'KILLARNEY (O'Brien '58) $20.00 
Self of sap-green, ruffled, flaring, heavily substanced, having in
dividuality and charm. 3 6". E-M. (Green Pastures X O 'Brien 
Sdlg. 48-13: (Sweet Alibi x Easter Morn)) H.C. '56. 

BRIGADOON (Tompkins '55) $15.00 
A brilliant blend of Fuchsia red and Amethyst violet, with 
gleaming silken finish and no venations. 3 8". E-L. ((Honey
flow and Three Oaks x Seashell Pinks) X (Dark Fire x Color
carle)). H .M.'55. 

BRIGHT GEM (DeForest '53) $6.00 
A blending of deep golden brown and russet, intensified by the 
dark brown beard. Large wide and rounded petals with flaring 
form . 33" M . (Argus Pheasant X Garden Glory) 

*BRONZE BELL (Schreiner '57) (Plant Patented) $17.50 
The color is startingly rich, like a piece of highly polished cop
per. There is a heavy metallic lustre over its surface, with a 
golden iridescence. Superb form and exuberant ruffling. 36", E. 
(Copper 'Medallion X Inca Chief). H .M. '57. 

BROWN ENSEMBLE (Quadros '56) $8.00 
A rich brown, deepening in the heart of the flower, with darker 
brown markings accenting the hafts, a blue- tipped yellow beard. 
M. 36". (Casa Morena X Tobacco Road). H .M. '56 

*BUTTERSCOTCH KISS (Plough '57 l $25.00 
A butterscotch yellow with a gold dust glitter over all . At times 
there appears to be an orchid infusion. Heavy substance and very 
heavily laced edges. M.L. 36". (Sdlg #49-67: Cascade Splen
dor x Honeyflow x Twenty Grand). H.M. '57. 

1 BY LINE (DeForest '54) $4.50 
' An interesting yellow plicata. Standards corinthian purple. Falls 

yellow, wide and rounded, heavily bordered corinthian purple. 
M . 36". (5-47B X Rodeo). 

CAPE COD (Knowlton '53 l $6.00 
An amoena triumph in breeding. The pure white standards, of 
gleaming texture, are well domed and fluted; falls are semi
flaring, of velvety red-purple. (Extravaganza X Wabash). 
H.M. '54. 

CARESSA (Buss '56 l $1.50 
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Exceptionally lovely medium light blue self of luxuriant size. 
38". M . (Chivalry X Spanish Peaks) 

CARIBOU TRAIL (Plough '57) . $15.00 
Rich golden brown with a bright violet blaze below the beard. 
All petal edges are heavily crimped and shirred on this unique 
creation. 32". M-L. ((Cascade Splendor x Honey Flow) X 
Twenty Grand) H.M. '57. · 

CARMELA (Schreiner '55 l $5.00 
Crepy, sparkling petals are an apricot-russet with a coppery in
fusion. Flowers are large with broad petals heavily laced. Well 
branched. 36". M. (Russet Wing$ X (Midwest Gem x Chan-
tilly)) A.M. '58 • 

CAROLINE JANE (DeForest '51) $2.50 
A large glistening white plicata with blue-violet stitching is dis
tinctive and a profuse bloomer, Nicely balanced. ((No P42X: 
Her Grace x Tiffany) X (New Hope)) M. 36-' '. A.M. '55 . 

CASCADIAN (Linse '52 l $2.00 
A ruffled cool, crisp beauty. Clear white with a faint greenish 
cast through the center of the falls. Beard is white. Exceptionally 
vigorous. 36". E-M. (Snow Flurry X Cloud Castle). A.M.'57 

CASINO (Plough '55) $3.00 
A huge self of rosy-mulbery with Mohr veinings, in an intricate 
pattern, on the falls. 40". E-L. (Wm. Mohr X Firecracker) 
H.M.'56 . 

CELESTIA (Pierce '55 l $7.50 
A medium blus self, highly praised for its style and grace. 36" 
M. ((Snow Flurry x Lake Shannon) X (Helen McGregor x 
Chivalry)) . H.M. '55 . 

CELESTIAL SNOW (Bro. Charles '57 l $20.00 
Large heavily ruffled cool white self. The beard is white with a 
touch of lemon. Broad and flaring in form, and a vigorous 
grower. 38". M. (Snow Flurry X Celestial Blue) H .M.' 57. 

CENTER GLOW (Noyd '57) $7.50 
Lightly ruffled cream self with a glowing haft of peachy-apri~ot 
and a tangerine beard. M-L. 32". (Pink Mauve Mohr X (Mid
west Gem x New Horizon)). 

CHANGING TIDE (lyon '59) $15.00 
See introductions, page 2. 

CHANNEL ISLANDS (M.R. Walker '57) $8.00 
A flower which offers a strong color contrast. The standards are 
pure white, with Dresden yellow falls brushed antique gold. 34". 
E-M. (Pinnacle X (Fair Elaine x Sir Michael)). H.M.'57. 

CHAR-MAIZE (lyon '49) $1.50 
A large flowered iris of exceptional merit. Fine in proportion 
and heavy of substance, delicately ruffled. The deep yellow sh~ws 
rich tones of chartreuse. Withstands degrees of heat and wmd 
such as to wilt the average iris. 38". EM-LM. (Snow Flurry X 
Aztec Copper) A.M. '52 . Runner-up for Dykes Medal '54 and 
'55. 

CHERITO (Corey '57) $15.00 
Flaring, ruffled and lacy soft lemon-yellow self. L. 34". (Even
ing Star X Sugarplum). H.M. '57 : 

CHINA GATE (Plough '58 l $15.00 
A stunning combination of white standards with pale canary 
yellow edges; falls of orange buff. flushed pink in the center, 
deepening toward the tangerine beard 40" . E-M. (Gay Paree 
X Palomino) 

CINNAMON TOAST (Sass '53 l $3.50 . 
A plicata, which stems from Ruth Pollock hybridizing. Large 
broad petals, heavy substance and satin finish. Color is ivory, 
heavily sanded rich red-brown. M-L. 36". H.M. '53. 

CLASSIC YELLOW (Murray) $12.00 
A brilliant classic yellow self, smooth texture, clean and clear, 
with an orange-yellow beard 42". M. ((Golden Ruffles x Dark 
Chocolate) X Glittering Gold) 

CLIFFS OF DOVER (Fay '53 l $2.50 
A charming pure white self with large ruffled form and great 
substance. Flowers have no haft markings and the beard is 
yellow. Vigorous 36" . A.M. '55. 

COLONIAL BOUQUET (Jonas '56 l $10.00 
A rose-pink blend pleasing in color and quality 38". M. (Chan
tilly X Pink Sdlg: (Hall's pink x Mary Randall)) 

CONCORD RIVER ( Butterick '56) $1 5.00 
Delightful and refreshing light blue self, broadly proportioned 
and exquisite in clarity in color and smooth fine texture. Very 
ruffled with white beard. 36". M. ( ((Helen McGregor x St. 
Regis) x Cloud Castle) X (Seafarer x Great Lakes)) H.M. '56. 

COOL COMFORT (Tompkins '58) $15.00 
• The broad petals of excellent substance have a sparkling finish" 

with a hint of lace. The closed standards and flaring horizontal 
falls are citron yellow. A self beard tipped green. 3 6". M-L. .~ 
(Ruffled Gem X Song of Songs) H .C. '57. 



CORONATION GOLD (H. F. Hall '52 $2.50 
Large non-fading, rich cadmium orange; smoothly finished 
flowers of semi-flaring form . 38". M-L (Sdlg. Y-40 X Fran
celia). 

CORONATION RED (H. F. Hall '53) $2.50 
A velvety unfading- oxblood-red. Orange beard. 39". M-L. 
(Color Sergeant X Garden 0lory). H.C. '52. 

CRESCENDO (Tompkins '55) $10.00 
Richly glowing deep crimson or exblood-red, with smoothly 
finished broad petals and pe.rfect branching. 38 " . M-L. (Manana 
X Gardep Glory). H.M. '55. 

CRINKLED RIBBON (Schreiner '56 I 
A floral beauty of blended rose-tan , 
gracefully crinkled and ruffled. 3 8 ". 
Splendor) : 

CRISPETTE ( Schreiner '54 I 

$3.00 
cedar-rose, and lavender, 
M . (Pathfinder X Rose 

$3.50 
A lilting self of pearly orchid with fluted petals and a lacy 
edging. Ideally formed flowers 34" M-L. (Har.riot Thoreau X 
((Angelus x unknown) x (Matula x Schreiner sdlg. 8-3 7))). 

A.M. '57 
CROWN POINT (Tompkins '58) $20.00 

Clear colors in a precise pattern of sky-blue stitching around 
edges of snowy petals that are broad, thick, and ruffled. 3 8 ". 
M -L. (Lela Dixon X Dotted Swiss) 

CRYSTAL (Knowlton '56) $10.00 
An exquisite very ruffled frosted white self, flushed pale lavender
blue, with ten to twelve buds on a stalk which is well branched . 
36". M. (Snow Flurry X Chivalry) . H.M. '56. 

DAMASCUS BLADE (C. G. White '53) $3.00 
Huge showy flowers in steel gray, overtones of mauve pink and 
brown, complete the enigma. Large blooms. A one-quarter onco, 
it is hardy, even in New England. Very late bloomer. 38". 

DARK BOATMAN (Cook '54) $7.50 
One of the darkest iris, exceptionally rich in color. Standards 
anthracene violet; falls velvety black, tinged dark anthracene vio
let . Beard same. M . 34". ((Black Forest x Sdlg. # 1204 7: 
Modoc x Black Wings x Sable) X (Sable x Modoc x Black 
Wings)) A.M. '56. 

DARK CHARM (Coppedge '57) $7.00 
A ruffled and flaring rose brown. The style arms of deep lemon 
yellow, crested in brown, and the bronzed Indian-yellow beard, 
gives the flower a glowing heart . 3 6" . LM. 

DARK CHOCOLATE (Murray '54) $5.00 
A true dark chocolate color and a complete self. Beautifully 
formed broad petals slightly ruffled , of heavy substance. 38". M. 
(Tobacco Road X Grand Marshal). H.M. '54. 

DEEP BLACK ( P. Cook I $8.00 
Flowers are a lustrous blackish violet. Deep violet beard. Excel
lent form, good substance and branching. 3 6". L. (Black Forest 
X Sdlg. 7 84 7: (Captain Wells x Indiana Night) x ((Modoc 
x Black Wings) x Indiana Night))). H.M. '55. 

DEFIANCE (Tompkins '53) $10.00 
Rich cardinal, nearly crimson-red. Smooth, velvety texture, ex
cellent form and substance, and free of marking or veinings. 
Stands lots of sun. Nicely branched. M -L. 3 6" . (Manana X 
Technicolor). H .M . '53 . 

DESERT TWILIGHT ( Miess '52 I $3.50 
A pastel shade of delicate violet-lobelia, fused with a warm 
mauve-wood brown at the haft. Deep golden beard. Slightly 
ruffled with a pleasing flare form. M. 38". (Sierra Snow X 
Ming Yellow) . H .M . '52. 

DR. WANLASS (Wanless '56) $10.00 
Delightfully ruffled medium violet self with smoothly finished 
hafts, and a lemon yellow l:eard. 32 " . M-L. (Chantilly X 
Chivalry) 

DOTTED SWISS (Sass '56) $15.00 
Refreshing, this delightful white ground p!icata, stunningly 
marked in medium blue, of ideal proportions. EM. 36 " . AM '58 

DOWN BEAT (Tompkins '56) $5.00 
Very deep true vio let self, with bronze-gold beard. Large, tail
ored, with broad petals of heavy substance. Well branched. E-LM. 
39". ( (Campanula x Gulf Stream) X Columbia) H.C. ' 55. 

DREAM DANCE (larsen '54) $5.00 
Light golden-tan self with a mother-of-pearl area in the center 
of the falls. Long blooming season. 38". H.M. '55 . 

DUKE OF BURGUNDY (Nelson '58 I $20.00 
• Dark burgundy self, wide brown beard. Huge in size, heavy in 

substance. good form. 4 -way branching. and floriferous. 48" . 
M -L . (Gene Wild X Black Hills) H. C. ' 57. 

WOODLAND SPRITE 

ELEANOR'S PRIDE (Watkins '56) $15.00 
An outstanding powder-blue self, having arched closely held 
standards and ruffled semi-flaring falls , with a white beard. 
39 ". M. (Jane Phillips X Blue Rhythm). H.C. ' 52. 

ELIZABETH NOBLE (Smith '55 I $7.00 
An amoena which has balance and beauty. Standards opening 
palest lavender, quickly changing to white. The flaring true 
purple falls are lightly ruffled, white beard. M. 3 6" . (Helen 
Collingwood x #9 -62: (Extravaganza X Fort Ticonderoga)) 
H .M. '55. 

EMERALD BAY (Schortman '55) $10.00 
Ice-blue self, green mid-rib and veining. Large, ruffled, good 
substance, with branching fairly high, excellent for background 
planting . 40 " . E-M. (Mt. Washington X Chivalry). 

ENCHANTED PINK (Bro. Charles '56) $8.00 
A very clear baby-ribbon pink self with a deep pink beard. 
Flowers medium in size, having good substance and does not 
fade. 34". M. (Pink.Sdlg. 50-33 X Pink Sdlg. 50-15) 

*ENCHANTED VIOLET (Hamblen '58 I $17.50 
The gorgeous light violet with a flash of pink and orchid in the 
center of the falls might easily be called a break in breeding. The 
brilliant tangerine beard intensifies the effect. 3 6". E-M. ((Helen 
McGregor x Radiation) X Palomino) H .M. '58 

ENCOUNTER (Benson '56 I $10.00 
A reverse bicolor with golden yellow standards and snow white 
falls , evenly edged the sa me golden yellow. M. 38". (Bellerive 
x ((Valor x Dauntless) X Inspiration)) H .C. '52. 
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FATHER RIGNEY (Bro. Charles '56 I $10.00 
Very large dark violet self with a dark brown blotch high on 
the shoulders. Excellent in form and substance. 42" . M. (Violet 
sdlg . 51-43 X Fay sdlg. 51-6) 

FIRE BRIGADE (Schreiner '57) $10.00 
This shapely glowing crimson red is a much improved Ranger, 
surpassing it in size, breadth of petal and degree of redness. 
Glowing with a ruddy incandescence EM. 3 6" . (Pacemaker X 
Orelia). 

FIRE FLURRY ( Rees '57) $9.00 
Standards Erythrite-red; Falls Ruby-red with prominant white 
haft markings. 38". M. (Snow Flurry X Firedance) 

FIRST VIOLET (DeForest '52 I $6.00 
A manganese violet self with a blue undertone. Flowers are large, 
ruffled and well spaced on tall , sturdy stalks. An outstanding iris 
M. 38". (Chivalry X Spanish Peaks). Dykes Medal ' 56. 

FLAME KISS (Plough '58) $15.00 
A bicolor of white standards and dresden yellow falls, with the 
yellow sweeping up into the base of the standards. Colors are 
bright and sharp, particularly in contrast to the tangerine beard. 
40". E-M. (Gay Paree X Palomino) 

FLAMINGO BAY (Muhlestein '53) $5.00 
A deep and distinct pink of good size and height with beauti
fully flaring falls and good substance. M. 3 6", (Salmon Shell 
X Pink Formal). 

FLEETA (Fay '56) $15.00 
Medium light pink self with a pinkish-red beard from a Mary 
Randall seedling which is I /8 Pall ida, giving thickness of petal, 
and a large hardy plant with blue-green foliage. Large flowers 
nicely ruffled on well branched 37" stalks. A .M . '58. 

FLUTED COPPER ( Kliensorge '57) $8.00 
Metallic shades of hammered copper or bright coppery tan; curled 
and crinkled edges. 34". M . (Cascade Splendor X Spanish Fan
dango) 

FORTUNE'S GIFT (Mitch '55) $6.00 
A very large flower of rich copper brown, which has broad 
petals and fine form. The self colored beard is accented by white 
veining at the hafts. 3 8" . M-L. (Cordovan X Inca Chief). 
H.M. '56 . 

*FROST AND FLAME (D. Hall'57) $12.00 
A large very white flower of excellent substance with a brilliant 
tangerine-red beard. 36 " . E. (Sdig. 52-41 X Sdlg. 52-02) 
H.M. ' 57. 

FULL CIRCLE (Tompkins '58 l $25.00 
A plicata of heavy white velvet, stitched with Yz " of royal vio
let around the edges. A brilliant, very ruffled, broad petaled 
flower of great beauty. 39". E-L. ( (Starkist Sib. x Sass' black 
plicate 50-96) X Dotted Swiss) 

FUSILIER (Tompkins '58) $15.00 
A self of the deepest yellow, deeper than dandelion or Sunflower 
yellow ; in fact , nearly chrome-orange. Self beard. Embodying all 
of the excellent qualities. 38". M . (Country Butter X Pagan 
Gold). 

GAIL (Jensen '56 I $1 0.00 
Deep orange self. Its large, wide, smooth, ruffled petals have ex
cellent substance. Its color will be outstanding m any garden. 
(Apricot Glory X Dolly Varden). H .M. '57 

*GALILEE (Fay '56 I $20.00 
Medium turquoise-blue self with a white beard. Large flowers , 
excellent in this blue class. A real sensation. Beautifully formed 
and excellent in substance. 34". M-L. (Butterfly Blue X Blue
bird Blue) . A.M. '58. 

GARNET ROYAL (Corey '56) $15.00 
Large flowers of rich , smooth dark red. Velvety falls flare 
horizontally with hafts unmarked; standards closed and silky. 
Brown beard. 34". M. (Ebony Echo X Garden Glory) . H .M. 
'57 . 

GAY ADVENTURE (Hamblen '57) $10.00 
Grayed blue-violet self with a lemon beard. Flaring form with 
exceptionally_heavy substance. 34" . E -L . ((Helen McGregor x 
Radiation) X Palomino). 

GAY APPAREL (Schirmer) $20.00 
A blend; Standards peach and pink; Falls peach with blue and 
violet. 36 " . E-M. (Hall 's 44-39 X Pink Reflection) H.M. '58. 

GAY HAVEN (Reynolds '58) $20.00 
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A gay flower of heavy substance and dainty ruffling in bright 
rosy-petunia and brilliant yellow beard 38". (Snow Flurry X 
Rose Sails. 
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RUFFLED ORGANDY 

GOLD CARGO 

GAY HEAD (Knowlton '54 I $6.00 
A variegata of merit. The magnificence of the molten ye!Iow 
standards, contrasted by the deep maroon falls , gives one a thrill. 
36". M . (Mary Vernon X Wabash) H.M. '54 . .. . • "' .• , 

GAY WELCOME (Coppedge '56 I $6.00 '· · · · 
An outstanding performer. Standards mimosa yellow; fall s white , ' 
widely edged in dark mimosa yellow. Beautifully ruffled, large 
flowers . 4 to 5 way branching. A vigorous grower and blooms 
over an extended period. 3 8" . E-M (White Ruffles X Char
Maize) H.M. '57 . 
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GENEROUS (Muhlestein '55) $4.00 
A large Eupogocyclus hybrid, golden russet self. A dusky beauty 
of great symmetry of form. EM. 32". ((Utah Sunset) X 
((Elena Choosing) x (Zebulan x Golden Eagle))) . 

(;ENE WILD (Craig '52 I $4.00 
A " fancy" in warm white with old rose plicatings. A prime 
example of the novel pattern for which Craig has become so well 
known. M-L. (Rich Raiment X Joseph 's Mantle). H .M: ' 54 . 

*GLITTERING AMBER (Hamblen '57) $20.00 
A 'blended apricot and amber flower with lace that fairly glitters. 
Tangerine beard. 3 6". E -L. (Palomino X Muhlestein 51-11 E. 
Sib. to June Meredith) H .C. '57. 

GOLD CARGO (lyon '59) $30.00 
See introductions, page 2 

GOLD CUP (Murray '56) $10.00 
Really an " eye-catcher"! A deep golden yellow clear and glisten
ing ; flowers exceptionally fine textured with satin finish. Long 
lasting. 3 8". E-M. ((Brazil x Grand Marshall) X Tobacco 
Road) . H .M . '56. 

GOLDEN ALPS (Brummitt '55) $4.00 
An English hybridized Iris of creamy-white and deep yellow, 
it is rich in color and wide in petals 3 6" . M -L . (Admiration X 
Seedling). 

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY (Walker '58 I $20.00 
See introductions page 3: 

GOLDEN BLAZE (Mitsch '56) $7 .SO 
Unusual brown and gold buds open into large burnished gold 
flowers . 3 2 ". M . (Hermit Thrush X Inca Chief) 

GOLDEN HAWK (Smith '51 I $6.00 
Imposing medium yellow of tailored semi-flaring form, with 
many buds carried on tall vigorous stalks. 40" . M. (Cascade 
Splendor X ( l-53 x Spun Gold)) . H.M. '52. 

GOLDEN LANCER (Pattison '57) $7.00 
Broad perfectly domed flowers of white and golden yellow. The 
standards are broad and a rich shade of pure golden yellow. 
The white falls are slightly ruffled with a deep golden yellow 
border; smoothly finished. 3 6". M. 

GOLDEN SPLENDOR (Dubes '57) $12.50 
A stunning heavily ruffled deep yellow, semi-flared with excel
lent branching. 36". (Ola Kala X Cascade Splendor) H.M. '58. 

GOLDEN SUNSHINE (Schreiner '52) $2.00 
A pure, soft, clear yellow self of lovely form , generous size, 
and vigorous growth. 38" M. (Goldbeater X Jasmine) . H.M. 
'54. A.M. '56. 

GOLDEN TAN (Craig '54) $10.00 
Golden tan self, with tones of carmel, titian and spice to Windsor 
tan 40". M-L. (Good News X Molten) 

GOLD FRILLS (Suiter) $2.50 
Reverse bicolor of cream standards and white falls, shaded yellow 
around the laced edges. M. 36". ((Golden Spike x Hall #42-
1 0) X Chantilly). 

GRACELLE !Albright '55) $8.00 
Smooth blend of rose-orchid, with wide laced, ruffled flowers, 
borne profusely on well branched stalks. 36". E-Mf!IL. (Dream 
Castle X (Sister to Pink Salmon x President Pilkington)) . 
H .M. '55. 

GRAND TETON (Deforest '56) $1 5.00 
Shades of waxey yellow in flowers of huge size, heavily ruffled, 
with broad petals and crinkled style arms. Leathery substance. 
36". M. (Yellow seedling X Cloudcap) H .M. '57. 

GRAY MOHR (Paul '56) $5.00 
Yellowish-grayed chartreuce, falls flecked olive brown, resembling 
Gatesii in its odd beauty This oncocyclus hybrid increases well. 
36". E-M. (Wm. Mohr X No. 18: Alta California x King 
Midas). 

GREAT DAY (Tompkins '53) $3.00 
A rich, glowing carmine with clean hafts, heavy substance and 
a rich, glossy finish enhanced by some carmine-black overtones. 
M. 3 6" . (Ebony Echo X Manana) . 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (D. Hall '52) $2.50 
A rich and clear light pink with tangerine beard. Large flowers 
with crimped and ruffled edges. Good substance. 3 6 " . A.M. '54 . 

HAPPY MEETING (Lyon '55) .$8.00 
~ Highly ruffled plicata of exceptionally heavy substance. The falls 

are white with a 1;.1 " pattern around the edges of deep violet
purple. Standards old ivory heavily sprayed with a lighter shade 
of violet ,purple. The branching, spacing, size and form are of 
top quality. 36". M-L. (Lovelace X New Hope). H.M. '55 

HAPPY MEMORY (Lyon '57) $12.00 
This plicata is a sibling to Happy Meeting. The petals are over 
3" wide. Standards gold-flushed and heavily sprayed pansy
violet. The falls are white with a wide heavily sprayed band of 
pansy-violet ; white beard. 42 ". M . (Lovelace X New Hope) . 

HARBOR BLUE (Schreiner '54) $3.00 
A light blue self of leathery substance, massive size, lavish form , 
glossy texture, richness of color and flawless branching. 40 ". 
M-L. (Jane Phillips X Quicksilver) . A.M.'S?. 

HARVEST HOLIDAY (Lyon '57) $17.00 
An unusual color. Standards light buttercup yellow - shaded 
golden brown; the falls are a deeper buttercup yellow in the 
center, blending to a golden brown edge; beard saffron yellow. 
38". M. ((D315-48 -2:Char-Maize x Cherie)X Twilight Sky) . 
H .C. '56. 

HELEN McCAUGHEY (Bro. Chas. '55 I $8.00 
Delightful large blue-violet self of great prestige and grace; a 
bloom to add sparkle to any garden. 3 6" . M. H.M. '56 . 

HIGH BARBAREE (Tompkins '58) $20.00 
A brilliant red between current red and carmine with no marks 
or veins. Broad, excellent substance, with rich and glossy finish 
and a full lemon beard. Well branched and vigorous. 3 8". E -L. 
( Sunston~ x Colorglo) X Defiance) H.M. '58 . 

HIGH-TOR (Fielding '52 I $2.00 
The flowers are huge and ruffled. Chicory-blue with a tinge of 
lavender and falls slightly deeper in color. Floriferous and very 
fragrant . (Snow Flurry X Azure Skies). H.M. '52. 

HINDU WAND (Plough '58) $20.00 
A beautifully ruffled semi-flaring blend of light buff, straw yel
low and chartreuce, with dark brown hafts and a bright orange 
beard. 32 ". EM-L. (Sdlg.51-119-3 : (Tobacco Road x Casa 
Moreno) x Futuramic) X Innes Sdlg: (Ruth x Rainbow 
Room)) H .M . ' 58 . 

HOT MUSTARD (Nelson '57) $10.00 
Delightful flowers in shades of sulphur yellow highlighted by 
the orange beard, radiate a greenish glow producing an unusual 
effect. 42" . M-L. (Gaylord X Pinnacle) 

HUSH-A-BYE (Tompkins '55) $3.50 
Blended bicolor of white standards and squill blue over char
treuse. This unusual combination is most charming. 36". E-L 
( ((Shah Jehan x Burning Bronze) x Lamplit Hour) X New 
Era) . 

ICE CARNIVAL ( R. Graves '54) $6.00 
A very flaring flower with white falls and full, light, azure blue 
standards. A frilled and ruffled reverse blue bicolor with cool. 
crisp iridescence. Excellent branching. 38". M-L. H.M. '54 

INCA CHIEF (Mitsch '52) $2.50 
Inca chief lives up to its connotation of glorious wealth in 
color. A golden bronze, evenly flowing throughout . 32". M-L. 
(Mexico X Tobacco Road). A.M. '54 . 

INVERNESS (Ed & Art Watkins '57) $18.00 
Considered as the whitest white to come from the Watkins hy
bridizing. Wide in petals, flaring in form , and firm in rexture. 
36". M-L. (Helen McKenzie X Major Eff) 

JADE QUEEN (Knopf '58) $20.00 
A lovely flower of willow and uranium green, nicely flared , 
with a glistening silver dust over the entire surface. 3 6" . M -VL. 
(Pretty Quadroon X Maid of Cotton) 

JALLAH EFFENDI (C. White '52) $3.00 
A sensational and impressive oncobred in color blendings found 
only in the oncos. Its standards are a clear yellow-green with 
delicate mahogany veins, red splashed. Its falls are yellow, red 
veined around the mustard-yellow beard, and purple splashed. 

JOAN CRAWFORD (Benson '54) $10.00 
Broadly formed large silvery blue self. falls flaring and attrac
tively rippled. One of the excellent additions to the blue group . 
40" . M. ( ((Tasca) x (Azure Skies x Great Lakes) X Distance). 
H.M. '56. 

JUBILATION (Tompkins '55) $7.50 
Rich lemon plicata, with soft cinnamon emerging from the beard, 
continuing to the end of falls, sprayed rich chrome-yellow. 36". 
M. ( ((Orloff x Tiffany) x (Tiffanja) X Firecracker). H.C. 
'55 . 

JUNE MEREDITH (Muhlestein '54) $10.00 
A large and rich deep pink self, having smooth finish , Well 
balanced in form and of good substance; tangerine-red beard. 
36". M-L. (Party Dress X Pink Formal). A.M.'56. 
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JUNE SUNLIGHT (McCormick '53 I $3.50 
This handsome yellow is a light cadmium self, having flaring 
falls Hafts without veining. Smooth large flowers, nicely 
branched. L. 36". (Treasure Island X Spun Gold). H .M. '53. 

JUNGLE DRUMS (Plough '56 I $5.00 
An exotic novelty. Beautiful and strangely patterned oncobred. 
Standards grayed lavender splashed brown; falls buff splashed 
deep purple. 28". EML. ( (Purissima x Capitola) X Joppa 
Parrot). 

KALIFA BALTIS (White '54) $9.00 
Eupogocyclus hybrid. An exotic bicolor of olive and buff with a 
pronounced signal of bordeau . E. 3 6". 

KALIFA GULNARE (White '54 I $9.00 
Eupogocyclus hybrid, huge blooms of a lovely shade of pale 
lavender on standards, and rose with a suggestion of henna on the 
falls, with a deeper signal, and golden buff border. A beauty. 
E. 34". 

KENTUCKY COLONEL ( Stambach '56 I $5.00 
A clear light flax blue; falls slightly flushed light wistaria blue, 
with shoulders brushed palomino. The heavy substanced, very 
large flowers stand adverse weather conditions. Winter hardy. 
5-6 way branched. 40". M. (Dixie Belle X Gloriole). 

KINGPIN (lyon '56 I $5.00 
This red-toned iris with its semi-tailored flowers of flaring form 
has standards of medium oxblood red; falls deeper oxblood red 
with a violet-purple splash. Beard antique yellow. 4-5 way 
branching. 36". M. (Auburn X Savage) 

*KISS ME KATE (Cook '58) $10.00 
A charming and unique little iris. The flowers are sea foam green 
with a narrow margin of wistaria violet and a lemon chrome 
beard. 20". E-M. ( (T.B. blue sdlg. 11152 x Progenitor) X 
(Progenitor x Shining Waters)) H .M. ' 58. 

KOL NIDRE (lyon '53 I $3.50 
The violet of the standards merge with the deep dahlia -purple 
and plum-purple of the falls which deepen in the tone around 
the edges, embelished by the dark garn.et-brown on the hafts . 
Beautifully flaring flowers, fine branching. 34". LM. (Vice 
Regal X Down East). 

LACY ORCHID ( Noyd '57) $7.50 
Laced pink-orchid with the center of interest created by a rosy
tan flush on the shoulders. M. 30". ((Prairie Sunset x Cigar
ette) X Pink Sensation) . 

LADY ELSIE (lyon '57) $17.00 
Large flowers with very broad velvety petals. A bitone with stan
dards of amethyst violet; falls plum purple, shaded darker in the 
center with an antique gold tipped beard. Excellently branched 
38". M. (Kol Nidre X 643-51-1 :Char-Maize x Elmohr) 
H .M. '57. 

LAND'S END (Watkins '57) $10.00 
Quite blue, in the. medium blue tones , and a self color. Very 
ruffled but well closed standards; falls wide at hafts and flaring. 
Very fragrant. M . 38" H.M. '57 (Chivalry X Snow Carnival). 

LA NEGRA FLOR (Crosby '57 I $20.00 
An unusually rich, dark black-purple self of large size and ideal 
form. Petals are heavily substanced, broad with waved and ruffled 
edges. Color is intensified by a dark beard. EM. 3 6". H.M. 
' 58 . 

LANTANA (DeForest '54 I $4.50 
A wonderfully brilliant of golden-tan and orange-rose; pleas
ing and unusual in the arrangement of color. M. 38" . ( (Sdlg. x 
Veishea) X (sdlg : Calderilla x Copper River)) H .M. ' 56 . 

LASSES TAFFY (Albright '55) $7.50 
Brilliant golden russet self, with a blue dot at the base of a gold 
beard . These delightfully ruffled, heavily substanced flowers 
bloom freely over a long season. 3 6". M. (Mexico X Moon
tide). H.C. '54. 

LAVISH LADY ( Buterick '54 I $8.00 
Tall, winsome, sea-lavender-violet, lavishly ruffled , fresh in color. 
Most effective m the garden. 38". M . ((Snow Flurry x Ave 
Ma ria ) X Cloud Castle) . H.M. ' 54. 

LEMON MERINGUE ( Noyd '57) $7.50 
A lacy edged bicolor. Standards are lemon yellow; falls have a 
white area below beard and are edged same lemon yellow of 
standards. ML . 29 ". ((Midwest Gem x New Horizon) X Song 
of Songs). 

*LIBRETTO (Tompkins '57) $15.00 
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An outstanding flower of pale wisteria violet with very broad 
heavily ruffled petals and white beard, orchid tipped. 40". M-L. 
((Spanish Peaks x One Clear Call) X Blue Throat) 

LILAC PARADF (Noyd '58) $15.00 
A large smootn Persian lilac self with a bright tangerine beard. 
29 " . M-L. ((Plough sdlg: ((Prairie Sunset x Cigare tte) x Tell 
sdlg 4 7-31: (Sib. to Pink Formal)) X Mary Randall) 

LIMELIGHT (Hall '52) $2.50 . 
Canary yellow, having a hint of green, with ruffles and lacings. 
Near orange beard. 35". (Sunray X Halls 46-42). A.M. '54 . 

'LINA BETH (DeForest '54 I $S.OO .. ' 
Tall white self, with a pale pinkish yellow beard. Large crisp, 
delicately tinted flowers, from pink breeding. Excellent branch
ing. 36", M. ((Aiona x Hall's 4 2)0) / X Sdlg.: Spindrift x 
6 -44 ) . --· ·:_ . 

LULA MARGUERITE (DeForest '56'} : .·. · $12.00 
A large ruffled bicolor ; standards . gray' blue with border and 
mid-rib of . gold leaf; falls gray blue, border and hafts of gold 
leaf. 3 8" M. (Rehobeth sdlg. X Cloudcap) 

*LYNN HALL (D. Hall '57) $15.00'. 
A very deep and uniform shade of luscious pink. 32" . M . (Pink 
sdlg. 51-07 X Sdlg. 51-28) 

MAGIC HALO (Coppedge '58) $25.00 
See introductions page 3. 

MAJOR EFF (Watkins '55) $10.00 
A medium blue violet and bluebird blue combination , with a 
white beard. Well formed, semiflaring good substance. M. 3 8". 
( (Shinmg Waters x Gloriole) x Great Lakes) X Cloud Castle 
H .M. '56 . 

MAJORETTE (Meiss '53 I $4.00 
Vivid in coloring, medium red-violet shading to deep red-violet; 
white beard, unusual white plicata markings on the shoulders. 
Flaring falls, graceful ruffling. 36". M . (Golden Gleam X 
Wayfarer). A.M. '56. 

MALVA LACE (lyon '58) 
See introductions page 3 

$18.00 

MARDI GRAS ( K. Smith '52 I $2.50 
A colorful late blooming neglecta . Standards light campanula 
violet; falls dark velvety purple smoothly overlayed brown. 3 6". 
((Extravaganza x 5-30) X (Mme. Maurice Lassilly x Use 
Louise)) . 

MARY McCLELLAN (Craig '52 I $6.00 
A Eupogocyclus hybrid self of deep violet blue. The large flow
ers are well formed and of excellent substance. 48 ". M . (Blue Ox 
X Chivalry). 

MARY RANDALL (Fay '51 I $5.00 
Deep rose pink self with tangerine-red beard; finely formed, 
well spaced and n'icely branched. 3 6" . M. (New Horizon X 
(Fay F2: Pink Cameo x Cherie)) Dykes Medal '54 . 

MARY VALENTINE (Craig '52) $2.50 
Among the finest of the blue Mohr hybrids, this is a self of 
soft powder blue that does not fade. It sports a blue beard, too. 
Good · substance and branching. E-M. 40". (Purissima X 
Capitola). 

MAY MAGIC (Schreiner '56) $7.50 
A fresh, radiant orchid-pink self, with a pearly opalescent finish. 
M. 33". (Crispette X Pathfinder) H .M . '56 . 

*MELODRAMA (Cook '56 I $20.00 
A spectacular flower, large, flaring and broad petaled. Standards 
Pall;-:! violet, paler in the upper parts; falls blended J;llauve to 
manganese violet. 38". M . (Dream Castle X 6050:Progenitor x 
Shining Waters) . A.M. '58. 

MELBREAK (Randall '57) $10.00 
Full firm textured flowers .of rose opal with broad domed 
standards and white rounded falls that are flushed with pink. 
Sun resistant. 3 7", M-L. ((Cherie x Angela Borgia) X Mary 
Randall) 

MEMORIES (Sass '53 I 
A delightful addition to the pink group. 
medium peach, delicately beautiful. .34". 
X Pink Sails) H.M. '53 . 

$5.00 
In shades of light to 
M-L. . (Saas 48-196 

MISSION STARLITE (Hamblin '56) $7.50 
Silvery french-blue-rich violet veining at the hafts give. it charm 
and individuality. The beard is also blue. M-L. 3 6" : (Chivalry 
X White Wedgewood) H.M. ' 56. 

MISSION TRAILS (Knopf '58 I $20.00 
A beautifully formed blend of heavy substance with standards of 
pansy violet which are closed and ruffled; falls of the same with 
a heliotrope blaze around an orange beard 3 8". M -VL. (Spanish 
Peaks X Inca Chief) 



MISTY CHIFFON {Jacobson '56) $15.00 
A novel iris, classically tailored. Flaring falls of a misty blue 
blending; standards of violet-blue, with a spraying of old gold 
ov~r the entire flower. E-M. 36". (Jean Cayeaux X Midwest 
Gem). 

MOHR HAVEN (Reynolds '571 $15.00 
This large ruffled gray blue oncobred is a glorified Blumohr 
with standards and falls perfectly balanced. 34". M. (Snow 
Flurry X Capitola) H.M. '57. 

MOHR LACE (Reck nor '58) $8.00 
An unusual laced }'i6let oncobred of medium size with golden 
shoulders and beard. 39' ;. VL. (Snow Flurry X Elmohr) 

MOHR LEMONADE (Muhlestein '58) $15.00 
This iris shows the oncobreeding in petal width and carries the 
Regelia and Hoogiana vigor. A very wide pale lemon self. 3 6". 

_ · E-M. ( (Ormaco x Cool Lemonade) X ((I. Hoogiana x Inca 
Chief) x Cool Lemonade)) 

MONIQUE (McKee '56) $10.00 
· This ruffled yellow and white bicolor is rated as one pf Mr. 

McKee's best. 3 6" . L-M. This pattern is unusual and comes from 
. (Fairday X Fairday line breeding for four generations). 

· MY DARLING (Doling '56) $10.00 
Blend; Standards orchid-lavender suffusion on off-white; falls 
off-whitr. with darker suffusion, Burmese gold edge on both; 
green tinted mid-rib, deep orange beard. 38'.'. M. ((Chantilly 
x Lavender and Gold Lace) X (Alexia x Easter Bonnet)) 

MYSTIC LEGEND (Webster '55) $7.50 
• · Large well formed flowers of grayed opalescent lavender. The 

white center area of the falls is flushed pale green beneath a dove 
gray beard. 40". (San Diego X Green Pastures). 

NEW ADVENTURE (Muhlestein '54) $4.00 
A bright tangerine bearded plicata of white with violet markings. 
3 6". E-M. (Loomis Sea Shell plicata X Pink Formal) . A.M. 
'55. 

NOMOHR I Gibson '55 I $6.00 
This Eupogocyclus hybrid is a cream bitone, falls, darker than 
the standards are flushed mulberry at the base. Its pleasing con
tours give it excellent garden value. 3 8 ". M-L. (Snow Flurry X 
Elmohr) . H.M. '56. 

ON PARADE (Crosby '56) $15.00 
Variegata; standards rich deep Y.ellow, falls smooth rich deep 
burgundy red. 34". E-L. (Louise Blake X Mist Glow) H.M. 
'56. 

ORANGE CREAMO (Muhlestein '53) $3.50 
Delightful flowers of apricot-orange, excellent substance and 
wide form. 38". M-L. ((Salmon Shell x Pink Formal) X 
Apricot Glory) . 

ORANGE FRILLS (Suiter· '54) $5.00 
An orange apricot, very ruffled, smooth textured, which demands 
attention because of the brillia-nt color. 36". M. ((Midwest Gem 
x Chantilly) x Gold Ruwes) X (rtall 44-55 x Pink Formal). 
H.M. '54. 

ORCHID QUEEN (Schortman '55) $5.00 
A bicolor of cream, overlaid orchid, creating the illusion of an 
unusual color. Vigorous plant, large flowers on well branched 

. stalks. 3 8" . E-M. (~now Hurry X Sdlg.: Inspiration x Bal
mung). 

ORCHID RUFFLES (Schreiner '54) $2.50 
This iris is a true lavender color with lacy ruffling and shimmer
ing texture that gives it an especial charm 34". M . ((Harriet 
Thoreau) X ((Angelus x ?) x (Matula x Schreiner sdlg. 
8-37))) . 

O~IENTAL PEARL (Lyon '56) $15.00 
A medium shade of orient pink with a flush of coral pink, 
brushed soft spinel pink in the center of the falls . The beard is 
deep mars orange. Petals are rounded and flaring with good sub
stance a7ld texture. Beautifully branched tall 40" stalks. M. 
( .(Spindrift x Hall Pink sdlg.) x Carabella)) X Pink Formal) 
RM.'57 . 

ORIENT PINK (Whiting '55) $3.50 
Rich Qrient pink flowers of satin finish , broad petaled and heavy 
substance. Bright Chinese coral beard. 34". M-L . (Radiation X 
4910) 

OZIE WATERS (Linse '56) $10.00 
Huge deep rose oncob~ed , highly perfumed, with a prominent 
black signal patch, and a brownish suffusion at the hafts. Old 
gold beard. 3 6". E. (Spellbound X Capitola) 

. PALOMINO (D. Hall '52) $2.50 
The falls are pale ivory with an amber-copper overlay at the 
hafts, which extend around the outer edges in a narrow band. ' 
Beard reddish-orange. The standards ivory, soft amber-copper 
and pink, 36". A.M. '54. 

PARTY TIME (Schmelzer '57) $15.00 
A ruffled blend of old parchment, deep rose-pink, and fawn. 
with golden brown on the hafts, and around the edges of the 
falls . M. 32". (Arlene Wood X Mary Randall). 

PATIENCE (Schortman '55) $7.50 
A smooth magenta self with large, wide, heavy substanced 
flowers and pale lemon beard. Long blooming season. 36". M . 
(Snow Flurry X Inspiration) . H.M. '56 . 

PATRICIAN (H.F. Hall '53) $5.00 
Pure velvet white with an overlay of Barium yellow on falls 
surrounding the full yellow beard. Flaring falls, wide ruffled 
petals, evenly balanced. 36". (Hall W36 X Hall W28) A.M. 
'58. 

PATRICIAN BEAUTY (Lyon '57) $5.00 
Distinguished by its clarity of color, and the luminous quality of 
the slightly ruffled, smoothly finished flowers. Standards of dres
den yellow and falls of silvery white, edged in dresden with a 
lemon beard. Ideal proportions. 3 5 " . M . (M l 0 l-4 7-2 :Char
Maize x Green Pastures) X Pinnacle). 
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PERSIAN SARI (Lyon '57) $7.50 
It is unusual to find a plicata of this height and with onco 
breeding. It is silver-white with phlox-purple and garnet mark
ings sprayed over the entire flower; beard lemon yellow. 44". 
M-L. ( (D40-50-2: Aldura x Patrice) X Mohr Majesty). 

PINK CONFECTION (Muhlestein '53) $3.00 
Clear true pink self with a deep pink beard. Smooth finish , well 
formed flowers of medium size. 35". M. ((Salmon Shell x Hall 
44-09 X Muhlestein 49-11: sib. to Pink Fulfillment). 

PINK ENCHANTMENT (Muhlestein '54) $22.50 
Lovely venition pink, medium sized flowers of good substance. 
Holds its color well in full sun. Rich cerise beard adds bril
liance. 32". E-M. (Raspberry Ice Cream X '19-11) A.M.'57. 

PINK SERENITY (Bro. Charles '58 l $20.00 
A salmon pink self with a deeper pink beard Flowers are large 
and beautifully formed, slightly flaring and ruffled. 30". M. 
(Sdlg. 51-51 X Enchanted Pink) 

PIN UP GIRL ( Noyd '56) $1 0.00 
Creamy white standards and peachy apricot falls. An amoena, 
striking and different in its winsome color arrangement. M . 34". 
(Sdlg. N2-8: Midwest Gem x Heritage X Dolly Varden). 

PRAIRIE JEWEL (Sass '53) $2.50 
Domed standards of clear shell -pink contrasting strongly with 
broad, dahlia-red falls and a vivid red beard. 3 8". M-L. · 
H.M.'53. 

PRAISEWORTHY ( Muhlestein '55 l $3.50 
Lovely light powder violet-blue self of pleasing and different 
tints. Flaring form. 3 6". M-L. (Sky Song X Blue Rhythm.) 
H.M. ' 56 . 

PURPLE HAVEN (Reynolds '57) $15.00 
This large purple self, free of haft markings, with a self colored 
beard, accentuating its charm and grace, is representative of the 
Haven Iris. 36". M . (Vatican Purple X Carpenter). H . M. ' 57 

QUEEN'S LACE (Muhlestein '55) $10.00 
A creamy-white with very heavy Chantilly lace edging. The edges 
are light yellow as is the beard. An outstandingly fine iris. 35" 
M-L. ((Gold Ruffles x Chantilly) X Clara B.) A.M. ' 57 . 

QUEEN'S TASTE (Douglas '52 l $3.00 
A lovely and novel color combination, with lavender-pink 
standards above semi-flaring blended red falls. 3 8" . M . (Criter
ion X Olympian) A.M.'55. 

RARE PLEASURE I Coppedge '59) $22.50 
See introductions, page 2. 

RED BUTTERFLY ( Linse '56) $4.00 
A novelty of red, white and gold. Standards are rose-red ; falls 
white, lined dahlia purple, interspersed near the haft with lines of 
gold. M . 40". (Butterfly Wings X Spelbound). 

REHOBETH (DeForest '53 l $4.50 
The flowers are very large with exceptional substance, and the 
color is the sofest conceivable sky-blue. M . 3 7". (Snow Flurry 
X Lake Shannon). A.M. ' 56. 

*REJOICE ( Dubes '58) $35.00 
Amazing is the beauty of this exquisite all white iris which 
is skyrocketing to fame. Flowers ruffled with excellent placement 
and balance. 38". M. (Sdlg. 49-26 - 1 X Arctic Splendor) H.M. 
'5 8 

ROYALTY VELVET (Noyd '58) $20.00 
A clean velvety wine-red self with a golden brown beard and 
flaring falls. 32". M -L. ((Valiant sdlg. x Ruth) X Queen 
Elizabeth) 

RUFFLED ELEGANCE ( R. M. White '55) $3.50 
A tosy violet blend of both Petunia violet and Chinese violet 
with the margins darker. (Easter Bonnet X Remember Me) . 

RUFFLED STARLITE (Hamblin '56) $3.50 
The new trend in light blues is exemplified by this lovely french
blue self, with a lemon beard tipped blue. Satin textured, beau
tifully ruffled. 3 6". M-L . (Chivalry X White Wedge wood) 
H.M. '57 

SABBATH MORN (Tompkins '55) $5.00 
An ivory-cream self, shoulders brushed orchraceous-salmon 
Semi flared, smoothly finished and serenely regal. 36". M-L. 
(Sib to Lady Moon x Sib to Ivory Charm) X Vatican Purple) . 

SABLE NIGHT ( P. Cook '52 l $5.00 
A richly colored, blackish, red-violet self with a dark brown 
beard. Wonderfully rich , dark and silken with an unusual depth 
of color for such a dark Iris. 36". ( ((Captain Wells x Indiana 
Night) X ((Modoc x Black Wings) x Sable)). · Dykes 
Medal ' 55. 

SAFARI (Plough '55) $1.25 
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A fancy plicata, pleasing in arrangement. Warm brown on white 
background, M-L. 39". (Fire,racker X Late Sunset) . 

HAPPY MEETING 

WINGED GODDESS 



SAFFRON GOLD I lyon '56 l $5.00 
Deep antique saffron gold self with a slight deep~ning of tone 
at the hafts beard is same color. Well formed standards arch 
and overlap with grace, falls are smooth and nicely flared . 
Large, heavy substanced, and well branched. 3 6". M. (MIOI-
4 7XChar-Maize). 

SEATHWAITE !Randall '52) $3.00 
A large flowered , ruffled , light blue. Standards closely held, 
falls wide and semi-flaring with a ruffled contour. 38". M -L. 
(Helen McGregor X Cahokia). English Dykes Medal '52. 

SENORITA ILSA (Rogers '53) $3.00 
A pure white of flaring form with white beard, standards 
beautifully domed and overlapping. Slightly ruffled falls wide 
hafts and heavy substance. (Helen M'Gregor X Sylvia Mur
ray). H . M. '53. 

SERENE DUSK (lyon '57) $10.00 
A petunia purple with a cobalt blue beard ; there are no mark
ings on the flower. The full petals have a velvety texture, and 
the blossoms are well proportioned. 3 4". M. (Kol Nidre X 
Cardinal's Robe). 

SIERRA SKIES ( Schortman '54) $6.00 
These large, beautifully formed flowers of spectrum blue, are 
carried on well-spaced and ideally branched, tall stalks. 3 8" . 
E-M. (Chivalry X (Santa Barbara x Sierra Blue)) . A . M . 
'56 . 

SKY CRYSTAL (Sass '55) $10.00 
A very pale blue of ethereal quality. The broad petaled flow 
ers, semi-flaring , are slightly ruffled, giving grace and elegance. 
Well branched. 38". M. H. M. '55. 

GOLD CUP 

SNOW BONNET I Suiter '58 l $15.00 
One of the deepest color contrasts of all the yellow Amoenas. 
Standards pure white, falls deep clean golden yellow. Petals 
both wide and flaring. 30" . M-L. (Pinnacle X Summit) 

SNOW GODDESS ( J, Becherer '55) $8.00 
A warm white self that is big , wide-petaled, ruffled and al
together gorgeous. The yellow beard enhances the white flower. 
Well branched stalks. 38 " E-M. (Snow Flurry X White God
dess), 

SOUTH PACIFIC I K. Smith '54) $7.50 
A self of light Windsor blue with a white beard . Silky texture 
and ·nidely flaring falls . 40". M-L (Cahokia X Lady lise) 
A.M. '58. 

SPRING MELODY (Miess '54) $5.00 
Clear, dandelion-yellow with ruffled falls and domed stand
ards. Good substance and even texture. 38". M. (547B X 
OlaKala) H. M . '55 

SPRINGTIME (lyon '57) $7.00 
An appealing shade of lilac. Refreshing as spring itself . Large 
broad petaled flowers with ruffled edges and crystalline sparkle. 
36". M . (0700-51-2: White Ruffles x Pattison white sdlg.) 
X (D25-49-4: Hit Parade x Dream Girl)). -

SPRING WITCHERY (Murray '57) $5.00 
Large flowers of good form and substance-a picture in deli
cate beauty. It is a chartreuse yellow bitone with a cream white 
area in the center of the fall petals, highlighted by a blue 
beard. 40". M .. ((Appointee x Green Pastures ) X Green 
Pastures) . 

STARFIRE (Wills '54) $6.00 
Rich golden yellow with broad, full, fluted standards and ruf
fled flaring falls bordered golden and a lighter center. Excellent 
form, finish, and substance. 38". M. (Starshine X Ola Kala). 
H. M. '56. 
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STARLIFT (C. Benson '54) $5.00 
Smooth ruffled cornflower blue. This new shade is most inter
esting and different from former introductions. 3 8" . M. (Tos
ca X Distance). H . M. '56. 

STARLIT HOUR (Tompkins '55) $3.50 
Lovely plicata of pale aniline lilac with rich violet markings. 
Delicately ruffled petals and a broad stitched band. 3 8". E-L. 
((Madame Louis Aureau x Blue Shimmer) X Captivation). 

SUGARPLUM I Corey '53 l $2.50 
A soft pink self with a yellow beard and hafts; lacy edges. 
M-L. 36" . (Chantilly X 50H-L : Daybreak x Midwest Gem). 
H . M. '53. 

SUN FESTIVAL (Noyd '57) $7.50 
Ruffled and laced flowers with contrasting colors of light yel
low standards, and white falls edged yellow. 5-Way branching. 
Fragrant. M-VL. 35". ((Midwest Gem x Horizon) X Song 
of Songs). 

SUNFROST I Peterson '57) $15.00 
White and lavender standards; medium yellow falls with or
ange beard. 34". M-L. ( (Sdlg: (Wm. Mohr x (Happy Days 
x Wabash)) X Moontide) 

SURPRISE PARTY I Kleinsorge '55) $5.00 
A reverse bicolor of lavender-violet and golden 
gold haft markings and a gold beard. 3 6". M. 
Cascade Splendor) X Opal Cloud). H. M. '56 . 

apricot, with 
((Chamois x 

SWAN BALLET (Muhlestein '55) $15.00 
One of the finest fris in commerce. A beautiful white with a 
white beard. Very round falls that flare horizontally are light
ly ruffled and of heavy substance. 40" . M-L. (Spanish Peaks 
X ?) A. M. '57. 

*SWAN PRINCESS I Birch '57) $17.00 
A top ranking pure white of generous proportion, slightly 
fluted and ruffled of excellent substance and good placement. 
(White Ruffles X Palomino). 

SWEET TOMORROW I lyon '57) $17.00 
This Iris reblooms in the fall. Standards of lilac-rose; falls 
light lilac-rose with an exceptional Chinese coral beard. A 
shimmering iridescence over the entire flower gives it a stun
ning effect. The large 3" wide petals are somewhat ruffled. 
33". M. ((D628-51-14: Char-Maize x D321-48-7) X First 
Curtain). 

TABU (Schreiner '54) $3.00 
A deep, blackish violet self with a velvety luster on the falls . 
The large flowers are held aloft on tall spikes. 36". M . (Black 
Forest X Storm King). H. M. '54 . 

*TAHOLAH (Gibson '56) . $12.00 
A plicata of creamy ivory ground color. Standards are heavily 
stippled and sprayed burnt umber ; falls are evenly brushed on 
hafts and at the outer edges. A lovely creation. 3 6". M. (No. 
145A X Firecracker). A. M. '58. 

TALLCHIEF (Deforest '56) $10.00 
Brazil-red to carmine in color. Smooth, tall, well branched and 
vigorous. 38". M. (Sdlg: (Agrus Pheasant x Garden Glory) 
X Sdlg. (Lockwood x General Patton)) H. M. '57. 

TANGELO I lyon '58) 
See introductions page 3 

$12.00 

*TECHNY CHIMES (Bro Charles '55) $10.00 
Crisp, luminous, clear medium yellow with a bright tanger
ine beard. From pink breeding that gives clearness of color not 
found in many yellow iris. Falls very broad and semi-flaring. 
Nicely ruffled, good substance, well branched. 3 6". M-L. 
A . M. '57. 

THE CITADEL (Watkins-Graves '54) $7.00 
Magnificent pure white with vellum-like texture and flaring 
form of great symmetry. Standards are broad and full with 
large falls spreading widely. 3 8". M. (Helen McKenzie X Jane 
Phillips). H. M. '54. 

THE MAD HATTER I lyon '51 ) $1.50 
A deep maroon, with heavy velvety falls, overlaid with black
ish maroon. The standards are nicely arched, the form is semi
flaring. Well branched. 38". M-L. (Ranger X Cordovan) H. 
M. '51. 

THOTMES Ill I Kleinsorge '50) . $2.00 
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A smooth self of glistening golden tan with a light bronze 
beard; extra broad falls, and heavy texture. 40" stalks. A. M. 
'53. 
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KENTUCKY COLONEL 

TOP HAT (Schreiner '54) $3.00 
Intense indigo violet self with a red sheen. Broadly rounded, 
large blooms of excellent form. The coloring is uniform 
throughout, even the beard is blended in a subdued tone. 40" . 
M-L. H. M . '54. 

TOTAL ECLIPSE (Fay '56) $10.00 
A very large and tall blue-black with a very dark beard, tip
ped light blue. Well formed flowers of good substance and no 
haft markings. 4-Way branching. 45 ". H . M . '56. 

*TRIM (McKee '56) (Plant patented) $15.00 
A red self with no haft markings. Silky smooth, with a cast 
of glittering copper, giving it sparkle and finish . Good branch
ing. 36". M . ((Pequot) x (Lights On x Moontide) X (Red
wyne x Moontide)). H. M . '56. 

TROY MEADOWS ( DeFussi '59) $20.00 
See introductions, page 2 

TRULY FAIR I Plough '56) $6.00 
Tall bri~h t medium pink . of good size and form on well 
placed stalks of 42" · heiglit. Intense red-tangerine beard ac
cents its beauty. Floriferous. E-L. (Cloud Cap X Pink For
mal). H . M . '56. 

TRULY YOURS ( 0. Fay '49) $2.50 
An iris of distinction. The under sides of the fall petals are 
a solid yellow. The heart of the flower is bright yellow, which 
shades into an almost white at both the top of the standards 
and the lower edges of the falls which are laced and ruffled. 
L. 38". (((Rameses x Far West) x Hall's 42 -35) X Zan
tha) . Dykes Medal '53 . 

UINTAH (Crosby '57) $15.00 
A gorgeous flower of large beautifully formed white, with 
broad full standards, and ruffled flared falls . Well branched. 
E-L. 40". (Swan Ballet X Mount Emmons) . 

ULTRA VIOLET (Buss '55 l $5.00 
Serenely beautiful, luminous deep violet self, with a touch of 
brown on the hafts . Petals are large and beautifully formed. 
Beard violet. E-M. 36". 

*VALIMAR (Hamblen '58) 17.50 
Exotic blend of peach pink and nasturtium with an orange 
influence. 36". M -L. ((Helen McGregor x Radiation) X Pal
omino) H . M. '58 . 

VALLEY DAWN I lyon '57) $12.00 
This lovely deep pink has the beautiful coloring of Venetian 
pink with a salmon flush on the fall petals and a shrimp 
beard. Of free blooming habit. 3 2 ". M. (Convention Queen 
X June Meredith). H . C. '56. 

VEILED IN MYSTERY (Milliken '51 l $2.50 
Antique satin-white with a dusting of pale chartreuse, a picture 
of rare beauty, due to the dainty fluting and ruffling. Violet 
beard. 40". M . 

VIOLET GRACE (Wadland '55) $8.00 
A hardy iris that will take adverse weather conditions. Aster 
violet with a white flush at the hafts and around the beard. 
Very wide flowers, ruffled and of heavy substance. 38". E-M. 
(Violet Symphony X Gloriole). H. M. '55. 

VIOLET HARMONY (lowry '52) $3.50 
A lovely shade of violet with a light area on the falls. The 
form is exquisite with ideal ruffling and spacing of flowers 
on the sterns. 3 8" . M. (Snow Flurry X Cloud Castle) Dykes 
Medal '57. 

*VIOLET HILLS (DeForest '56) $17.50 
Large flowers of clean clear coloring with graceful near hori 
zontal falls and beautifully formed standards. This dark fluor
ite violet self with a taffeta like sheen and blue tipped · beard, 
has no haft markings, M. 38". ( (Sdlg : Her Grace x Sable x 
Storm King) X (Sdlg: Her Grace x Black Forest)). A. M. 
'58. 

WAXING MOON (Fay '57) $12.00 
A real beauty of clean crisp rich ivory yellow with round full 
petals. 35 ". M. (Fay Sdlg. 47-2 X (Sunray x Dolly Madi
son)) H. M. '57. 

WAYWARD WIND (Baker '58) $15.00 
Warm brushed antique bronze self with a slight infusion of 
chartreuse. Excellent tailored form, heavy substance. 3 6" . E-L. 
(Sdlg. 49-2 : (Sylvia Murray x Rocket) X Cordovan) . H .M. 
' 58. 

*WEDDING BOUQUET I Butterick '52) $3.50 
A most desirable pure white with broad ruffled petals of heavy 
substance. Standards are domed and falls are broad and semi
flaring. 35 ". M. ((Snow Flurry x Sdlg) X Cloud Castle) . 
A.M. '56. 

WHITE PEACOCK (Pattison '52) $3.00 
A superb creation in softly alluring blue-white ruffled flowers 
of smooth finish. Large, broad petals of an exceptionally heavy 
substance, such as seldom seen in an iris. Well branched. One 
of the top rating iris. 40". (Katharine Fay X Lady Boscaw 
en) . A. M. '5 5. 

*WHOLE CLOTH I Cook '58) $20.00 
A new color in amoenas. Distinct and most attractive iris with 
standards cleu white and falls solid medium blue. 3 6". M. 
(Cahokia X 11253: (Blue Rhythm x ((Blue Sdlg. x Pro
genitor) x ((Distance x Blue Sdlg.))) H . M . '58. 

WIDE WORLD ( P. Cook '54) $10.00 
A reverse bicolor. Standards are pale wisteria blue deeper at the 
base; flaring falls white with white beard. 3 8". M. H. M . 
'54 . 

WINGED GODDESS (lyon '56) $17.00 
Outstanding with unusual charm and refinement. Very light 
uranium green, flushed bluebird blue. Beard is bluebird blue. 
Petals are broad and rounded somewhat ruffled, and of 
smoothest satin texture. 36". M. ((Char-Maize x Green Pas
tures) X Self) . H . M. '56 . 

WITCH DOCTOR (Plough '55) $4.00 
Very large onco of grayed blue-lavender with buff- tan haft 
and heart . Long season of bloom. 2 8 ". EML. (W -1 cream 
Sdlg. X Capitola). H. M . '56. 

*WONDERMENT (Cook '58) $20.00 
Another of the wonderful new amoenas. Flowers are large, 
well proportioned, heavy in substance and broad petals. Stand
ards clean white, falls pale bluish violet, conspicuous orange 
beard. 36". M -L. (Cahokia X Sdlg. 11253 ; (Blue Rhythm 
x ((Blue Sdlg. x Progenitor ) x Blue Sdlg.))) A . M . '58. 

WOODLAND SPRITE (Coppedge '57) $15.00 
An illusive suggestion of green, combined with the unusual 
violet beard, tipped blue, makes the name chosen most appro
priate A self of dresden yellow-green, semi-flaring form, broad 
petals and good branching. 34". M. (Char-Maize x Green 
Pastures). 

YOUNG BRAVE I Peterson '56) $12.50 
A flared brown-toned red, with velvety fall petals beautifully 
blended and making a brilliant display. 34". M-L. ((Happy 
Days x Depute' Nomblot) X Red Waves). H. M. '56. 
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OUR HALL OF FAME 

THE STANDARD BEARDED IRIS VARIETIES 

On this page we have listed a group of iris varieties that continue to be very popular just because they are so good they 
compete strongly with the new kinds. We have discarded many varieties through the years as being 'supplanted by better ones in 
the same color class, but we just can't drop these. Here's your chance, then, to buy excellent iris at very low prices. They are 
the ones which have stood the test of time in countless gardens. We must clear this stock to make,'room for the many new varie
ties coming in. We reserve the right to make substitutions in this collection, of equal or greater val~e. where items ordered are sold 
out. • ' . 

DISCOUNT on Orders 
of $5 .00 or More 

Make Your Own Collection 
from Items on This Page Only 3 3 .!.01. DISCOUNT on Orders 

3 -,o of $7.50 or More . 

ANTHEA-Ruffled salmon pink. 30" ............ .. ........................ .............. $1.00 
ARGUS PHEASANT-Golden Argus-brown. 38" --- ·················· ·· ···--- -·-···· 1.00 
ARLENE WOOD-laced bitone in dove and lilac-orchid ........... ....... 1.00 
BALLERINA-Large flower of delicate orient pink. 36" .................... 1.50 
BALLET DANCER-Classic apricot tan self. 36" .................................. 1.00 
BANNER BRIGHT-Orange-yellow buff. 36" ................ ...................... 3.00 
BLACK BANNER-Velvet midnight black. 36" .................................. .75 
BLACK FOREST-Silk ebony blue-black. 33" ........................... ......... 1.00 
BLACK HILLs-A deep blue-violet. 38" ·····-----· ············-·----·-··············· 2.00 
BLUE RHYTHM-Cornflower blue. Dykes winner. 36" ........................ .75 
BLUE RIM-Large velvety white and blue plicata. 36" ·· ····- -·· --·-·---·· 1.50 
BLUE VALLEY-Ruffled medium blue. 36" ....... .......... .. ..................... .75 
BRIGHT HOUR-Amoena. White standards; purple falls .................... 2.50 
BRILLIANT ROSE-Very deep rose self. 40" ······· ··········- --··········· -···- 1.00 
BRYCE CANYON-Warm henna-copper beauty. 36" ........................ .75 
BUTTERFLY BLUE-A frosty clear light blue. 40" ........... ............. .. 1.50 
CAHOKIA-A gem in sky blue. 38" ............. .............................. ......... 1.00 
CAMPFIRE GLOW-Glowing ruby-red self, overlaid copper. ......... .. 1.50 
CARDINAL'S ROBE-Reddish wine; excellent. 36" ............................ 1.00 
CATHEDRAL BELLs-Huge light begonia-pink. 38" ···········-······-----····· 2.00 
CHERIE-Real pink, with tangerine beard. Dykes winner .............. .. 1.00 
CLOUDCAP-Large flowers of blossom pink. 36" .... ...... ........... ....... 1.50 
COLOR CARNIVAL-Pink with purple markings on halts ................ 2.00 
COLORGLO-Rose-pink and gold blend. 36" .............. ........ .. ............ .. 2.50 
COLUMBIA-Gleaming rich medium blue. 36" ·---··--·------·-···········- ---- · 1.50 
CONCORD VELVET-Beautiful rich grape purple. 38" ...................... 1.00 
COPPER MEDALLION-Brightly burnished copper. 36" ... ................. 1.00 
DAWN REFLECTION-Piicata; ivory, etched pink. 36" ······--·-·------·· · 1.00 
ELIZABETH OF ENGLAND-Beautiful ruffled blue. 36" .................... 1.00 
ELMOHR-Mulberry pogocyclus. Huge. Dykes winner. 36" .............. 1.00 
EMPRESS EUGENIE-Deepest of deep empire yellow. 34"................ 1.00 
EVENSONG-Medium violet oncobred. 34" ........................................ 2.00 
EXTRAVAGANZA-Cream and copper-red violet. Late. 36" ................ .75 
FOR SURE-Creamy tan margined pinard yellow oncobred ...... ... __ 2.00 
FRANCES CRAIG-Huge paled gray lavender oncocyclus ............. ..... 2.50 
GARNET GLOW-Rich deep ~tivid garnet-red self. 36" ................... 1.00 
GOLDEN PLOVER-Smooth golden tan. 36" .......................... ........... 1.00 
GOLDEN RUFFLEs-Ruffled golden yellow. 40" ----·---------·········· --·-- 1.00 
GREEN MOHR-Green-chartreuse oncobred. 38" ----· -·--···-· ········ _________ 1.50 
GUSSIE-An orchid with heavily laced edges. 32" ................. __ ...... 1.00 
HELEN COLLINGWOOD-Standards lavender; falls purple ........ ....... 1.50 
HIGH COMMAND-Variegata of yellow and red. 35" ........................ 1.00 
HI-TIME-A luminous self of golden apricot. 35" ·············· --· ---- ---·- ·· .75 
HIT PARADE-A lovely Flamingo pink. 30" ..................................... : .75 
JANE PHILLIPs-A light blue. 35" ·---·· --· -- ·-·········· _____ . ____ 1.00 
LADY ALBRIGHT-Copper and deep rose-lavender blend ................ 2.00 
LADY ILSE-Ruffled powder blue. 38" ·---· ·····--···· __ . --·-·---····- ________ 2.50 
LILAC LANE-Pink toned lilac self; floriferous. 36" ·---·-·-···-··-········· 1.50 
MARQUITA-Cream brushed watermellon-rose on falls ... .. ................. .75 
MAYAN GOLD-Briliant golden yellow. 36" ......... -- --··------- ---············· 1.00 
MAYTIME-A lilac-pink amoena. 36" ... ............... .... .......... ............. 2.00 

MELODY LANE-Glistening golden a~ricot. 36" ·······-······--·----·-········· 1.00 
MIDNIGHT BLUE-Deep blue-violet. 34" ··········-···----····· ---·······------ 2.00 
MOHR AFFAIR-Red violet washed deep wine. Oncobred ................ 1.00 
MOHR MAJESTY-Buff with falls overlaid wine. Oncobred ................ 1.50 
MT. McKINLEY-Standards white; falls purple. 35" .......................... 1.00 
MYSTIC MELODY-Cream standards, butter yellow falls ............... ... 1.50 
NEW SNOW-Very white, ruffled and flaring. 38" ............................ 1.00 
NORTHWESTERN-Royal purple. 36" ······························-----·- ············· 2.00 
ORIENTAL GLORY-Mahogany and chestnut, with blue .................... 1.50 
PAGAN PRINCEss-Persian.pink and rose. 36'~ .......... ~ ..................... 1.00 
PARTY DRESs-Ruffled deep pink. Lovely. 34" ··· -···- ··· ·· ·· ··· ·- ----·--···· · . 1.50 
PATHFINDER-Rose-pink; vigorous, prolific bloomer. 35"........... .. ...... 1.00 
PIERRE MENARD-Hyacinth blue and violet. 36" ......................... : .. 1.00 
PINK ACCENT-Delicate pink and white plicat~. 34" ...................... 1.2'i 
PINK FORMAL-Large ruffled deep salmon pink. 38" .................... 1.00 
PINK SENSATION-Very deep pink with frilled edges. 35" ............ 1.00 
PINNACLE-Cool white with primrose falls. 35" .. : ............................. 1.00 
PORT WINE-A very dark red and white plicata. 36" ...................... 2.or 
PRETTY QUADROON-Dusky beauty in tan and brown. 34" ............ 2.00 
RAINBOW ROOM-A blend of all colors of rainbow. 35" ......... ....... 1.00 
RAJAH BROOKE-Topaz and pigeon-blood red. 35" ........................ .75 
RARE PEARL-Cream, showing mother-of-pearl tones ........................ 2.00 
RASPBERRY RIBBON-White, sprayed raspberry. 36" .................... 1.00 
RAVEN WING-Very dark purple beauty. 36" ·············-·· ·· ········-----·· ··· 1.50 
RIO VALLEY-A blend of bright golden brown. 36" ........................ 2.50 
ROSA BARONE-Soft pink over cream. 35" ··--·--·----···-·····-·······-··----- · 1.50 
ROSE FRILLs-Liicily edged old rose. 36" :· ...... : ........ : ..................... 2.00 
ROYAL WISH-Gold and violet-rose, brushed gold . .. : •... ~ ...................... 1.00 
RUFFLED ORGANDY-Ivory cream flushed' -laver\der.- IJ'larl ..... : .......... 2.00 
RUSSET WINGs-Peach deepening to russ~t. 4?'~ .:.: ...... . ................ 1.00 
SAVAGE-Brilliant bronze-red and magenta blend. 35" ...... ,., .... ,_ .. , ... 2.00 
SHINING HOUR-A chartreuse-amber- brown . ~len<L. .l6" .. _____ :~---··-- 2.~ 
SNOW FLURRY-Large ruffled blue-white. 40" ' ....• : ... ...... .. ...... ,~'···-- .75 
SOLID GOLD-Large very deep yellow. 36" ... : ..................... . \: .. ....... 1.50 
SPANISH PEAKs-Entirely white flower. 38" ··········· ·· ·-·················'"·· 1.00 
SPELLBOUND-Glowing red with golden overlay. 38" ............ : .... • ....... ~ 2.00 
STARSHINE-Deep cream, blended pearly blue. Lovely. 36" ......... : ... 1.00 
STORM WARNING-Claret violet black. 35" .............................. ::.: .. 2.00 
SUNSET BLAZE-Golden red-flame-salmon blend. 36" .................. :. \ .00 
TABASCO-Gold, sprayed paprika; plicata. 34" ............................... ... ~.50 

TEMPLE BELLs-Smooth apricot. 36" ................................................ 2.00 
TINDALAO-A huge yellow, with white areas. 42" ............ ." ............... 1.50 
TOP FLIGHT-Deep apricot. 34" ............ ............................................ 2.00 
TOP SCORE-Standards yellow; falls golden brown. 34" ............... : · .75 .· .• 
TOURNAMENT QUEEN-A fall blooming fuchsia. 36" ..... ................... 1.00 . 
TRAIL BLAZER-Muberry purple with blue blaze. 40" .................... 2.00 
VIVEZA-Variegata. Standards maize; falls mahogany .................... · .. -2.00 
WELCOME GUEST-Glowing amber-gold. 36" ....... .. ........................... 2.50 
WHITE RUFFLEs-Ruffled warm white. 38" .. ... .. .. ............................. 1.00 
WINDSOR-Deep blue, tinged violet. 36" ............. .... ............ ............ 1.00 
YELLOW ORGANDY-Crisp pale yellow, green tinged ............ : ...... .. , .. 2.00 



~'1. 

The Spurias, someti~es calle4 the "Butterfly Iris," are hardy and easy to grow. 
They range from three to five feet in height and will grow in almost any location 
of the garden. They Me especially fine for background plantings. 

Their blooming season starts af>_out the middle of the Bearded Iris season thus 
prolonging iris display in the garden. Too, they are one of the finest for flower 
arrangements and especially fine forfcorsages, resembling orchids. 

Once planted, they establish them~~lves and do not need to be transplanted for 
several years. Lik~ other rhizomatous iris, they should be given shallow plantings, 

· .that is~ just cover rh~zomes with about 1" of soil. Plant 1 Yz to 2 feet apart. 

For specimen blooms we suggest an application of steer fertilizer around your 
plants, in early spring, when new growth is starting up. A compost mulch is very 
fine to_o. Keep them well watered during their growing season, especially the pre-
bloommg growth. ... • 

In late summer when foliage has dried back somewhat, cut it back, leaving 
fro~ 6"-10". This part is readily removed as new growth starts up in early 
spnng. 

SHIPMENTS will be made September and October. 

*AUTUMN GLOW (M. R. Walker '59) $15.00 
See Introductions, page 2 . 

BIG CLOUD (Craig. -'50) $4.00 
Lar~e white, broad petaled flowers, with a flush of canary yellow 
on the falls . Smooth in, texture. Outstanding H.M. '58. 

BLACK POINT ( Nies '55) $4.00 
Dark chocolate brown. The substance is firm, the texture smooth, 
with just enough yellow glow at the haft to brighten the flower 
i:- to an eye-catcher. Sturdy of .growth and a profuse bloomer. 
48 ". H .M . '55. . 

BLUE DISPLAY ( Nies '47) 75c 
Tpis is a medium blue with a yellow signal patch. A strong 
grower, heavy bloomer, and a fine garden accent. Late. 42". 

*B,.JE NIGHTSiiADE (M. R. Walker '57) $12.50 
Truly a gorgeous and brilliant color break in shades of Victorian 
violet with lemon yellow at the base. Smooth textured. 48." 
H.M.'57 . ' 

CANARY ISLAND (M. R. Walker '48) $1.50 
Canary-yellow falls edged white; standards white with canary
yellow at the base. 44". H.M: ' 55 . 

*CHEROKEE CHIEF ( Nies '51 ) $2.50 
A velvety deep brown with a rich yellow signal patch. H .M. 
1951. • • 

*DRIFTWOOD (M. R. Walker '57) $12.50 
It is rich in cold; .r~s~\!ling lovely shadings of wood weathered 
by the sun. and SJa;. ~oth · .si.andards and falls are brown shaded 
lemon yellow at base. --bf•the broad pedals. 48 " . H.M. '57. 

. DUTCH QEFIANCE '(Nies /431 $1.50 
Blue Jith.; i\' •y..ellow <:>igln_a1 ·patch on slightly frilled falls. One of 

. the largeSt: A.M . .' 49 . 4jf'.<, Late bloomer 
*EL CAM.INO · (M. R: Walker' '5Hl $15.00 

. See introd,uction page 3. 
FAIRY LANTERN. ( Nies . ~56 I $6.00 

The- ,cilwt>ination of blue and yellow is lovely. Standards are 
mediuiri'·wisteria blue; falls deep canary yellow blend into a lovely 

· medium fJax blue border. H .M . '56. 
*GAY LAil~ (M. R. Walker '58) $15.00 

See,jiltr6duct.ion page 3. 
GOLDEN NUGGET (Dean '31 ) 75c 

:Qeej,, rich yellow flowers on a free flowering plant. 4 8". 
INVESTMENT (Craig) $4.00 

Intense deep 'buttercup yellow flowers born in profusion on 
: wd,I .yanched stalks. A vigorous grower. 42". H.M. '56 
~TRINA NIES ( Nies '56) $7.00 

Standards are lovely dauphin's violet shaded aureolin at the base. 
Center of fall petals is deep aureolin, outer section light dauphin's 
violet.' Ruffled form with smooth firm texture. H.M. '56 . 

LARKSONG ( Nies '46) $2.50 
Soft creamy-white standards and styles. Rich yellow flaring falls 
with frilled and ruffled edges of creamy white. 48". H.M. '46 . 

MORNINGTIDE (M. R. Walker '56) $7.00 
Fresh '!~ .the early morning dew, and just as appealing These large 
ruf.fled, very pale astor violet flowers with light sulphur in the 
cC)\ter might almost be called white. (Grace Nies Perry and Wadi 
Zem Zem.) 48". H.M. '56. 

FAIRY LANTERN 

*ORANGE DELIGHT (M. R. Walker '57) $10.00 
A satiny textured medium sized flower. A step closer to true 
orange. Standards are a canary yellow shaded darker; falls butter
cup yellow with a lighter border. 40". H.M.'S 7 

PASTORAL (Nies '43) $1.00 
A yellow and lavender combination. Falls are deep yellow edged 
lavender ; standards are yellow flushed lavender. 34". 

RUSSET FLAME ( Nies '41 ) 75c 
A distinctive glowing rich russet coloring with an undercclor of 
deep yellow. The falls are bordered dark brown. 40". H.M. '50 

RUTH NIES CABEEN ( Nies '57) $6.00 
Almost a blue self. It is Dauphin's violet except for the small 
area of canary yellow at the base of this large ruffled flower. 
48". H .M. '57. 

SUNLIT SEA (M. R. Walker '57) $9.00 
The standards and styles are Dauphin's violet; the broad falls 
have a large yellow signal center blending into aureolin and 
banded Dauphin's violet. 48". H.M. '57. 

SUNNY SIDE (Craig) $3.00 
Creamed standards and styles; canary-yellow falls, edged cream. 
Large flowers, broad petals. 42 ". 

SWEET BUTTER (Craig '50) $4.50 
A solid yellow smooth textured flower. Slightly recurving fall 
petals. 

VIOLET VEIL (M. R. Walker '57) $10.00 
These large broad petaled flowers are Dresden yellow, lined and 
shaded aster violet in a veil-like manner. 48 " . H.M.'58 . 

WADI ZEM ZEM (Milliken '43) $2.00 
An extremely large clear creamy-yellow flower with broad petals. 
Excellent form, finish, and substance. 48". H.M. '52. 

WHITE HERON (Milliken '48) $2.00 
Flowers are a large creamy white with pale yellow flush in .he 
center of the fall petals. Eric Nies Award '58 . 

YELLOW SWALLOWTAIL (Nies '43) $2.00 
Light yellow standards and rich deep velvety yellow falls of very 
smooth finish, extra heavy substance. Not a fast increaser. 36". 

*ZEPHROSO ( Nies '53 I $3.50 
Large, heavy textured flowers with beautiful ruffling. In color, 
a light honey with a rosy overlay. 

SPURIA COLLECTION 
SELECT 3 OR MORE ITEMS 

on Orders of 2 s cr/. 
$8.00 or More Take -/0 DISCOUNT 

* Items are not to be included in this offer. 

DON'T BE CONTENT WITH BEARDED IRIS ALONE! 
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The Hemerocallis, or daylily, is . the one perennial plant that comes 
close to being all things to all gardeners. They can be grown without 
fuss or bother, fittii\g into various conditions of soil, moisture and 
full sun or partial _shade. 

These pest-free plants will be a permanent addition to your garden. 
They need not be divided and transplanted for several years. 

They are in full bloom in the middle of the hot summer when 
flowers are not too plentiful, and many varieties continue_ through 
with reblooming periods, clear up until heavy frosts. 

SHIPMENTS will be made September and Oc;tober. 

AFTERGLOW (Stout '41 ) .75 
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A waxy textured buff. artistically blended pink which is accented 
in the throat and midrib of the flower. July. Evergreen. 3 6". 

.· 
MARIE WOOD 

BESS FORMAN ( Bach '54) $1 .25 
Medium pink petals and cream sepals. Floriferous, and a good 
grower. A twice bloomer. Semi-deciduous. 3 8 " . 

BESS ROSS (Claar) $10.00 NET 
A large wide open, vivid velvety red, beautifully formed and 
re-curved, slightly frilled; a brilliant yellow throat. M. 3 6 " . 
H.M. '55 Semi-deciduous. 

BESS VESTAL (House '49) $1.50 
Large 6" flowers with broad petals of bright red, with a yellow 
throat. 36". Early .midseason. Rebloomer. Evergreen. 

CARMELO (Milliken l $1.25 
A medium red, with just a hint of blue. Petals are extremely 
broad, overlapping sepals, and recurving, 36". Evergreen. M. 

COPPER COLONEL (Sass) $1.50 
A beautiful rosy-copper blend, large recurving flowers. Free 
blooming. One of the finest. 40" . Late-midseason Deciduous. 
A.M. '54. 

lYON'S FOR QUAliTY 



I 
{ CRADLE SONG (Millikep) . . · $1.50 
\ A three-time bloome.r that opens in the afternoon and lasts into 

the next day . . Larg~. lovely, deep yellow flowers. Evergreen. 
22". . 

.FAIRY WINGS (lester) $1 0.00 NET 
A delicate yellow. of waxlike substance. There is a tint of an 
elusive pink light in the center of the petals. Cool green throat. 
M . 32". Semi-deciduous. H.M. '54 

FOND CARESS (Milliken) . 1.00 
Lq;vely shimmering star dusted petals creamy yellow, lily-shaped 
wh h broad petals and sepals . which overlap. Fragrant. Ever
green. 36". 

GARNET ROBE (Milliken) $1.00 
A true garnet-red of heavy velvet texture, with a deep yellow
gree~ thr?,at. A vigorous grower and early blooming. Ever
gl'e~~· ·; ~6 . 

'GENE' WILD (lester l $8.00 NET 
Wide heavy petals and sepals ruffled and recurved, of soft 
peach-yellow with a fainf lilac eyezone, and a rich velvet fin
ish, giving distinction. E. 36". Evergreen. Repeats. HM '54 

GOLD STRIKE (Milliken) $5.00 
Huge flowers of pure deep yellow with extra heavy petals and 
sepals, both strongly reflexed. 3 6" . Midseason. Evergreen. 

GRISELLE (Saxton l $1.00 
Full wide flowers of a very even shade of bright raspberry-scar
let, veined carmine . 34" Late-midseason. Evergreen. H .M . '53 . 

H. HAROLD 'HUME (Taylor '~3) $3.00 
Near cardinal red, the midrib of ivory is distinct; throat of 
canary yellow. 3 6 ". ' Open evenings. Early. Reblooms. Ever
green. 

HIGH NOON (Milliken) $5.00 NET 
A beautiful deep rich cadmium yellow. Petals and sepals are 
thick and recurved, and both have deeply ruffled edges. Excep
tionally brm d and brilliant. 40" . Midseason. Evergreen. 
.t.M. '55. 

JEAN (McDade) 
• gay brick red and yellow 

.luted. Late. 48 ". Deciduous. 

$1.00 
bicolor. Its edges are curly and 

LAFITTE (Claar) $1.00 
A deep garnet with a throat of cool chartreuse green. Wide 
petals and sepals. Early mid-season. 36" Semi Deciduous. 

RUSSELL (Russell l $1.00 
blooms of pale lemon yellow with ruffled edges. Petals 

and recurved. Evergreen. 36". 
(Watkins) $1.00 

r bright raspberry-red without midrib or eye-zone. Even 
throat of. the flower is the same. Evergreen. 36". 

ELLEN (Milliken l $4.00 
rge slightly ruffled flowers of watermelon pink flushed deeper 

shade. Truly outstanding. 34". Early, Reblooms, Evergreen . 
MADCAP (Nesmith) $1.00 

An outstanding bright burnt orange which will be a distinctive 
. addition to your daylily collection Very floriferous. Evergreen. 

MADRIGAL (Milliken) ' $2.00 
\ Take the substance of Ruffled Pinafore, the crepe texture and 

width of petal~ of Colonial Dame and blend the colors of both 
parents, tp obtain a warm apricot with a rosy dusting. The 
petals have a delightful reflex, which sets this daylily apart 
from th~ 'ordinary. Early mid-season. A rebloomer. 3 6 ". Ever
green. 

MAID MARIAN (lester) $1.50 
Large graceful flowers of coral pink ~ith ruffled segments. 
Grows tall in the north and fairly low in the south. Good in
creaser. Deciduous. 

JESTIC (Stout) $1.50 
One of the finest large daylilies of a very deep saffron yellow 
color. 3 6 " . Evergreen. 

fMARIE WOOD (Wood) $8.00 NET 
I Near Azalea pink, with round, full flowers evenly toned and 
' of firm , smooth texture. The petals are wide, and recurved, 

slightly ruffled. Deciduous. H.M.' 54 
MARY GUENTHER (Russell) 75c 

A brilliant color contrasting hi-color of carmine-red and clear 
yellow. July. Recurrent bloomer. Evergreen. 36" . 

MATADOR (Nesmith '40) 75c 
A full cup -shaped. bright, rich mahogany, almost crimson, with 
deep red velvet flush on the wide petals 38". July-August. 

V ERYBODY CAN GROW DAYLILIES ANYWHERE .•• 

·r·- ··-··-··-··-·- ··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-·-··1 

t DAYLILY COLLECTION i I I 
I on Orders of 2 5 at i I $5.00 or More Take -/0 DISCOUNT i. 
I on Orders of 3 3 1 at I I $7.50 or More Take 3 }0 DISCOUNT i 
I i 
I Items marked NET are not included in this offer i 
I I 
·~· I._,I,.-.CI-li-CI-( 1 .... 1- II-II-CI - CI-CI- tl-ll-11-11-tl-ll-ll-l l-1·:· 

MIDWEST STAR (Sass) $1.50 
A fine large pale yellow. Wide slightly ruffled petals of good 
substance. The large quantity of buds on a scape provide a long 
blooming period. 48" . Reblooms. Midseason to late. Ever
green. 

MRS. B. F. BONNER (Russell '42) .75 
A dependable light lemon yellow Its petals are broad and of 
heavy texture. Evergreen. Recurrent. 3 6" . 

ORANGE BEAUTY (Sass '45 l $2.00 
A broad-petaled clear golden orange with wonderful substance 
and excellent form. Very fragrant. Deciduous. Mid-late. 40 " . 

PAINTED LADY (Russell) $1.00 
Gigantic flowers with wide ruffled sepals and petals, coppery 
cinnamon over yellow, with a coral throat. Evergreen 3 6" . 
Stout Medal. 

PINK BOWKNOT (Taylor) $1.50 
A lovely salmon pink with ivory midrib <1-nd daffodil throat. 
Heavy substance 42" . Reblooms. Evergreen. A.M. '55 

PINK CHARM (Nesmith '40) $1.00 
Large flowers with starlike petals and sepals. Coppery rose
pink With a hght cadmium-yellow throat. :Semi-deciduous. Mid
late. 48". 

PINK DREAM (Childs) $3.00 
Dainty and delicate pink flowers, with wide petals and sepals. 
Holds its color beautifully in the garden, lastm~ into the eve
ning hours. 34 ". Midseason and extended. Deciduous. 

PINK RADIANCE (Doug las '49) $3.00 
A light, medium pink with a halo of a deeper tone of the same 
color just above the yellow throat. Blooms are both broad and 
full, with petals and sepals shghtly fluted at the t1ps. Tall , 
well- branched, and with good sun-resistance. 

PINK SATIN (Bach '53) $2.00 
A lavender-pink with a creamy throat. Midseason. 40" Semi
Decid. 

POTENTATE (Nesmith '43) $1.50 
Pansy red-purple. Broad full petals and sepals; prolific bloomer 
from early 'til late. 42". Deciduous, Stout Medal '52. 

PRIMA DONNA (Taylor) $3.00 
Beautiful blend. A combination of buff, copper, and peach; 
lovely, full formed flower of wonderful proportion. 36". Mid
season. Rebloomer. Evergreen. Stout Medal '55. 

RAVEN (Wheeler) $2.50 NET 
A very dark velvety wine-red with a chartreuse throat. Out
standingly fine. E. 38". Re-bloomer. Evergreen. HM '53 

RINGLETS (Kraus l $3.00 NET 
A superb miniature. Dainty and charming with its curled-back 
florets ( 3 );1 ") in bright golden yellow, creped and ruffled. Free 
flowering. Deciduous. M. 34" . H.M. '55. 

RUFFLED PINAFORE (Milliken) $2.50 
Everybody's favorite yellow. The ruffled, creped and crinkled, 
wide, overlapping petals and sepals are a soft apricot-yellow 
with a chartreuse tint in the throat Evergreen. 34". 

THE DOCTOR (Claar '50) $3.50 
Wide-petaled brilliant vermilion-scarlet of large size. Wide open 
and recurved in form. 3 6" . Late. Semi-deciduous. 

YELLOW ORCHID (Bach l $3.00 
A deep yellow with pinched and twisted petal tips. Flowers are 
large and open wide. Semi-deciduous. M. 40". J.C. '54. 
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ORDER SHEET 

Order No. 

7041 WOODMAN AVENUE- VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 

SHIP TO: Date, _________ , 19 __ 

PlEASE PRINT 

Street or R.F.D. --------------------------------

City----------------·--- State ------------
Ship When: July 0 Aug. 0 Sept. D Oct. D Nov. 0 

Amount Enclosed $ ______ _ How Ship:----------------

SUBSTITIONS-IF SUPPlY OF A VARIETY YOU HAVE ORDERED IS SOlD OUT, MAY WE 

SEND YOU ANOTHER, OF EQUAl OR GREATER VAlUE? YE$_, NO __ , 

QUANTITY VARIETY EACH PRICE 

-

-

California residents add 4% sales tax. AMOUNT TO CARRY 
TO OTHER SIDE 

POSTAGE-We prepay postage anywhere in the United Stales an orders over $5.00 
On orders less than $5.00 please add 75c to cover postage ond packing costs. 

• 



QUANTITY I VARIETY EACH PRICE 

AMOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD FROM OTHER ~IDE • 

-

TOTAL • . 
California residents add 4% sales tax. 

SPECIAL POSTAGE OFFER -
TOTAL 

POSTAGE-We prepay postage anywhere in the United Stales on orders over $5.00. 
On orders less than $5.00 please add 75c to cover postage and packing costs. 



QUANTITY 
PLANTNG INSTRUCTIONS 

for Bearded Iris 

Iris will grow well and bloom freely if planted in well drained soil and have at least one-half 
day's sun. Dig the ground well to a depth oi about 10 inc.hes. Bone meal :nay be worked in if 
desired. When planting a rhizome, spread the small IOQts out, firm the soil ?bout them and 
have the rhizome or bulb-like portion of the plant just below the soil level about one-half inch. 
Plant from 12 to 24 inches apart. 

Water well after planting, keeping moderately moist until well established and growing. 
Thereafter, every 10 days or two weeks is sufficient, although judgement should be used according 
to the type of soil. Bearded iris like plenty of watering, just before blooming time, although 
water should never be allowed to stand around the plants. Keep !(round :ightly cu:tivated and 
plants clean, so that the sun can reach the ground around them at all times. 

The proper time to ferti!ize is after plants are well establishedd (late winter or early spring). 
Barnyard steer manure, well rotted, is one of the best fertilizers. Be most careful not to allow 
any fertilizers to come in contact with plants, as this will cause rot. 

It is advisable to divide and replant the iris every three years (June to October). A new 
location is recommended for best results and you will be well repaid by observing this. 

MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF LYON'S IRISLAND: 

I SHERMAN WAY 
N 

~~LAND• 
VAN OWEN BLVD. t VICTORY BLVD. 

... OXNARD BLVO. :I -ci z 
"' ~ 

... 
~ 

:I 
BURBANK ~BLVD. -., w z > >- z < < 

:I j: ~ ~BLVD. z ...J § CHANDLER -z N ~ 
~ < 3: lr BLVD. J: MAGNOLIA 

P.IVERSIDE BLVD. 

- VENTURA 
BLVD. -HOLLYWOOD 17 miles! 

VISITORS WELCOME 
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We will send our wholesale list upon request! 



VERY SPECIAL 

POSTAGE OFFER 
·{Don't Miss This) 

If you will send $1.00 or more to cover postage and packing we 

will include DOUBLE the value in extra iris! This applies to all 

orders, regardless of size. 

TO OUR CUSTOMERS 

Our aim is to supply the finest Iris rhizomes and Hemerocallis plants that can be grown. 
We aim· first of all to please, so if for any reason your order is not up to expectations we would 
appreciate your prompt notice. 

Shipping Time-

(Special notes throughout catalogue) Bearded and Louisiana Iris, July, August, September and 
October. 

Spurias, Siberians and Hermerocallis, September and October. 
Douglasianas, November. 

Orders will be shipped in rotation as received except when time is specified. We appreciate 
your telling us the best time for shipment to your locations. 

Those wishing to call for their orders, PLEASE NOTIFY US SEVERAL DAYS AHEAD OF 
TIME if you did not set date when order was placed. Thank you. 

Plants should always be set out immediately. 

HOW TO ORDER 

Please use the attached order blank. Be sure your name and full address are clearly lettered 
to avoid delays or loss in transit. Please send check or money order with order. Stamps cannot 
be accepted. 

Sales Tax-

Residents of California, include 4% Sales Tax. 

Substitutions-

Please list several extra vanettes, which we may substitute, should we be short on any items 
ordered. If no extra items are given for substitutions, we will substitute a near color of equal 
or better value, on items listed at $1.00 or less. 

Members of-

The American Iris Society, Southern California Iris Society, and The American Hemerocallis 
Society. 
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Please Read 'Before Ordering 
THIS CATALOGUE is free to all customers of record over 

a 2-year period, otherwise copies may be obtained for 20 
cents. Please do not send larger denomination stamps than 
four cents. 

ORDER EARLY to avoid possibility of certain varieties 
being sold out. We make no substitution of varieties, unless 
second choice is given, and if stock is sold out, refund will 
be made. 

We guarantee good healthy stock, true to name, and that 
it reaches you in good condition, but we cannot guarantee the 
growth in your garden. If plants do not arrive in good con
dition return them to us at once, and restitution will be made 
either by supplying stock or cash refund whichever we deem 
best. Any error on our part will be carefully corrected for 
our success depends upon your satisfaction. 

POSTAGE is paid on all Retail Orders in the U.S.A. that 
amount to $5.00 or over. On smaller orders add 50 cents for 
packing and postage. If Special Handling is desired please 
add 35 cents to order. It is good insurance if you live at a 
distance. 

We reserve the right to accept or refuse an order or any 
part thereof, depending on quantity of stock and whether at 
shipping time it is in good condition to be sent. 

TERMS are Cash with Order, Check, Draft, or Money 
Order. We allow a 10 % discount on orders of $20.00. Over 
$20.00 we allow a 15 % discount. This discount does not apply 
to items marked NET or to Collections which are strictly NET. 

SHIPMENTS: W e commence filling Bearded Iris orders 
about July 25th and from then on until early October. Beard
Jess Iris, Oriental Poppies, Hostas, and Hemerocalli s are best 
shipped in late summer and autumn. 

DEFINITIONS OF INITIALS USED IN CATALOGUE 

Dor.-Dormant. 
E.-Early. 
L.-Late. 

H. C., A. I. S. is Highly Commended by American Iris Society. 
H. M., A. I. S. is Honorable Mention, American Iris Society. 
A.M., A. I. S. is Award of Merit, American Iris Society. 

Ev.-Evergreen. 
M.-Midseason. 
V. L.-Very late. 

A.M., R. H. S. is Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society. 
J. C., A. H. S. & J. C., A. Hem. S. are both Junior Citation by American Hemerocallis Society. 
H. M., A. H. S., & H. M., A. Hem. S. are both Honorable Mention by American Hemerocallis Society. 
A.M., A. H.S. & A. M., A. Hem. S. are both Award of Merit by American Hemerocallis Society. 
H. C., is Highly Commended by Royal Hort. Society. 

JOIN THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY JOIN THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY 
Four bulletins are issued each year, which are filled with 

valuable information. Yearly membership fee, $5.00. We 
make the following offer to those who join the Society 
through us: If you send us an order for iris and your first 
membership fee, when we ship your order, we will include 
free iris to the value of $4.00 When you send us your order, 
give several suggestions as to the iris you wish for bonus. 
Make check for order payable to Fairmount Gardens; check 
for membership payable to The American Iris Society. 

The Yearbook and Newsletters issued each year are filled 
with valuable information and will give you much help in the 
selection and culture of Hemerocallis. Yearly membership is 
$3.50. To those who join the Society through us and send an 
order, we will include free Hemerocallis to the value of your 
first membership. Please give several suggestions for the free 
Hemerocallis you wish. Make check for membership payable 
to The American Hemerocallis Society; check for order. 
payable to The Fairmount Gardens. 

1958 Popularity Poll of the Americau Hemerocallis Society 
EVELYN CLAAR 
SALMON SHEEN 
HIGH NOON 
FAIRY WINGS 
COSETTE 
JACK FROST 
CIBOLA 
PRIMA DONNA 
ATLAS 
PAINTED LADY 
RUFFLED PINAFORE 
BESS ROSS 
CRADLE SONG 
COLONIAL DAME 
PINK DAMASK 
PINK PRELUDE 
PINK DREAM 
NARANJA 
NASHVILLE 
CRIMSON GLORY 
RINGLETS 
PLAYBOY 
CAPRI 
SHOOTING STAR 
QUINCY 
COLONEL JOE 
MIDWEST STAR 
GARNET ROBE 
CORAL MIST 
SUMMER LOVE 
SIDESHOW 
NEYRON ROSE 
HOWDY 
SHOW GIRL 

PICTURE 
GAY LARK 
MARIE WOOD 
RUTH LEHMAN 
HEARTS AFIRE 
THE DOCTOR 
REVOLUTE 
MABEL FULLER 
PINK ORCHID 
LADY BOUNTIFUL 
JEWELL RUSSELL 
NANTAHALA 
CATHEDRAL TOWERS 
DAUNTLESS 
MIDWEST MAJESTY 
POTENTATE 
WAR EAGLE 
MARSE CONNELL 
BROCADE 
GRISELLE 
KINDLY LIGHT 
LITTLE CHERUB 
GENE WILD 
CRIMSON PIRATE 
GEORGIA 
MISSION BELLS 
CABALLERO 
GOLDEN GALLEON 
MARGUERITE FULLER 
PINK BOWKNOT 
DAAFU 
FRANCES FAY 
ATHLONE 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE 

MRS. B. F. BONNER 
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GOLDEN SONG 
GOLDEN CHIMES 
GOLDEN MOTH 
MULTNOMAH 
SUNSET SKY 
MAGIC DAWN 
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PRECIOUS TREASURE 
CELLINI 
HYPERION 
MAID MARIAN 
GOLDEN HOURS 
TARUGA 
BAILEY WALKER 
FORTYNINER 
TOOT IE 
KATHARINE TAYLOR 



Foreword 

Many moments make the hour, 
busy hours-the day, 
and then the days slip into weeks 
that pass the time away. 

Weeks speed quickly into months 
and lo! the time draws near 
to plan anew with hopes held high 
the catalog for this year. 

Today we are facing a future more strange and untried 
than any other generation has faced and modern life demands 
at least some respite from satellites, guided missles and the 
uncertainties of these times. So if we can keep our feet on 
the ground and our eyes on the stars this will constitute a 
good sensible philosophy for working in our gardens and 
should give us a sense of inner peace and furnish some re
pose and faith in the more simple things of life. 

It is cold in our Northland, but we know that Spring is in 
the offing for March heralds the end of winter and we are 
looking forward to its coming with courage and the trust 
that it will remain unspoiled by all these confused and dif
ficult problems. So once again we say Welcome to Spring. 

Our most sincere thanks for the many, many letters we 
have received from our customers praising the clean strong 
plants we send out and the care we take in filling orders as 
well as their gratitude for extras and their compliments on 
our careful packing, so that the plants reach them in excel
lent condition. It is our hope to always merit their continued 
patronage. 

There are many iris and hemerocallis that I have growing 
in my garden from different hybridizers that have been sent 
me for exhibition to be observed and tested with the idea of 
future introduction. This year I have a most interesting 
group of bearded iris that came from a prominent hybridizer 
who lives in the much discussed United States Zone of Ger
many. For several years he has purchased many of the new
est and best bearded iris for he is intensely interested in 
breeding finer varieties. Last year he sent rhizomes of some 
that he wished me to grow and compare with iris grown in 
the United States and to be evaluated as to their beauty and 
form with the idea that if I found them distinctive and wor
thy he wished me to introduce them in America. So I am 
awaiting their flowering with intense interest. He has been 
most active in the formation of their German Iris Society 
and I have great admiration for this real gentleman and his 
courage in surviving the many hardships he experienced dur
ing World War II. 

The Iris and Hemerocallis that we are introducing this 
year are an impressive testimony to the skill of these hy
bridizers and many experienced Judges look forward with 
keen anticipation to the Introductions we present in our cata
log. These consist of plants from prominent breeders and 
have all been tested in our garden for distinctive beauty, good 
growth and hardiness for these three essentials are most 
necessary in anything we introduce and are varieties that I 
am proud to present in my catalog. 

The garden of Mr. and Mrs. Stedman Buttrick of Concord, 
Mass. is famous for its beauty and horticultural perfection 
and this year is being written up in the May issue of The 
National Geographic Magazine. There will be many colored 
pictures and an article describing its beauty as well as the 
historic interest of this place which has been in the But
trick family long before the Revolution. So those that have 
not had the pleasure of seeing it may gain some idea of how 

1 much they have missed. The interest of Mr. Buttrick in hy
bridizing is centered in the breeding of finer iris and heme
rocallis and a critical selection from his many beautiful 
seedlings has resulted in the choosing of four iris and five 
hemerocallis for introduction this year. I can assure you 
they merit the attention of all iris and hemerocallis enthu
siasts for he is a most skillful and conservative hybridizer. 
The iris are: Castanet, a very ruffled cream white that has 
the airy grace of a Spanish dancer and received the Highly 
Commended Award in 1958. Still River is a very large ruffled 
blue-purple that has great depth of color and splendor. Clar
endon Springs. An Intermediate of clear blue with a turquoise 

flush that was given the Highly Commended Award in 1953. 
Christmas Cove. This charming and distinctive Intermediate 
has ruffled blue-white flowers centered with deeper blue and 
won the Award of Highly Commended in 1957. 

The hemerocallis are: Bourbon Prince is well named for it 
is of regal form and carriage with large full ruffled flower s 
of Maize Yellow and a clear cut rose-red halo . Sun Song has 
creped and ruffled full blooms of luscious light yellow with 
a halo of delicate pink at the center. Far Afield has extreme
ly large flowers of deep glowing orange that are precisely 
ruffled and are most sun resistant. Summer Light is a frosty 
glistening pale cream with ruffled petals of firm substance 
and wide branching. Esther Murray. A handsome hemerocal
lis of Empire Yellow with flaring ruffled petals and sepals 
with a light green infusion through the whole flower. 

Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Knowlton of Auburndale, Mass. 
are veritable travelers and last year journeyed to Australia 
and New Zealand where they were entertained by Mr. and 
Mrs. W. R. Stevens of New Zealand and saw many scenic 
wonders as well as interesting forms of primitive life. The 
garden is perfect in every detail and contains many beautiful 
iris and hemerocallis from all parts of the country, but the 
real interest is in the seedlings that have been bred by Mr. 
Knowlton. The iris that I am introducing of theirs is the 
handsome Manomet that is the most rich velvety red that I 
have seen and well deserving of the Highly Commended 
Award in 1957. 

The garden of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Randall of England is 
famed for its beauty and artistic arrangement of color. It 
is the center of interest at iris time to the members of the 
English Iris Society and they are entranced by the remark
able advancement he has made in producing superior iris for 
he is the most successful hybridizer of iri s in that country. 
Mr. Randall is well known in America and last fall we had 
the pleasure of having him with us at our Region 4 Fall 
Meeting of the American Hemerocallis Society and at that 
time he became a member for he is becoming interested in 
breeding hemerocallis as well as iris. Mr. Randall is most 
conservative in his selection of iris for introduction and this 
year I am presenting three distinguished iris that have been 
thoroughly tested in my garden. They are: Sarah Elizabeth 
has large firm textured flowers of clear pale blue with no 
trace of lavender in them. Selected for trial at Wisley. Red 
Tarn has aroused exceeding interest in England with its rich 
brilliant red color and velvety finish. Selected for trial at 
Wisley. Lodore may briefly be described as a much improved 
Mary Randall for it is better branched, more ruffled and of 
deeper rose color. 

Mr. Edward Watkins of Concord, N.H. is a most success
ful hybridizer with long years of experience as has been 
demonstrated by the many beautiful iris that we have intro
duced in previous years and awards they have received. Ed
ward due to infirmities no longer does active work in hybrid
izing and maintaining the garden. He plans the crosses and 
keeps accurate records so he can at once tell you the parent
age of any new seedling. He is most ably assisted by his 
brother Arthur not only in keeping the garden in perfect 
condition and everything correctly labeled, but in canying 
out Edward's ideas of what should be pollenized and occa
sionally doing some crossing of his own. I remember one 
lovely seedling that bloomed and Ed saying "who made that 
cross?" Arthur replied with a quiet smile "I did". The two 
we are introducing this year have great merit and beauty. 
Ch~trles Fowler is a large full flaring flower of pure white 
of sturdy form and most weather resistant. Berna Derby has 
broad ruffled blooms of deep lavender violet, with three 
flowers open at one time on superbly branched stalks. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Wills of Nashville, Tenn. have a de
lightful garden that contains a careful selection of the newest 
and best iris beautifully arranged for color harmony. During 
the many years that I have introduced the iris of Mr. Wills 
there have been many notable ones that have won high 
awards. Always I have been impressed by the care and 
thought he uses in making crosses for this demonstrates his 
success in the constant improvement in hardy dependable 
iris. The three iris that I am introducing for him this year 
are shining examples of his progress. Rose Tribute is a lum
inous rose self with large firm textured flowers and splendid 
branching that won the Highly Commended Award in 1957. 
Snow Tracery is well named for it is a fascinating Plicata 
of pure white, lightly traced with blue at the edge and has 
a deeper blue heart. This was given the Highly Commended 
Award in 1958. Brave Show is a gay and festive variegata 
that has full flowers with bright golden yellow standards 
and red falls bordered with gold. 

Each year Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Smith are real globe 
trotters making trips to far distant places for they seem to 
get more entertainment and relaxation in travel. This year 
the last I heard from them they were in French Morocco, 
but plan to be at home in time to see their daffodils in bloom 
for the first time in many years. They are most competent 
hybridizers of iris and hemerocallis and this year I am in
troducing three of their iris and four hemerocallis. The iris 
are Pearl Mosque, a very ruffled pearly white with the wide 
flaring falls that are precisely netted with a gold filligree 
at the haft. Regal Splendor is a vibrant dark crimson that 
has wonderful garden value. High and Mighty has large 
broad flowers of clear medium blue of commanding form 
and all around excellence. The four hemerocallis are in varied 
colors and forms. Brave Music is a very large brilliant 
orange with wide petals and real individuality. Fabiola is a 
brilliant Spectrum Red that stays open evenings and has 
wonderful branching. Wedding Bells is well named for it is 
of palest cream with very broad full blooms that do not fade 
as do many of similar color. Trick or Treat has large jaunty 
flowers of Tangerine Orange with white borders. on both 
petals and sepals. 

Dr. Philip Corliss of Somerton, Arizona has many floral 
interests and is a versatile hybridizer of perennials especial
ly Spurias, Louisiana Iris and Hemerocal!is. For several 
years he has been intensely interested in breeding Spuria 
Iris and has produced some that are beautiful and entirely 
different from any that I have seen. The two that I am in
troducing this year are : Heart of Blue that has heart shaped 
flowers of Cobalt Blue with neat trim fluting and strong 

sturdy stalks. Brown Glory is a most interesting and unique 
Spuria with rich reddish brown color that seems to have 
much better branching than any other brown. There are 
three Louisiana Iris that I have found thoroughly hardy in 
New England. Arizona Rose is a late blooming dusty rose. 
Arizona Beacon has Capsicum Red flowers of great bril
liance. Mary Redford is a large orchid toned bicolor. 

Seldom does one see such an artistic and beautifully ar
ranged garden as that of Mrs. Irving Fraim of Waltham, 
Mass. She has a marvelous collection of rare perennials and 
shrubs so skillfully arranged that their color harmony is 
perfect. Her iris and hemerocal!is interest has continued for 
several years and she grows many fine varieties and it has 
led to her doing a consistent amount of hybridizing. This 
year we have selected for introduction her lovely hemerocal
lis Filligree that is a creped and ruffled very pale cream with 
wide branching and long season of bloom. 

I am introducing several hemerocallis of my own breeding 
that I have thoroughly tested for color, substance, hardiness 
and branching. Bonnie Treasure is a delectable melon pink 
with many buds and wide branching. Damask Rose has large 
lustrous rose flowers and is very late flowering. Gay Hussy 
is a gay and frivolous miss of rich Chrome Orange with 
broad eye zone of red. Berkshire Hills has large flaring 
blooms done in rosy autumn colors. Pink Pinafore, beautiful 
in color and form with broad petals and sepals. Orange Ban
ner, clear Chrome Orange with red halo. Royal Pennant, 
Rich Orient Red with ruffled petals and long season of bloom. 

You are cordially invited to visit the garden at any time 
that suits your convenience. If you are unable to do so, and 
feel you need advice about varieties to choose, write me and 
I shall use the same care as if I were selecting for my own 
garden. 

Lowell is 26 miles from Boston. From points north or south 
of Boston take Route #128. Turn off at Route #3 and then 
take Billerica exit which leads to Route #3A at Billerica 
Center. Follow this Route into Lowell until you come to 
Route #110 at the corner of Appleton and Gorham Sts. Turn 
right until you come to second traffic light. Turn right on 
Route #38. Take third left (Mansur St.) and then first right, 
which is Fairmount St. At the top of the hill you will find 
Fairmount Gardens. 

There are express trains from Boston to Lowell with ta~i 
service from the station to FAIRMOUNT GARDENS. 

Our Exhibition Garden is located at 166 Fairmount St., 
Lowell, Mass., and telephone is Lowell, GL (GLenview) 4-7921 
under the name of Thomas Nesmith. 

FAIRMOUNT GARDENS 
MRS. THOMAS NESMITH 

166 FAIRMOUNT STREET. LOWELL. MASS. TELEPHONE GL (GLenview) 4-7921 
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Iris Introductions for 1959 
Colors Taken from Wilson Horticultural Chart 

year plants it put on a beautiful show and is described by 
some Judges as having the purest blue coloring of any iris 
seen in England. Excellent branching and vigorous in 
growth. Derwentwater x South Pacific. 38 in. $15.00 

CASTANET 54-47 (Buttrick 1959) EM. Charm, personality 
and quality are combined in this delightful iris. Large cream 
white blooms with broad standards that are airily ruffled. 
The widely flaring falls are the same color and have glisten
ing yellow epaulets on the upper part around the full beard. 
The firm textured flowers are extremely ruffled and retain 
their fresh delicate color with out any fading. The strong t1 
stalks have four branches and terminal, thus giving the 
flowers especially good spacing. Distinctive in both form 
and color combination, it attracts the attention of all iris 
Judges. Vigorous growth and of rapid increase. Flying Squad
ron x (Lavish Lady x Radiation). H. C., A.I.S. 1958. 36 in. 

$20.00 

STILL RIVER 55-46 (Buttrick 1959) ML. Named for a quiet
ly flowing stream that runs through the two old historic 
towns of Harvard and Lancaster. An imposing iris of com- • 
manding form and all around excellence. A pure self through
out of rich blue purple with the broad standards firmly 
domed. The falls are wide and very flaring with the blue 
beard tipped white, an added attraction. The vellum-like sub
stance and full ruffling of the whole flower draws the eye 
by its beauty and style. Long and late flowering with vigor
ous growth and excellent branching it presents a noteworthy 
picture in the garden. Illustrated as a dark blue seedling in 

RED TARN (Randall 1959) ML. Named after a beautiful 
place in the English Lake District. A self of rich ruby red ~ 
with closely held standards and wide semi-flaring falls. The 
flowers have a very velvety texture with firm substance and 

\1. are of true exhibition quality. It might be visualized as a 
darker and richer version of Carnton, one of its parents. It 
was selected fo·r trial at Wisley and is enthusiastically 
praised by English Judges as a real red that has great bril
liance with remarkable rich beauty and a distinct person
ality that will carry it to great popularity with all iris fan-

the May 1959 issue of The National Geographic Magazine. 

1
"" 

Concord River x Seafarer Seedling. 35 in. $20.00 ,. 

CLARENDON SPRINGS 51-18 (Buttrick 1959) EM. Mr. and 
Mrs. Buttrick are devoted to Vermont and each year make 
a pilgrimage to this beautiful state. The name of this iris 1.1' 
is in memory of the historic Spa in Vermont that was very 
famous even before the War between the States. It is still 
in existence, but no longer in fashion. This lovely clear blue 
with a turquoise flush is a beautiful Intermediate both as to 
color and form that is ideal for border planting and always 
attracts garden visitors. The standards are firmly domed, 
the falls arched and flaring. The flowers have a sparkling j.O 
firm texture and the white beard is in pleasing contrast to 
the very blue coloring of the bloom. Vigorous growth and 
rapid increase. Helen McGregor x (Seafarer Seedling x Great 
Lakes). H.C., A.I.S. 1953. 21 in. $10.00 

CHRISTMAS COVE 54-69 (Buttrick 1959) EM. Christmas 
Cove is a snug harbor on the coast of Maine and recalls to 
many New Englanders the beauty of this sheltered place. 
Ever since I first saw this iris I have been fascinated by 
the captivating arrangement of color and beauty of form. v 
It is a clear blue-white with firmly domed standards and 
crisp horizontal falls that have a very blue area on the hafts 
with style branches of the same blue tone. All thi3 with the 
blue beard give the flowers an intensity of color in the heart 
of the bloom. The flowers are very ruffled with firm texture 
and excellent branching. A delightful Intermediate that pos
sesses great color appeal. Strong vigorous growth. Seafarer 
Seedling x Rehobeth. H.C., A.I.S. 1957. 22 in. $10.00 

'3} 

SARAH ELIZABETH (Randall 1959) ML. This iris was 
named for the grandchild of Mr. and Mrs. Randall and is an 
important addition to the galaxy of blue iris. A clear pale 
blue with no trace of lavender in its make up. Large heavily 
substanced, neatly ruffled flowers with erect standards firm
ly held and falls that flare widely. There are no haft mark
ings and over the whole flower there is a glistening sheen 
that adds to its beauty. Selected for trial at Wisley on one 

ciers. Carnton x (Bankside x Red Waves). 34 in. $15.00 

LODORE (Randall 1959) M. Mr. Randall is a severe critic 
of his seedlings and I am quoting what he wrote about this 
iris. "Of the many hundreds of Mary Randall seedlings that 
I have raised or seen this is the best". I fully agree with the 
abo¥e for it is of outstanding beauty. Tall, with especially 
fine branching and many buds it ·is darker and more frilled II' 
than Mary Randall. It is a self with the standards firmly 
domed. The falls are broad and nicely flaring. There is a 
pleasing ruffling to the whole flower that has firm heavy 
substance and long lasting qualities. In color it might be 
termed a rosy mulberry, but it does not have the harsher 
tones that the word mulberry implies for it has a most re
fined rose coloring intensified by the tangerine beard. A 
brilliant iris with a shining luster. (Cherie x Angela Borgia) 
x Mary Randall. 36 in. $15.00 

MANOMET (Knowlton 1959) ML. An Indian name men
tioned in Bradford's history in 1637 as an Indian plantation 
and is now the name of a town on Cape Cod. This iris is a 
handsome rich velvety red that has no venations as often 
found in a red iris. It is a self with firm well domed stand
ards and flaring lightly ruffled falls deepening in color 
around the red tipped beard. Medium in height with ample 
branching, it seems to have everything to be desired in a red 
iris for it is the smoothest, velvety deep red that I have seen 
in any garden. Garden Glory x Red Cap. H.C., A.I.S. 1957. 
36 in. $15.00 

CHARLES FOWLER (Watkins-Watkins 1959) ML. Large 
heavily substanced flowers of pure white with closely domed 
ruffled standards and flaring falls that are nicely fluted at 
the edges with the underside very pale green and as the buds 
unfold this adds to the extreme whiteness of the flowers . 
The blooms are most weather resistant and are carried on 
strong sturdy stalks with excellent branching. Beard tipped 
white. This is a recessive white from (Jane Phillips x Sister) 
and is proving to be an excellent breeder. 38 in. $15.00 

BERNA DERBY (Watkins-Watkins 1959) ML. A vigorous 
and colorful iris that under the number 51-49W was greatly 
admired in 1958 by visitors from many parts of this coun
try. It is a large flaring very ruffled medium violet with "> 
firmly closed standards, flaring fluted falls and blue tipped 
beard. Tall and stately with three blooms open at one time 
on an extremely well branched stalk. It is most impressive 
in the garden. (Helen McKenzie x Major Eff). 38 in. 

$20.00 

c 
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ROSE TRIBUTE (Wills 1959) ML. Outstanding rose iris are 
not numerous, but this one seems to meet all the require
ments for it is of large size, vigorous growth and great pur
ity of color. It is a self of luminous rose with broad blooms 
of full rounded form. The standards are firmly domed. The 
semi-flaring falls have a light brown overlay at the haft 
around the deep yellow beard. The many flowers are excep
tionally well formed and are poised on tall widely branched 
stalks that allow four flowers to open at one time on one 
stalk without any crowding, thus making a most handsome 
clump in the garden . . (Red Amber x Prairie Sunset) x Lan
caster x Rose Splendor. H .C., A.I.S. 1957. 38 in. $25.00 

SNOW TRACERY (Wills 1959) EM. A quite different and 
charming plicata which attracted many iris fanciers that at
tended the Syracuse National Convention. The flowers have 
a basic color of pure white with the full standards lightly 
stitched with blue on the border. The wide falls are white 
with deeper blue toward the center and the styles are the 
same deeper blue thus making a delightful contrast to the 
white background of the bloom and giving a fascinating 
depth of blue to the heart of the flower. The blooms are 
large with firm substance and nicely spaced on well branched 
stalks. Sass 49-134 x Belle Meade. H.C., A.I.S. 1958. 36 in. 

$25.00 

BRAVE SHOW (Wills 1959) ML. A brilliant variegata that 
has intense color contrast and has been admired by numerous 
garden visitors. It is about the size and form of Nash
borough, but is entirely different for Brave Show is a lighter 
and more gay iris. The full standards are clear golden yel
low. The rounded arched and flaring falls are rich brownish 
red bordered by a distinct bright yellow edge. Bright and 
glowing the firmly substanced flowers are well spaced on · 
strong sturdy stalks. (Arab Chief x Gay Troubadour) x (To
bacco Road x Prairie Sunset) x Lancaster. 36 in. $15.00 

HIGH AND MIGHTY 51-58 (C. and K. Smith 1959) L. Large 
broad flowers of clear medium blue of commanding form and 
all around excellence. The blooms have great purity of color 
with broad domed standards and falls that flare widely. The 
firmly substanced flowers are very sun resistant and seem 
to have a different tone from any other blue in the garden. 
The name gives an excellent word picture of this tall late 
flowering blue. Complicated breeding from the Smith blues. 
39 in. Net $20.00 

SPURIA IRIS 

BROWN GLORY .56Sl8 (Corliss 1959) M. Few Spurias have 
the individuality and charm of this brown toned iris. The 
brown standards are flushed with soft silvery gray with neat 
ruffling on the edges. The flaring brown falls and styles are 
infused with tints of mauve. Small yellow signal. The whole 
flower is enriched with reddish brown hues and is quite dif
ferent from other Spurias and seems to have more bvanching 
than any brown Spuria heretofore available. Larksong x 
Nies 49S6. 50 in. $25.00 

HEART OF BLUE (Corliss 1959) EM. A notable new hybrid 
that is an important addition to the Spuria group. It is a self 
of Cobalt Blue with erect firm standards and semi-flaring 
falls and the whole flower has trim fluting. A distinctive and 
fascinating feature is the deep indentation on both standards 
and falls which gives the standards heart shaped form and 
the falls that of an inverted heart. A vigorous iris with sturdy 
stalks that hold the large flower heads without need of stak
ing. It seems unusually resistant to diseases which are prone 
to attack blue Spurias. 52 in. $25.00 

LOUISIANA IRIS 

ARIZONA BEACON 58LX2 (Corliss 1959) L. Brilliant and 
most colorful the striking Capsicum Red flowers of this stun
ning variety open wide to display a very large signal of 
Nasturtium Orange. The intense signal is the largest we 
have yet seen and makes it the most eye-catching Louisiana 
iris imaginable. Haile Selassie x Creole Charm. 30 in. $10.00 

PEARL MOSQUE 56-50 (C. and K. Smith 1959) ML. The 
name is most descriptive of this pearly white flower for the 
standards are domed and closely held reminding one of the '\; 
rounded roof shape of an Oriental Mosque. The blooms are 
very ruffled with firm texture. The wide flaring falls are 
cleanly and precisely netted at the haft with a gold filigree 
that adds to its distinctive beauty. The strong sturdy stalks 
have wide branching. Thoroughly hardy and of rapid in
crease. Tradition x Silver Hawk. 40 in. Net $20.00 

ARIZONA ROSE (Corliss 1959) L. This late flowering varie
ty of smooth dusty rose (Rose Opal) has flat open blooms 

v made brighter by the yellow signal. The flowering stalks of 
moderate height and the we]] spaced flowers make it most 
desirable for garden effect or flower arrangement. Delta 
Treasure x Creole Charm. 24 in. $10.00 

REGAL SPLENDOR 57-1 (C. and K. Smith 1959) EM. Regal 
in form these rounded luxurious flowers according to the 
color chart are red-violet, but they give the effect of vibrant 
dark crimson that have exhibition quality and wonderful (} 
garden value for they stand out in any planting. The flowers 1 
are full with broad standards and widely flaring falls. The 
blooms are smoothly finished and the dark beard tipped 
brown adds depth of color to this handsome iris. Strong firm 
substance and excellent branching. Adirondack Chief x 
(Christo bel x Lord Dongan) x Sable Night. 34. in. 

Net $20.00 

MARY REDFORD 57LR1 (Corliss 1959) M. This iris was 
named for the Secretary of The Spuria Iris Society in whose 
garden the plant first bloomed as a guest. The large 5 inch 
flowers are best described as an orchid toned bicolor. The 
standards are heliotrope and the lightly veined falls with 
medium orange signal are Campanula Violet, opening wide 
and flat. The flowers on the well branched stalks have beauti
ful garden value as well as being highly desirable for flower 
arrangement. Parentage includes The Kahn and Dorothea K. 
Williamson, thus giving large size and vigor. 30 in. $10.00 
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Hemerocallis Introductions for 1959 
Colors taken from Wilson Horticultural Chart 

LATE SUMMER AND FALL DELIVERY 

BOURBON PRINCE 54-63 (Buttrick 1959) ML. This hand
some hemerocallis is one of our favorites for it has perfection 
of form and delightful contrast of color. The six inch flowers 
have broad petals and sepals of sparkling Maize Yellow with 
a clear rose-red halo just above the cool green-gold cup. The "1/ 
sun resistant flowers have very firm texture with wide 
branching and sturdy growth. Tall and stately with 25 or 
more full ruffled blooms it presents a picture of remarkable 
beauty. Neyron Rose x 5-121. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $20.00 

SUN SONG 52-15C (Buttrick 1959) ML. Few hemerocallis 
have the beauty and fascination of this creped and ruffled 
variety. It is a creamy Maize Yellow with a delicate pink halo 
toward the heart of the bloom. The petals and sepals are 
broad and full petaled with precisely ruffled edges. The 
whole flower has a frosty finish and the subtle blending of 
the two colors gives it a captivating and endearing charm. 
The flowers are firm substanced with 24 blooms on a well 
branched stalk. Hardy and of rapid increase. Cellini x Devon 
Cream. dor. July-Aug. 35. in. $15.00 

FAR AFIELD 52-64C (Buttrick 1959) ML. This vibrant rich 
orange is so colorful that it has wonderful carrying qualities 
and attracts the eye from any place in the garden. It is a 
self with broad six inch flowers of Chrome Orange with the 
color extending down into the throat of blended green and 
gold. The blooms are heavily ruffled on the petals with the 
sepals neatly fluted. The beauty of the flowers is enhanced 
by the full form, heavy substance and excellent branching. 
Lady Fair x 50-35 (Bonny Ruffles x Fairy Lustre) dor. July
Aug. 39 in. $15.00 

SUMMER LIGHT 54-218A (Buttrick 1959) ML. A refreshing 
very pale cream that never fails to attract attention in the 
garden and justly so for it is a patrician flower of quiet 
elegance both in color and form. It is a self of large size 
with broad petals and sepals that are ruffled and over all 
there is a diamond dusting that sparkles in the sunlight. In V 
spite of its almost white color it has extremely firm texture 
and does not bleach under hot sun. It has an abundance of 
bloom on well spaced and proportioned strong stalks. Seed
ling 52-105 x Seedling 52-15. dor. July-Aug. 38. in. $15.00 

ESTHER MURRAY 54-161 (Buttrick 1959) ML. A distinctive 
hemerocallis with full six inch blooms of Empire Yellow 
that have a subtle infusion of cool green throughout to the 
very center of the flower. The ruffled and flaring petals and 
sepals are overlapping, thus adding to the fullness of form. 
This medium yellow has prolific bloom and seems to meet 
all the requirements for beauty as it has firm substance 
with strong graceful branching and long season of bloom. 
52-16 (Cellini x Felicity) x State Fair Seedling. dor. July
Aug. 38 in. $15.00 

BRAVE MUSIC 56-67 (K. Smith 1959) L. Entirely different 
and distinctive the extremely large trumpet shaped flowers 
of pure orange are very full with broad petals and sepals. 
The blooms have a satin smooth finish and the clear orange 
color extends down to a cool green cup. The heavy substanced 
flowers have 20 or more buds on strong well branched stalks. 
A big brilliant flower with real individuality. dor. July-Aug. 
26 in. Net $20.00 

FABIOLA 56-28 (K. Smith 1959) EML. Named for the fam
ous painting in the Louvre because the color of the flowers 
reminds us of the Vestal Virgin's head scarf of red with its 
play of light and shadow. The flowers seem true Spectrum 

Red with a darker flush (Cardinal Red 822) above the small 
yellow throat with a green base. The 5 inch flowers stay 
open evenings and are carried on strong scapes which have 
five branches. When established the scapes will each develop 
60 buds and it catches the eye from any place in the garden. 
Reblooms. dor. July-Aug. 33 in. Net $20.00 

TRICK OR TREAT 54-38 (K. Smith 1959) EM. Lovely broad 
petaled six inch flowers of Tangerine-Orange (Wilson 9) "' 
that carry 25 buds on four way branching stalks. The flowers 1 ~ 
are gracefully ruffled and during the day develop a neat f 
white 1M inch edge on petals and sepals. This was Harry 
Randall's favorite when he saw the seedlings in 1955. dor. 
July. 30 in. Net $20.00 

WEDDING BELLS 56-34 (K. Smith 1959) EM. Beautiful 
extremely pale yellow with a white midrib on the petals 
which are very broad and overlapping and according to the 7 Color Chart they are lightest Primrose Yell ow. The flowers 
are 6 inch in diameter with 2 inch petals and 1 inch sepals. 
The 28 blooms have excellent substance with a long lasting 
quality which is unusual for such a pale yellow. It has great 
charm and refinement of form. dor. July. 25 in. Net $25.00 

FILIGREE (Leola Fraim 1959) ML. A delightful name for 
this full creped and fluted hemerocallis of pale cream that 
shades down to a delicate green cup. It is very free flower
ing with many fragrant flowers on especially well branched 
stalks, that gives it a long season of bloom that is so essen
tial in any hemerocallis. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $10.00 

BERKSHIRE HILLS 50-16C (Nesmith 1959) M. The color 
of this flower reminds me of the brilliant foliage seen in the 
Berkshire Hills in autumn. According to color charts the (1 7 
nearest is Geranium Lake, but the flowers have a patina ~ • 
that blends it to a smooth even deep rose. It is a self of 
flaring form with smoothly finished petals that have a mid-
rib slightly lighter rose and the deep cream cup adds life 
and character to the whole effect of the flower. Lavender 
Lass x Heart Aglow. dor. July-Aug. 29 in. $10.00 

BONNIE TREASURE 50-21D (Nesmith 1959) ML. There 
does not seem to be anything in the color charts to give an 
accurate color picture of this lovely flower. It is a self of 
luscious melon pink with just a touch of pale green at the 
very heart. Full flaring blooms with ruffled petals and sepals L1A . 
lightly fluted. 25 or more buds on tall widely branched stalks, IU 
thus giving a long season of bloom. It has inherited the de
lectable coloring of Precious Treasure one of its parents and 
is an excellent example of line breading. Precious Treasure 
x Maize Melody. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $15.00 

DAMASK ROSE 54-83A (Nesmith 1959) VL. Full six inch 
flowers of lustrous rose that are most decorative in the 
garden or as a cut flower. It is a true self even to the sta
mens and pistil. The petals are ruffled on the border and 
lightly twisted at the tips. The sepals have fluted edges. 
The flowers have a smooth velvety texture and give the ef
fect of a glowing rose-red. Long and late blooming with 25 
buds, it lasted until September 15th, in our garden. Pink 
Damask x Rose Seedling. dor. July-Aug-Sept. 39 in. $20.00 
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GAY HUSSY 51-184B (Nesmith 1959) ML. A pert and saucy 
minx decked out in gypsy colors might give a mental picture 
of this hemerocallis that ever since its first flowering has 
been sought by many daylily fans. The flowers are neatly 
ruffled with the dominant color on both sepals and petals 
rich Chrome Orange with a bright broad halo of Chrysan
themum Crimson just above the orange cup. The color com
bination is vivid, yet it is not strident in any way. Seedling 
48-188C x Red Marvel. dor. July-Aug. 28 in. $10.00 

PINK PINAFORE 50-146A (Nesmith 1959) ML. Few pink 
hemerocallis that I have bred seem to have the charm and 
individuality of this clear pink self. A six inch flower with 
broad petals and sepals lightly ruffled above a full mellow 
buff cup that accentuates its beauty. The flowers are sun re- ~ 
sistant with firm substance and long season of bloom and are f\ 
carried on tall well branched stalks. Her Majesty x Pink 
Prelude. dor. Aug.-Sept. 38 in. $20.00 

ORANGE BANNER 49-3B (Nesmith 1959) M. Gay and 
bright as the name implies, this is a full flower of rich 
Chrome Orange with broad semi-flaring petals that are 
ruffled on the border and sepals neatly fluted. A self except 
for the reddish Mars Orange halo above the shallow orange 
cup. Firmly substanced flowers with good branching and 
sturdy growth. Bright Melody x Painted Lady. dor. July
Aug. 37 in. $10.00 

ROYAL PENNANT 50-130F (Nesmith 1959) ML. The flow-
ers are rich Orient Red with broad ruffled petals that have 
a raised midrib that is an attractive feature. The sepals re
curving and smoothly finished. The green gold cup adds to rt\ 
the clarity of the bloom. A brilliant and glowing red that )V 
catches the eye of garden visitors. Seedling 47-85A x Impe-
rial Velvet. dor. July-Aug. 35 in. $12.00 

ONLY ONE OF A VARIETY Bearded Iris Collections ALL PRICES ARE NET 

BEARDED IRIS COLLECTION FOR $42.50 
Select 2 Select 2 Select 3 

CALEDONIA TARN HOWS 
CRYSTAL PATRICIAN 

BAR HARBOR 
WHITE FOAM 
CONCORD RIVER 
ELEANOR'S PRIDE 
FLYING SQUADRON 
RED CAP 
MELBREAK 

BUTTERMERE BOLD CONTRAST 
LAVISH LADY OLYMPIC STAR 
CRYSTAL WHITE LARGESSE 
MAYFLOWER ELIZABETH NOBLE 
SOUTH PACIFIC DERWENTWATER 

Select 2 
BEARDED IRIS COLLECTION FOR $33.00 

Select 3 
DEMURE IVORY SNOW 

BRONZE ARMOR 
BETH COREY 
BELLE MEADE 
BLACK TAFFETA 
CARNTON 
CLOUDLESS SKY 

Select 2 
SEATHWAITE 
DARIEN 
THE CITADEL 
LANDS END 
GOLDEN HAWK 
CAPE COD 
GLOWING GOLD 

DOLLY VARDEN 
DEVOIR 
IRIDESCENCE 
JAN HESS 
RIGHT ROYAL 
VIOLET HARMONY 

Select 2 
BRAITHWAITE 
CANOBIE 
MARY RANDALL 
MEMORIES 
SHILOH 
WEDDING BOUQUET 
GAY HEAD 

BEARDED IRIS COLLECTION FOR $23.00 
Select 3 
BLUE SAPPHIRE 
CAROLINE JANE 
COPPER GOLD 
FOXFIRE 
GAYLORD 
HUMMING BIRD 
QUEEN'S TASTE 

Select 3 
ILLUSTRIOUS 
PAGAN ROYAL 
SEAFARER 
SOFT ANSWER 
SUMMER SONG 
TALLYHO 
THORWALD 

1958 Popularity Poll of the American Iris Society 
BLUE SAPPHIRE 
VIOLET HARMONY 
TRULY YOURS 
MARY RANDALL 
PALOMINO 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
FIRST VIOLET 
SABLE NIGHT 
LIMELIGHT 
ARGUS PHEASANT 
PIERRE MENARD 
OLA KALA 
CHIVALRY 
INCA CHIEF 
PINNACLE 
JUNE MEREDITH 
ELMOHR 
REHOBETH 
FRANCES CRAIG 
CLIFFS OF DOVER 
BLUE RHYTHM 
NEW SNOW 
SNOW FLURRY 
BLACK HILLS 
BLACK TAFFETA 
SWAN BALLET 

STAR SHINE 
CHAR-MAIZE 
CATHEDRAL BELLS 
TECHNY CHIMES 
TOP FLIGHT 
BLUE SHIMMER 
LADY MOHR 
CASCADIAN 
SIERRA SKIES 
BALLERINA 
SPANISH PEAKS 
JANE PHILLIPS 
WABASH 
LADY ILSE 
MELODY LANE 
TRANQUILITY 
SABLE 
SOLID GOLD 
CAHOKIA 
CLOUDCAP 
PARTY DRESS 
WHITE PEACOCK 
AMANDINE 
REGINA MARIA 
MINNIE COLQUITT 
HELEN McGREGOR 

THOTMES 111 
CHERIE 
ZANTHA 
GREAT LAKES 
PORT WINE 
CHANTILLY 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
TAHOLAH 
CASCADE SPLENDOR 
GOLDEN RUSSET 
CRISPETTE 
DEEP BLACK 
FROST and FLAME 
WEDDING BOUQUET 
CAROLINE JANE 
GOLD SOVEREIGN 
DESERT SONG 
MAY HALL 
ELEANOR'S PRIDE 
SOLID MAHOGANY 
GALILEE 
MULBERRY ROSE 
MAJORETTE 
BUTTERSCOTCH KISS 
PATRICIAN 
PINK FORMAL 

HARBOR BLUE 
APRICOT GLORY 
MYSTIC MELODY 
TEMPLE BELLS 
SUNSET BLAZE 
QUEEN'S LACE 
RASPBERRY RIBBON 
AMIGO 
FRANCES KENT 
BIG GAME 
BEECH LEAF 
BLACK FOREST 
DREAM CASTLE 
CARMELA 
NATIVE DANCER 
PINK CAMEO 
DREAMY 
CASA MORENA 
LAVANESQUE 
GOLDEN GARLAND 
PINK ENCHANTMENT 
CLOTH OF GOLD 
ROCKET 
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cA Selected List of Bearded Iris 
ALERT (Barker 1957) L. Clear and bright as the name 
appropriately implies, this rich Buttercup Yellow (6) has 
great carrying quality in the garden. The warm yellow 
standards are arched and overlap with grace. The falls have 
a center of ivory white merging into and etched with a 
distinct margin of gold on the border. The whole flower 
has a gay, sparkling personality that is most inviting. Late 
flowering, with many blooms on very well branched stalks. 
48-18 x Paradise Pink. 39 in. $8.50 
ANNE WICKERSHAM (Wickersham 1955) M. Fresh and 
clear as a lavender-pink orchid, this self colored flower has a 
cool iridescence that is most attractive. Beard pink. Lightly 
ruffled blooms on tall well branched stalks. 39 in. $4.50 

BAR HARBOR 53-36A (Nesmith 1958) M. Named for a 
famous summer resort on the coast of Maine and is suggestive 
of the clear deep color of the sea. This sturdy iris is a blend
ing of Sea Blue (043) and Aconite Violet (937 / 3) and in 
effect is a firmly finished deep blue-purple of full rounded 
form that has drawn the attention of many iris visitors. 
The 'blue tipped beard adds to the dept~ of .color o~ the 
strong firm substanced flowers. Ideal m height with 4 
branches and terminal. It is most decorative in the garden. 
48-44C (Barbara Adams x Gulf Stream) x (Jane Phillips x 
Sylvia Murray). 38 in. • $10.00 
BELLE MEADE (Wills 1952) M. Plicatas, unless they are 
clearly marked often lose their garden value, but Belle Meade 
viewed from a distance gives a very blue effect, and when 
closely examined one is delighted with the color pattern o~ a 
pure white background, distinctly feathered at the edges With 
clear blue-violet. A cross of Blue Shimmer and Snow Crystal, 
it has inherited the firm substance of Snow Crystal, and the 
flowering stalks are well branched and sturdy. H. M., A. I. S. 
1952. 39 in. $6.00 
BETH COREY (Watkins-Watkins 1957) M. Blue iris are 
most essential in the garden picture for the color is particu
larly pleasing to the eye and this medium blue is especially 
effective for it has great clarity of color and beauty of form. 
The broad standards are firmly held and the wide flaring 
falls have an intriguing pattern of veining that is most 
fascinating. The firm textured blooms are well spaced on 
strong stalks. It is a husky grower .a~d soon makes a J?OSt 
effective clump in the garden. ( ( ( Shmmg Waters x Glonole) 
x Great Lakes)) x Chivalry))) H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. 

$10.00 

BIG TIME (Lapham 1951) M. A lustrous .flower with bronzy 
red standards and falls of rose-red overlaid with a darker 
tone. Beard reddish yellow. Large flowers well spaced on 
sturdy stalks. Red Waves x (Red ward x Copper Rose). 35 
in. $1.50 
BLACK HILLS (Fay 1951) M. A rich blue-black with full 
broad standards and large flaring falls. The substance is 
strong and firm. The blooms have no haft markings and the 
blue-black beard adds depth of color to this handsome iris. 
Well branched and vigorous growth. (Black Valor x Gulf 
Stream) x Black Forest. A.M., A.I.S. 1954. 40 in. $2.00 
BLACK SATIN (Nesmith 1951) M. This has been in com
merce for several years but still is the darkest blue-black and 
does not have any red-purple tones found in so many of the 
newer "black" iris. A self with a satiny sheen that does not 
fade or wilt under hot sun. Firm substanced and very well 
branched. H. M., A. I. S. 1951. 36 in. $2.50 
BLACK TAFFETA (G. Songer 1954) M. One of the best 
black-purples and is a most worthy addition to this color 
class. It is a self with large flowers and wide hafts that are 
without veining and very ruffled, thus giving the flowers 
great personality. Beard black-violet. A reapy fine. advan.ce
ment in the black-purples. Black Forest x Sib to Night Life. 
A.M., A.I.S. 1957. 34 in. $8.00 
BLUE SAPPHIRE (Schreiner 1953) E. Beautiful in color 
and form this lovely blue self is a great addition to any gar
den. A broad full flower that is heavily ruffled on both 

standards and falls. The firm texture and glistening sheen 
gives it an individual beauty. Strong and sturdy stalks. Eng
lish Dykes Medal 1958. 40 in. $2.00 

BLUE SERENE (Wills 1953) M. The cross of Blue Rhythm 
and St. Regis has produced a charming iris that is more blue 3 7 
than Blue Rhythm, but in a lighter tone. An iris that is well -
described by the name for it is a clear light blue with great &J. ') e 
nicety of finish, and performs well each year. H.M., A.I.S. 1 (J., 
1953. 35 in. $5.00 

BOLD CONTRAST (Linse 1954) M. This is a great advance 
in variegatas and is well named for it is a bright, smoothly 
finished flower with clear yellow standards firmly domed, and 
rounded semi-flaring falls of deep red with a well defined 
clean border of the same yellow as the standards. This seems 
destined for great popularity. Extravaganza x Rajah Brooke. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1955. 38 in. $5.00 

BOUNDING MAIN 54-3 (C. and K. Smith 1958) EML. A 
most spectacular self with big bold flowers of medium blue 
that measure 7 x 7lh inches in size. The blooms have a silken 
texture and excellent substance so that they maintain perfect 
shape and form in all kinds of weather. The standards are 
lightly ruffled, the falls are not ruffled, but so broad they 
flare in voluminous folds. Beard pale yellow tipped white. 
There is an impression of great strength and vigor when 
one beholds these flowers . Valley Mist x Serene Valley. H. C., 
A. I. S. 1957. 39 in. $15.00 

BRAITHWAITE (Randall1956) M. Most captivating andre
freshing this two toned iris that is in effect an Amoena has a 
delightful interesting color pattern with very pale blue
lavender standards and flaring deep blue-purple falls, the 
edges of which have a border the same color as the standards 
and this border merges attractively into the main color of the 
falls. The firmly domed standards are very light and soon 
pale out to very near white. The clean colored falls flare 
widely and are heavy substanced. The stalks are strong a_nd 
sturdy with good branching. Bronze Medal by The English 
Iris Society in 1952 and was selected for trial at Wisley. 
Helen Collingwood x Lothario. 34 in. $6.00 

BREAKING WAVE (K. Smith 1953) M. A large ruffled pure 
white with the form of Lady Ilse. In cold weather the 61/2 
in. flowers sometimes have a slight touch of blue. A most ap
propriate name, for the very ruffled flowers give the eft:ect of 
swirling sea foam, and it makes a spectacular clump m the 
garden. 40 in. $3.50 

BRIGHT HOUR (G. Douglas 1952) M. A beautiful outstand-
ing amoena. The closely cupped standards are sil~ry white, 
charmingly ruffled. The styles are white, shading to cream at 
the base and the beard is clear yellow. The falls are velvety 
purple with a clear ruffled border of white extending two-
thirds of the way around the falls. It has 1p:eat distinction 
in arrangement of color. and quality of th~ flower, H. M., 
A.I.S. 1953. 36 in. • $2.50 

BRONZE ARMOR (Wills 1957) .ML: . The name is most 
descriptive of this strong sturdy .. 1~is for the color gives the 
effect of golden bronze and nas very firm substance. A 
smoothly blended flower of golden tobacco brown that is 
between Spanish Orange (0110 / 1) and Mars Orange (0113 / 1). 
The closely domed standards are slightly deeper because they 
are faintly flushed with rose, and the wide semi-flaring falls 
have a lighter tone around the deep gold beard. The large 
flowers are a darker brown than the parents, but are not 
dull in color for they have a metallic sheen that adds life 
and luster to the whole bloom. Centurian x Argus Pheasant. 
34 in. $10.00 

BURNISHED BLACK (Nesmith 1954) L. This iris is a 
descendant of Black Satin that has larger flowers and al
though it is very dark it is more deep blue than its parent. 
The broad falls are flaring and smoothly finished with no 
haft markings around the aconite-violet beard. Firm sub-
stance with excellent branching and does not fade. (Barbara . 
Adams x Gulf Stream) x Black Satin. 39 in. ~·~~ f21~0 
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CARISSIMA 

PHOTO BY CORLISS 

CARISSIMA (Nesmith 1955) M. Captivating and endearing 
this very ruffled and frilled flower of pure white is notable 
for its clarity of color and styling of the blooms. The stand
ards are firmly domed and the semi-flaring falls are so heavi 
ly ruffled that the flowers have the swirling grace of drifting 
snow. Parentage Lady Boscawen x 45-52A (Sierra Snow x 
43-62D) x (Chicory Blue x Azure Skies). A wonderful iris 
for hybridizing as it sets seeds, readily and carries the ex
treme ruffling to its progeny. 38 in. $5.00 

BUTTERMERE (Randall 1958) EM. An iris that is well 
named for it is a rich and brilliant Buttercup Yellow (5) 
self with broad firmly domed standards and wide arched and 
flaring falls. A very smoothly finished flower with no 
striations and the full yellow beard intensifies the depth of 
color. An early profusely blooming variety with firm sub
tance and long lasting qualities that has great show and 
garden value. Selected for trial at Wisley. Jordans x Zantha. 
37 in. $8.00 

BUTTERSCOTCH KISS (Plough 1957) ML. A butterscotch 
yellow with gold dust glitter over all. Falls have an infusion 
of Qrchid in center. Edges of falls and standards are heavily 
laced. Large blooms of firm substance canied on sturdy 
stalks. (Cascade Splendor x Honeyflow) x Twenty Grand. 
H.M., A .I.S . 1957. 38 in. $25.00 

CALEDONIA (Douglas 1957) M.L. The crisp white flowers 
with exceptionally fine branching allow four blooms to be 
open at once without any crowding. This iris drew the at-

tention of Judges at the Canadian and California Meetings 
not only for its form and purity of color but for the foliage 
with clean, narrow, erect leaves, so that the result is a neat, 
pleasing clump even after it has ceased flowering. The 
flowers have very fine texture with beautiful quality in the 
individual blooms. H .C. , A.I.S. 1956. 38 in. $10.00 

CALL ME MADAM (J . Nelson 1957) M. Tall and stately 
this very flaring magenta rose iris has great carrying qual
ity in the garden. The well formed flowers are intensified in 
color by the bright tangerine beard. Pagan Princess x Mary 
Randall. 44 in. $12.50 

CALYPSO (Douglas 1955) M. L. Tall, dark and handsome is 
probably the best way to describe this iris, certainly it is one 
of the best varieties for in spite of the depth of color it has 
a lustrous sheen that gives it great garden value. A deep 
Amethyst Violet (35) self with closely domed standards and 
flaring falls . There are no venations and the color extends to 
the very heart of the flower, even the styles and full beard 
are of the same tone. It is not a somber iris for a velvety 
luminous brightness adds life and brilliance to this firm sub
stanced and especially well branched iris. 38 in. $6.00 

CANOBIE (Barker 1955) M.L. Crystal clear as the lovely 
New England lake whose name it bears, this iris is distin
guished by the clarity of color and definite style of form and 
finish. The nearest color in the chart is Butterfly Blue (645 / 3) 
and it is an absolute self even to the beard, with very closely 
held firm standards and wide hafted horizontal falls. A de
lightful silvery light blue with a cool crispy finish, very heavy 
substance. 36 in. $4.00 

CAPE COD (Knowlton 1954) M. This iris represents a great 
triumph in breeding for it is most difficult to create better 
Amoenas. The flowers have gleaming pure white standards, 
well domed, and delightfully fluted. The falls are semi-flaring 
of velvety red-purple with only a slight brownish flush at the 
haft, and almost no veining each side of the thick yellow 
beard. The blooms are clear and clean in color with strong 
well branched stalks. A beautiful irif'\ of great charm and re
finement. Extravaganza x Wabash. H.M., A.I.S. 1954. $6.00 

CARNTON (Wills 1955) M.L. This flower is a blend with the 
color effect of a red, deeper colored than most blends, but 
bright for a red. This iris adds a brilliant note that stands 
out in a g·arden picture. The predominant color is Cardinal 
Red (822/1) well infused with copper and in the sunlight the 
flowers glow and glisten with a brilliant sheen. The firm 
standards are blended red and copper, and the flaring falls 
are red with a suffusion of reddish copper around the full 
orange beard. Late flowering with firm substanced flowers 
on widely branched sturdy stalks. 39 in. $7.00 

CARIBOU TRAIL (Plough 1957) ML. A colorful iris of rich 
deep golden brown with a bright violet area in the center of 
the fall s . The edges of the standards and falls are heavily 
crimped and ruffled. The blooms are large and firmly sub
stanced. (Cascade Splendor x Honeyflow) x Twenty Grand. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 32 in. $15.00 

CAROLINE JANE (De Forest 1951) M. A large flowered 
plicata, heavily ruffled with white ground, and violet edging. 
One of the loveliest of the new plicatas. A.M., A. I. S. l \lfi!'i. 
38. in. $2.50 

CASCADIAN (Linse 1952) E. M. This child of Snow Fluny 
and Cloud Castle is an especially good white iris. A ruffled 
cool, crisp flower with extremely broad standards and the 
la1ge falls have a chartreuse midrib visible from beneath. 
Buds have a bluish tinge, but the flower opens a cool whi~e 
with a white beard. A.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. $3.00 

.. 
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CASCO (Tobie 1955) E. Petite and charming this border iris 
is a cross of Amigo x Wabash. The white standards are full 
and closed, the flaring velvety falls have a white 1 / 8 inch 
border surrounding them. Full cream yellow beard. The myr
iad of beautifully formed flowers are well spaced on strong 
wiry stalks. It is particularly adapted to flower arrangement 
or front of the border planting. 28 in. $2.00 

CATHEDRAL BELLS (Wallace 1953) M. Tall and well 
branched this baby ribbon pink with wide flaring falls has 
excellent quality and is a great favorite. Although light in 
color it is definitely pink and the serrated edges give it an 
airy grace. (Seedling x Overture) x (Golden Spangle x Pink 
Tower). A.M., A.I.S. 1956. 38 in. $2.00 

CHERRY FALLS (Douglas 1953) M. L. Mr. Douglas in his 
breeding for Amoenas has had many interesting by-products, 
but none more so than this iris. It is a cross of (Extravagan
za x Paillaisse) x (Extravaganza x Wabash). Aglow with 
life and fire, the yellow standards are erect and firm, while 
the bright velvety red falls give dash and radiance to this 
sprightly flower. The blooms are well proportioned to the 
height of the sturdy stalk. H.M., A.I.S. 1953. 30 in. $3 .00 

CHIQUITA (Knowlton 1951) L. The color pattern is most 
inviting with very light lavender-blue standards and the 
deep velvety purple falls are distinctly bordered with the 
same almost white color of the standards. H. M., A. I. S. 1951. 
36 in. $1.50 

CHIPPITICA (Noyd 1956) M. L. A delightful plicata done 
in cream and brown tones. A wide hafted flower with cupped 
standards and full rounded falls. Firm substanced flowers 
and rapid increase. Chippewa x Cortica. 30 in. $3.00 

CLOUDLESS SKY (Watkins-Graves 1955) M. The name is 
most descriptive of this light Cerulean Blue ( 46 / 3) that has 
great purity of color and is void of any lavender infusion. It 
is a sister seedling of The Citadel and has the full rounded 
flaring form, but it is more ruffled and displays the same su
perior character that is found in so many of their iris. Firm 
textured flowers on sturdy well branched stalks. It attracts 
the attention of all garden visitors. 39 in. $8.00 

CLOUD PARADE (Plough 1956) M. Visitors to the garden 
of the originator have given high praise to this very showy 
pink. A clear, clean bright pink that is nicely ruffled and 
firmly substanced set off by a fiery red beard that adds great 
intensity of color to the flower. Strong sturdy stalks with 
good branching. Cloud Cap x (Gilt Edge x Hit Parade). 36 
in. $5.00 

CONCORD RIVER 51-lOA (Buttrick 1956) M. An iris of real 
distinction that has been a high ranking favorite with A. I. S. 
Judges and garden visitors ever since it first bloomed as a 
seedling. A delightful and refreshing very light blue iris, 
broadly proportioned and exquisite in clarity of color. This is 
due in a great measure to the absence of any veining that 
often detracts from the beauty of an iris. The standards are 
roundly domed and firmly held and the broad flaring falls are 
wide at the hafts. The whole flower has smooth firm texture 
and is very ruffled with the full white beard an added charm. 
It has an abundance of bloom with the flowers evenly spaced 
on strong well branched stalks. Thoroughly hardy and in
creases rapidly. An iris that merits the attention of all iris 
fanciers for its pure color and strong sturdy growth. This is 
from a long line of breeding involving Easter Morn, White 
Goddess, Seafarer, Great Lakes, Helen McGregor and other~. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 38 in. $15.00 

CONCORD TOWN (Buttrick 1958) M.L. This iris was 
named for the town of ·Concord, Massachusetts and is a de
lightful tribute to the historic town. Majestic in form this 
very handsome white has received most enthusiastic com
ments from all iris Judges and last year created a sensation 
with its great purity of color and beautiful form. The broad 
full blooms have perfectly domed standards and wide flaring 
falls that are distinctly ruffled at the hafts and have a 
fascinating light chartreuse influence around the pale yellow 
beard. Exceptionally well formed the flowers have such 
heavy substance that they remain in perfect condition ~uring 

strong wind and rain. Sturdy stalks and excellent branching. 
The Citadel x (The Admiral x Violet Symphony) x Chivalry) 
x (Snow Flurry x Ave Maria) x Cloud Castle). H.M., A.I.S . 
1958. 36 in. $15.00 

COPPER GOLD (H. F. Hall 1952) M. The effect of this 
beautiful iris is a golden toned copper blend with enough yel
low in its pigment to enliven the whole flower. The general 
color reminds one a bit of El Paso. The blooms are free from 
venations and have no heavy markings that so often detract 
from the beauty of a flower. The firm textured flowers are 
smoothly finished, and the stalks have excellent branching. 
There is a coppery sheen enveloping the whole flower that' 
gives it great individuality and charm. 39 in. $2.00 

CORONATION GOLD (H. F. Hall 1952) M. L. The most out
standing deep yellow iris that I have seen. It is a self of rich 
cadmium orange with exceptionally large smoothly finished 
flowers of semi-flaring form. The whole effect is glowing 
golden orange with no trace of any other color, even the 
styles and beard are of the same tone. The firm substanced 
flowers that do not bleach or fade are nicely spaced on strong 
well branched stalks. 40 in. $3.50 

CORONATION RED (H. F. Hall 1953) M. L. A hi-tone of 
glowing Oxblood Red with large flowers of very heavy sub
stance. The standards are very broad, and have a slightly 
lighter tone than the falls. The wide flaring falls have a lus
trous velvety finish, and are void of haft markings that are 
so often found in red iris. Rich orange beard. The color does 
not fade and the substance remains firm throughout the day. 
Vigorous growth. H. C., A. I. S. 1952. 39 in. $3.50 

CREAM CHIFFON (Innes 1953) M. A lovely flower from 
the usual cross of Blue Rhythm x ( Ola Kala x Gold Ruf
fles). The standards are light canary yellow, the falls are 
cream with a canary yellow beard. Large semi-flaring flow
ers, evenly spaced on tall well branched stalks. 38 in. $3.00 

CRITERION (G. Douglas 1951) M. L. The well domed 
standards are white, faintly veined with very pale blue; the 
semi-flaring falls are clear blue-violet with a distinct edging 
of white in sharp contrast to the center of the falls. A prolific 
bloomer, it is the best amoena that Mr. Douglas has developed 
from the standpoint of breeding, for it sets seeds both ways.· 
The firm substanced flowers are carried on strong, especially 
well branched stalks. H.M., A.I.S. 1952. 38 in. $1.50 

CRYSTAL 48-119A (Knowlton 1956) M. Exquisite in form 
and color harmony this white iris is faintly flushed with light 
lavender-blue on the styles and the inside of the standards, 
but the complete effect is a white thick textured flower that 
is very ruffled, and over all these is a crystalline frost work 
reminiscent of a snowy winter morn. The standards are 
broad, arched, and ruffled and the wide falls are rippled on 
the border. Hardy and a good grower carrying ten to twelve 
buds on sturdy well branched stalks. Snow Flurry x Chivalry. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 36 in. $10.00 

CRYSTAL WHITE 49-87B (Nesmith 1957) M. Frilled, fluted, 
ruffled and as white as newly fallen snow gives a good 
word picture of this winsome iris. The very ruffled standards 
are closely held by the strong midrib. The equally ruffled 
falls are arched and semi-flaring with firm substance. The 
whole effect is a very pure sparkling white possessing a 
touch of distinction in its very ruffled form that I have never 
found in an iris. One of the few of Snow Flurry ancestry 
that is thoroughly hardy in New England. Snow Flurry x 
45-52A (Sierra Snow x 43-62D) x (Chicory Blue x Azure 
Skies). H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 35 in. $12.00 

DARK HALO (Tompkins 1956) M. This is the most hand
some and darkest black plicata that has been introduced. 
Dark Halo has a white background with a broad border of 
such deep purple that even at a short distance it appears 
black. The blooms are large, well proportioned and have very 
heavy substance. A full rich very dark beard completes the 
color pattern. To me it seems a new color break that is sen
sational. Hardy and a good grower with tall well branched 
stalks. The parentage is most complicated and comes from a 
long line of breeding. 38 in. $20.00 
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DARIEN 24-52 (Wills 1956) M. Lustrous and gay this iris is 
aglow with life and color and is a distinct innovation in this 
class. It is an absolute self of gleaming Spanish Orange 
(010 / 2) with firm highly domed standards and heavy sub
stanced flaring falls, made even more brilliant by the rich 
orange yellow beard. The symmetry of form and smooth 
finish add to the fascination of this sturdy well branched iris. 
It is hardy both in the north and south. Fort Ticonderoga x 
General Patton. 38 in. $8.00 

DAWN PINK (Nesmith 1953) L. Much deeper in color than 
Courtier, it is a bitone with standards of clear medium shell 
pink, and falls of rather deep azalea pink. The flowers have 
very smooth firm texture and do not fade under most trying 
weather conditions. A flaring heavy substanced bloom that 
has been acclaimed by many visitors as the pinkest iris in the 
garden. H. M., A. I. S. 1953. 36 in. $4.00 

DEEP DEVOTION (Tompkins 1956) M. L. This iris is a great 
favorite in the Tompkins garden. A self of clear orchid pink 
with precisely domed standards and perfectly held semi
flaring falls. A light carnation-like crimping on the edges of 
the very broad petals adds to its beauty. A very stately iris 
of exquisite delicate coloring that is enhanced by an orange
red beard. Cotton Candy x Apricot Supreme. H. C., A. I. S. 
1954. 39 in. $10.00 

DEMURE (Nesmith 1954) E. M. A demure and delightful 
reverse bicolor with standards of Orient pink and falls of 
creamy white. There is a flush of pink and pale yellow each 
side of the pink tangerine beard. The ruffled blooms are of 
semi-flaring form and stalks are well branched. 38 in. $3.00 

DERWENTWATER (Randall 1955) M. Charm and quality 
are united in this clear light Spectrum Blue (45 / 3) self and 
has been highly praised as being of perfect form with the 
color the purest blue making many other blues seem almost 
lavender by comparison. There are no striations and the near
ly white beard adds to the pure color of the bloom. The firm 
textured flowers with wide hafts and flaring form are car
ried on strong well branched stalks. Bronze Medal English 
Iris Society 1953. Helen McGregor x Cahokia. 38 in. $7.00 

DEVOIR (Wills 1953) M. This decorative iris is a medium 
rose-pink with a slight coppery infusion throughout the 
flower. The standards are closed and firmly held, the falls 
are semi-flaring with a touch of soft brown around the yellow 
beard. A most attractive pink self with firm textured flowers 
nicely spaced on well branched stalks. Vigorous growth. 36 
in. $3.50 

DOCTOR BOB 54-1 (C. and K. Smith .1958) E. This early 
one is a large flaring pure white with beautifully shaped 
flowers. The standards are broad and very ruffled with a 
firm midrib that has a cool chartreuse-white tinge. The falls 
are arched and flaring with pronounced ruffling at the tips. 
The blooms are very full and almost overlap around the 
creamy yellow beard. Firmly textured flowers on well 
branched stalks. An exquisite iris that has great charm. 
Valley Mist x Serene Valley. 34 in. $15.00 

DOLLY VARDEN (D. Hall 1950) M. A very attractive iris 
of light pink with a flush of salmon throughout. It is a self 
with no haft markings. The flowers are carried on sturdy 
stalks. H. M., A. I. S. 1950. 34 in. $2.00 

DONNA MARIE 52-51 (Watkins-Watkins 1958) M. L. An 
alluring iris with full rounded flowers of white and blue that 
are difficult to portray. The firmly substanced blooms have 
white lightly ruffled standards that are flushed blue at the 
base. The blue-white falls are flaring and very ruffled with 
a tinge of blue at the hafts. The crests of the styles are 
tipped blue. All this gives the flowers a charming blue 
flush in the heart of the bloom. The branching is especially 
good with 3 branches and terminal well spaced on strong 
vigorous stalks. Jane Phillips x Big Blue Seedling. 40 in. 

$12.50 

DOWN BEAT (Tompkins 1956) E. M. L. This deep and very 
blue-violet self has large size and especially good form with 
broad heavily substanced, cleanly tailored flowers. The hafts 
are smooth and the rich color extends to the very heart of the 
bloom. A good grower with widely branched stalks that often 
carry four open flowers at one time and always attracts at
tention in the garden. (Campanula x Gulf Stream) x Colum
bia. H.C., A.I.S. 1955. 40 in. $5 .00 

EASTERMOHR (Weidner 1953) M. A Mohr hybrid that is a 
large full ruffled medium blue with firmly cupped standards 
and full semi-flaring falls. Tall sturdy three way branching 
stalks. Hardy and a good grower. It is a very blue Onco
hybrid and a great addition to this class. 40 in. $6.00 

EAST INDIES (K. Smith 1954) L. Arresting in its brilliance 
and vivid color pattern, it is one of the richest blends in re
cent years, and always attracts attention in the garden. The 
flowers are 4 in. by 6 in. wide, and the base color is Cafe au 
Lait with an iridescent overflush of violet and lavender. The 
broad full standards and falls are very crinkled and ruffled, 
giving an unusual fascinating effect. Well branched. H. M., 
A.I.S. 1955. 40 in. $7.50 

ELEANOR'S PRIDE (Watkins-Watkins 1956) M. This iris 
was named for the youngest daughter of Edward Watkins 
who shares his home. Majestic and beautifully branched, with 
vigorous growth this powder blue iris has quality in every 
detail and is destined for great popularity. It is an absolute 
self with broad beautiful arched standards closely held. The 
falls are wide and semi-flaring with firm substance and the 
full white beard is an added attraction. The whole flower is 
ruffled and has great weather resistance. Jane Phillips x Blue 
Rhythm. A.M., A.I.S. 1958. 39 in. $15.00 

ELIZABETH NOBLE (K. Smith 1955) M. L. I am very 
proud of my namesake that has won wide acclaim from iris 
fanciers. An Amoena in effect with standards opening palest 
lavender quickly changing to white. The flaring falls are 
lightly ruffled and the color is pure true purple to the very 
edge with no haft venations. The feathered crests are brushed 
with purple and the white beard adds to the color contrast. 
A distinct break in the Amoena class that has color, balance 
and beauty to a marked degree. Helen Collingwood x 9-62 
(Extravaganza x Fort Ticonderoga). H. M., A. I. S. 1955. 
w~ $~ 

FIRST FLIGHT (Plough 1957) M. A blended flower of 
Bishop's Violet with nicely domed standards that are lightly 
suffused with buff. The falls are arched and flaring with 
heavily crimped and fluted edges on both standards and falls. 
Beard yellow. Quest x Cliffdell. H.M., A.I.S. 1958. 33 in. 

$12.50 

FIRST VIOLET (De Forest 1952) M. A remarkable iris with 
large flaring, beautifully formed flowers of clear sparkling 
violet. A super creation of ideal proportions. The wide clean 
hafts and the perfect spacing of the blooms on the sturdy 
stalks mark this as an excellent iris that has won high praise 
from all parts of the country. Chivalry x Spanish Peaks. 
Dykes Medal 1956. 38 in. $6.00 

FLYING SQUADRON (Buttrick 1957) M. The name of this 
beautiful white is well chosen for with three flowers open 
at one time on a perfectly branched stalk it is reminiscent 
of an old time trim clipper ship with sails aloft and .flaring 
in the breeze. The blooms have great purity of color with 
firmly domed standards, broad falls that flare widely, and 
over all there is a frosty sheen that sparkles in the sunlight. 
The iris is highly praised by Iris Judges for the broad firm 
te'xtured flowers, beauty of form, clarity of color and perfect 
spacing of the blooms. The Citadel x (Seafarer x Chicory 
Blue) x Great Lakes. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. $15.00 
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FOLK SONG (Tompkins 1956) M.L. A large flower of deep 
rich pink with an almost hidden undertone of very pale apri
cot that seems to heighten the pink coloring. This iris was 
chosen for introduction on account of its fine form, with ex
tremely broad petals that have a silken finish. A fiery red 
beard further heightens the color with the long season of 
bloom an added factor that is most welcome. H.C., A.I.S. 
1955. 38 in. $7.50 

FOXFIRE (Fox 1952) M. This deep glowing yellow with a 
lighter area below the brilliant beard has created a sensation 
in many parts of the country. It has flaring form and vigor
ous growth. Bryce Canyon x Ola Kala. A.M., A.I.S. 1957. 
40 in. $2.00 

FRANCES CRAIG (Craig 1952) M. A mohr-hybrid with im
mense flowers of light greyed lavender well carried on tall 
stalks. Described by the originator as being tops in substance, 
quality and garden color. A.M., A.I.S. 1955. 40 in. $2.50 

GALILEE (Fay 1956) M. A delightful medium blue self 
which does not fade. The flowers are large, rounded and full 
petaled with no haft markings set off by a white beard. Last 
year in New England it seemed to be turquoise in color. But
terfly Blue x Bluebird Blue. A.M., A.I.S. 1958. 35 in. $20.00 

GAY HEAD (Knowlton 1954) M. Really good variegatas are 
scarce, and Gay Head is the largest and most smoothly fin
ished of any in this group. The full closed standards are clear 
medium yellow firmly held and ruffled. The broad and 
rounded falls are deep velvety maroon-red with a border of 
yellow extending clear up to the center of the bloom. The 
flaring falls are remarkably free of haft venations, and the 
deep yellow beard gives added brilliance. H.M., A.I.S. 1954. 
36 in. $6.00 

GAYLORD (Douglas 1949) V.L. Tall and distinctive, with 
broad white standards, and flaring falls of rich blue-violet, 
edged with a narrow border of white. A very handsome 
Amoena with wide hafts and thick orange beard. Sturdy 
three branched stalks. H.M., A.I.S. 1949. 40 in. $2.50 

GAY SPRING (Knowlton 1953) M. Most attractive in color 
and form, this clear golden yellow seems to fill the need for 
a firm substanced yellow with great clarity of tone that can 
withstand the elements. A ruffled eye catching flower with 
well domed standards, and wide flaring falls. There is a lus
trous, almost velvety sheen throughout the bloom, and the 
deeper orange beard adds to the brilliant color. H. M., A. I. S. 
1955. 38 in. $3.50 

GLOWING GOLD (Knowlton 1954) M. A most appropriate 
name for this deep yellow iris because it glows and glistens 
like sparkling gold. A cross of Golden Moon x Goldbeater, it 
has greater depths of color than the pollen parent, and a very 
broad haft with a flush of cream just below the deep yellow 
beard. The standards are rich yellow, firmly domed, and the 
styles are the same color. Firm substanced and with good 
branching it has a brilliance that makes it stand out in the 
garden. H.M., A.I.S. 1955. 38 in. $6.00 

GOLD ANTHEM (Douglas 1954) M. L. Yellow is a most nec
essary color in our gardens, and few iris have the abundant 
bloom of this high ranking exceptionally bright, clear yellow 
self with the color intensified by the bright yellow beard. The 
broad full petaled flowers are very sun resistant, and the tall 
widely branched stalks and long season of bloom give this 
iris special value both as a specimen stalk or as a clump in 
the garden. 40 in. $5.00 

GOLDEN CORONET 54-65A (Nesmith 1958) M. L. Beau
tiful in form and arrangement of color this white and gold 
iris has a real personality. The arched and firmly domed 
standards are clear white lightly ruffled at the edges. The 
white falls flare widely and are embellished with a broad 
smooth gold overlay on the upper portion that surrounds 
the rich gold beard. For comparison it can be visualized as a 
better Patrician for it has a smoother more mellow golden 
haft with larger flowers and much better height and branch
ing. Firm substanced blooms on sturdy 3 way branching 
stalks. Warm praise has been given this iris by discriminating 
Iris Judges. (Helen McKenzie x Seedling 52-4A) x Patrician. 
37 in. $15.00 

GOLDEN DRAGON 49-90B (Nesmith 1957) M. L. Two 
characteristics give this deep Indian Yellow (6) great garden 
value; the rich color that remains clear and fresh under most 
trying weather and the abundance of bloom on tall perfectly 
branched stalks. It is an absolute self with erect domed 
standards that are beautifully ruffled. The falls are generously 
fluted with no tinge of any other color and the deep yellow 
beard adds to the depth and brilliance. It is quite different 
from any other yellow for it has a luminous quality that 
always attracts attention. 47-53B (45-63A x Ola Kala) x 
Moontide. 39 in. $10.00 

GOLDEN GARLAND (D. Hall 1957) VL. Large handsome 
blooms of brilliant golden yellow and white that in effect is 
a reverse bicolor with lacework and crimping on the edges 
of both standards and falls. It somewhat resembles Truly 
Yours, but has a much stronger stalk and better form and is 
a more sturdy grower. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 40 in. $10.00 

GOLDEN HAWK (K. Smith 1951) M. A handsome bright 
primrose yellow self. The large blooms have gently ruffled 
standards and neatly tailored semi-flaring falls. The stalks 
are wonderfully branched and often there are seventeen well 
spaced flowers on one stalk, very smooth and well substanced. 
H. M., A. I. S. 1952. A.M., New York Horticultural Society 
1953. 44 in. $6.00 

GOLDEN RULE (H. F. Hall 1950) M. L. Distinctive among 
the rich yellows this late flowering variety is well worthy of 
a place in any garden. A deep aureolin self with a smooth 
finish devoid of venations. Heavy substanced with fine 
branching. 40 in. $2.50 

GRASMERE (K. Smith 1953) M. L. A large, very ruffled 
pale blue self with no striations. The standards are arched 
and closed with broad falls arched and flaring. Beard in
conspicuous and tipped white. Flowers are 6¥2 inches wide 
with 5 branches. A most attractive iris. 42 in. $3.00 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (D. Hall 1952) M. Large ruffled flow
ers with a deep tangerine beard that adds brilliance to the 
bloom. Similar in color to Heritage, but a larger flower. An 
iris of gTeat charm with firm texture in both standards and 
falls. A.M., A.I.S. 1954. A.M., R.H.S. 1958. 34 in. $2.50 

HAPPY WANDERER (Lapham 1957) M. Clear Tapestry 
Red self with clean smooth haft and rich orange beard. The 
flowers are large with rounded falls and brqad closely held 
standards. Excellent substance and weather resistant. Town 
Talk x Dress Rehearsal. 36 in. $10.00 

HARRIETTE HALLOWAY 50-44 (K. Smith 1956) E.M. 
This iris is named in honor of Miss Halloway who for twenty
five years has worked tirelessly that the public planting in 
Cedarbrook Park at Plainfield, New Jersey should be a thing 
of beauty. According to color charts, the color is a light 
bluish violet, but the garden effect is very blue. It reminds 
one a bit of Keene Valley but a deeper color, more ruffled, 
and a broader large flower. Apart from the perfection of 
form, the blooms are very fragrant and have heavy sub
stance. Keene Valley x Jane Phillips. 36 in. $7.00 

HEART'S DESIRE (J. Wills 1950) M. Brilliant rose-red in 
color with wide branching and strong sturdy growth. This 
iris has an exceptionally smooth finish, heavy substance and 
long season of bloom. The domed and overlapping standards 
are rose-red. The lightly ruffled falls a deeper velvety red 
with a touch of copper brown. 38 in. $2.00 

HELEN COLLINGWOOD (K. Smith 1949) M. L. A very 
brilliant iris in the neglecta class. The standards are light 
lavender, broad and firmly held. The bright violet-purple 
falls are flaring with wide hafts. The heavy substanced flow
ers have a neat ruffling at the border. The tall sturdy stalks 
are well branched and the growth is vigorous. A. M., A. I. S. 
1952. 40 in. $1.50 

HELEN McKENZIE (Graves 1950) M. Clarity of color and 
perfection of form are the outstanding features of this pure 
white iris; it is really white with no haft markings or touch 
of any other color in its makeup. The standards are perfectly 
ilomed and firmly held. The falls, flaring and broad, the 
firm, smooth texture of the blooms, have perfect placement 
on the well branched stalks. H.M., A.I.S. 1950. 37 in. $1.50 
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JANIE VAUGHN 

JANIE VAUGHN (K. Smith 1957) M. Most attractive is this 
cool lemon yellow that has a firm wax-like texture and rare 
perfection of form. The standards are broad and well domed. 
The falls have a large white area in the center surrounded 
by the same color as the standards. Delicate in hue it seems 
to have a fresh immaculate look that is most inviting. A 
great improvement over its parents, both in size and color. 
Marion Vaughn x Mattie Gates. 35 in. $10.00 

HUMMING BIRD (Knowlton 1952) M. Light and airy, the 
very ruffled flowers of Egyptian buff and white have great 
appeal in their luminous color harmony. The crisp fluted 
standards are buff, firmly held by the strong midrib. The 
broad flaring falls are white, lightly bordered with the buff 
of the standards, and the center of the flower is illumined by 
a deeper glow accentuated by the short orange beard. Strong 
well branched stalks. H .M., A.I.S. 1952. 40 in. $2.00 

HYBLAZE (H. F. Hall 1952) M. A brilliant rich red with 
chrysanthemum crimson standards and falls of oxblood red 
bordered by the same color as the standards. This iris has 
great sun resistance and is tall and well branched. 40 in. $2.50 

ICE CARNIVAL (Watkins-Graves 1954) M. L. This iris is 
derived from Jane Phillips x Mt. Jefferson and is a most 
distinctive break in color pattern. A very flaring flower 
with white falls, and full standards of light azure blue. The 
whole flower is very frilled and ruffled with cool crisp 
iridescence, and it is the best reverse blue bicolor that I have 
seen. Delightful and refreshing, it possesses an unusual and 
individual beauty. Tall with firm substanced flowers and 
excellent branching. H.M., A.I.S. 1954. 38 in. $6.00 

ILLUSTRIOUS (D. Hall 1953) L. A very late blue, flowering 
about the same time as Extravaganza. Large flowers of uni
form deep blue with smooth brownish hafts and inconspicuous 
beard. Good substance and branching. 36 in. $1.50 

IMPERIAL WOMAN 55-61 (C. and K. Smith 1958) M. L. 
Tall and imperial in carriage, yet most womanly in its 
extreme ruffling, thi3 blue-violet self has great individuality. 
Rich in color with satin smooth texture and very pale violet 
beard with flecks of turquoise on the crests. The extremely 
broad standards and falls are wonderfully ruffled and flaring 
with the flowers measuring 5 1h inches high and 7 1h inches 
wide. Strong widely branched stalks carry the firm sub
stanced blooms with magnificent poise and placement. 
Vigorous growth with rapid increase. From involved Smith 
blue line breeding 52-27 x 51-9. 41 in. $15.00 

INCA CHIEF (Mitsch 1952) M. L. A spectacular iris with a 
lustrous golden bronze sheen. The lightly ruffled flowers are 
wide petaled and have heavy substance set off by a rich 
bronze beard. A.M., A.I.S. 1954. 35 in. $2.50 

INVERNESS (Watkins-Watkins 1957) M. This is the newest 
white from the master hand of Edward Watkins and was 
named for a town in Scotland. It does not seem possible to 
believe, but it is whiter than Helen McKenzie that has been 
considered the whitest of the whites, in fact it out does The 
Citadel, making it have a creamy tone by comparison. The 
standards are closed and firm. The arched and flaring fall~ 
are very wide at the hafts with no venations in the throat 
and a white beard. Mr. Watkins says that the blue of Major 
Eff has whitened the white of Helen McKenzie. Excellent 
substanced blooms are well carried on three way branching 
stalks. Helen McKenzie x Major Eff. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. 

$18.00 

IRIDESCENCE (Nesmith 1955) M. Luminous flowers that 
glow and glisten in the sunlight. It is a self of Spinel Pink 
(0625 /2) with roundly domed standards and strong midribs. 
The falls are broad and semi-flaring with a full pinky tang
erine beard. The whole flower has very firm substance and is 
smoothly finished with almost no self venations. 47-llA 
( 45-8B x Pink Cameo) x Radiation. 37 in. $2.50 

IVORY SNOW 54-50A (Nesmith 1958) M. A full petaled 
white of lovely ruffled flaring form and sparkling sheen. 
The very frilled standards with a strong midrib are f irmly 
domed and the flaring falls have the same extreme frilling. 
There is an opaque quality in this iris that makes the white
ness unusually intense and the pale yellow beard tipped 
white completes the fascinating ensemble. Firm substanced 
blooms on 3 way branching stalks. Crystal White x W -63 
(H. F. Hall white seedling) 37 in. $10.00 

IVORY WORK (Wills 1955) M. This iris is well named for it 
reminds one of the delicacy in detail that we find in a piece 
of beautiful carved ivory. The standards are cream, charm
ingly ruffled and firmly held. The arched falls are pale ivory 
with a narrow, but distinct border of the cream of the stand
ards, broadening a bit on each side of the pale yellow beard. 
A cross of Star Shine x Amadine, it has inherited firm sub
stance and great beauty of form from its parents. Few can 
resist the appeal of the delectable color of this winsome iris. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. $7.00 

JAN HESS (Watkins-Graves 1955) M. Blue iris in varying 
shades are always welcome for they are needed to lighten up 
the color pattern of any garden. A broadly formed medium 
blue bitone that has a deeper coloring than Helen McGregor, 
Jane Phillips and Kiki. The broad well held standards are 
Sea Blue (043 / 3) and the flaring falls are darker but in the 
same general color tone. Firm substanced blooms well spaced 
on widely branching stalks. 39 in. $5.50 

JUNE BRIDE (D. Hall 1952) M. Large flowers of deep 
flamingo pink with a soft buff undertone giving the blooms 
an apricot pink flush that is most inviting .. Heavy geranium 
pink beard. Good substance and height. H. M., A. I. S. 1952. 
30 in. $1.50 

JUNE MEREDITH (Muhlestein 1954) M. L. A real self of 
very rich deep pink of ruffled form and a heavy tangerine 
beard. The flowers have good size with broad standards and 
falls that have excellent form and substance. A bright lus
cious pink that seems to be a real advancement in the deep 
flamingo pinks. A. M., A. I. S. 1956. 30 in. Stock Limited. 

$10.00 
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KEZAR LAKE (Knowlton 1951) M. A clear medium blue 
self with broad firm standards and wide falls that are lightly 
ruffled. Strong sturdy stalks with perfect branching. H. M., 
A. I. S. 1951. 38 in. $1.50 

KIKI (Graves 1951) M. A self that has a slightly deeper tone 
than Jane Phillips and very clear in color, enveloped by a 
frosty sheen that sparkles in the sunlight. Form, substance 
and branching excellent. H.M., A.I.S. 1953. 39 in. $6.00 

LADY ISLE (K. Smith 1951) M. L. An exquisite powder 
blue iris all frilled and ruffled and over all a glistening 
sheen. The flowers have very firm texture, and the uniform 
color due to the absence of venations adds to its charm. A.M., 
A.I.S. 1955. 41 in. $2.50 

LANDS END 47-57F (Watkins-Gmves 1956) M. The name 
was suggested by Mr. Harry Randall of England when he 
first saw this iris as a numbered seedling for he was very 
much impressed by its beauty. A blue that is a real blue self 
in the medium blue class for it has less lavender in the pig
ment than any .iris that I have seen, and other Judges have 
said the same. A perfectly branched stalk and the flowers are 
evenly spaced with no crowding. A full clean flower with 
very ruffled well closed standards. The flaring falls are ex
tremely wide at the haft, lightly fluted and rounded at the 
tips. A very fragrant iris with great garden value. Chivalry 
x Snow Carnival. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 38 in. $10.00 

LARGESSE (Wills 1955) M. Captivating and refreshing this 
very large lemon cream combines size with good form and 
substance to a striking degree. The flowers are Primrose 
Yellow (601 / 3) with very broad standards and widely flaring 
falls that are waved and ruffled at the edges. There are no 
haft venations around the deeper Primrose beard. Well 
branched with three branches and terminal and nine or more 
buds evenly spaced on sturdy stalks. A cross of (Fairy Lustre 
x Golden Eagle) x Amandine. 39 in. $8.00 

LAURIE BLAKENEY (Watkins-Watkins 1957) M. This iris 
was named for the granddaughter of Mr. Willis Thompson of 
Concord, N.H. It comes from the same line of breeding as 
Jane Phillips. Charming· and delicate in color this clear very 
pale hyacinth blue has gracefully ruffled flowers that have 
a delightful personality. The blooms are large with f·irmly 
cupped standards and the broad falls are arched and flaring. 
The whole flower has a crisp cool appearance that makes 
it a great favorite in the garden and is one of the best in this 
pale hyacinth blue class. Helen McGregor x (Pale Moonlight x 
Great Lakes). 38 in. $10.00 

LAVISH LADY (Buttrick 1954) M. The name is most de
scriptive of this winsome lady for it is a very lavishly 
ruffled flower of Sea lavender violet that is delicate, yet 
fresh in color and is most effective in the garden. An iris 
that is difficult to portray for it has a delectable mauve 
coloring that is not in any measure described by the color 
chart, it must be seen to visualize the beauty of this lovely 
flower. The large broad, well spaced blooms with firm sub
~tance, make it an iris of unusual charm and refinement. 
I know of nothing quite like it in the light violet tone, and 
it has been admired by Judges and garden visitors for its 
exceptional distinction. H.M., A.I.S. 1954. 38 in. $8.00 

LEGIONNAIRE (Watkins-Graves 1953) M. An iris bred by 
Mr. Edward Watkins during his many years of association 
with the late Dr. Graves. An exquisite flower of palest blue 
with a deeper blue flush toward the center and hafts of the 
bloom. The crisp ruffling of the standards and falls gives an 
airy grace that is most delightful, and an added charm is the 
superb branching. H.C., A.I.S. 1952. 44 in. $2.00 

MAGIC CRYSTAL 54-42A (Nesmith 1958) M. L. Tall and 
stately this cool white iris has definite personality and charm. 
The crisp firm flowers have highly domed standards and 
the flaring falls are infu!led with a touch of pale crystalline 
green around the white beard. The well substanced blooms 
are carried on tall firm stalks that have both high and low 
branching, something to be desired in any iris. This iris 
attracted many Judges and garden visitors last year. Sister 
of The Citadel x Crystal White. H. C., A. I. S. 1957. 38 in. 

$15.00 

MAGIC SAILS (Nesmith 1951) E. M. A huge rounded flower 
of very pale blue with especially strong firm substance. A 
cross of Helen McGregor and St. Regis, it has inherited many 
fine qualities from both parents, and has been greatly ad
mired by many A. I. S. judges. A self with the exception of 
the beard which is very pale yellow heavily tipped with 
white. The whole slightly ruffled flower has a silvery lustre 
not found in many pale blue iris. The flowering stalk i~ -
sturdy with good branching. H . M., A. I. S. 1951. 38 in. $4.00 

MAJOR EFF (Watkins-Watkins 1955) M. Much darker in 
color than other blues from the master hand of Edward Wat
kins. It is a medium violet blue self and Bluebird Blue (042) 
is the nearest tone in the Color Chart. The standards are well 
closed and upright, the falls broad and semi-flaring with neat 
ruffling at the rim and the almost white beard is in sharp 
but pleasing contrast to the dark rich color of the bloom. 
Firm substanced, with three branches and terminal. Parent
age (Shining Waters x Gloriole) x Great Lakes x Cloud 
Castle. H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 39 in. $10.00 

MARY RANDALL (Fay 1951) M. Few iris have created as 
much interest as this deep rose pink self. It is a new break 
in color. The large well formed flowers are heavy substanced 
and are nicely spaced on well branched stalks. Pollen fertile 
and it sets seed in abundance. Dykes Medal 1954. 36 in. $5.00 

MAYFLOWER 51-H. 21A (Knowlton 1958) M. L. Mr. 
Knowlton has achieved an advancement toward the true 
blueness of an iris in this blue that has size, vigor and 
perfection of form. A self with large flowers of clear medium 
blue having roundly domed standards and flaring rippled 
falls with a light area at the haft surrounding the pale 
primrose beard that is tipped white. The flowers are so firmly 
substanced that they have a frosty enameled finish. It was 
warmly praised by Iris Judges in 1957. Widely branched with 
vigorous growth. Chivalry x Jane Phillips. H. C., A. I. S. 
1!:)57. 38 in. $12.00 

MAY HALL (D. Hall 1954) M. Mr. Hall considers this the 
best p ink that he has produced and has named it for his 
wife, a most lovely gentlewoman. A clear and very bright 
shade of pink that is highlighted by a vivid beard. Many 
flaring flowers with good branching. A handsome iris. Dolly 
Varden x Pink Seedling. A.M., A.I.S. 1956. 36 in. $5.00 

MA YTIME (Whiting 1950) M. L. A lilac pink amoena of 
clean fresh coloring. The wide standards are clear orchid 
pink, the broad flaring falls are deeper in tone. A new color 
combination that has won high praise. Good branching and 
growth. A.M., A.I.S. 1953. 36 in. $'2.00 

MELBREAK (Randall 1957) M. There are many pink iris, 
but Melbreak is a new break in this class and a very hand
some flower. Deeper and more warmly colored than the iris 
Mary Randall, the nearest shade is Rose Opal ( 022 / 2) and 
this gives a depth of tone that I have never seen in any 
pink iris. A full firm textured flower with broad firmly domed 
standards and wide rounded falls that have a flush of glowing 
pink, as if a painter had blended pink and warm brown on 
his palette before applying the pigment to the bloom. ·A 
smoothly finished flower with no venations and the very 
full tangerine beard intensifies the gradation of color. The 
blooms are very sun resistant and are nicely spaced on three 
way branching stalks. A most resplendent iris of great 
garden value. (Cherie x Angela Borgia) x Mary Randall. 
Preliminary Commendation of the British Iris Society and 
selected for trial at Wisley 1956. Silver Medal British Iris 
Society 1958. 37 in. $10.00 

MEMORIES (H. E. Sass 1953) M. L. A delightful pink that 
has many fine qualities. The large flowers are heavy sub
stanced and widely ruffled with a deeper pink beard that ac
centuates the beauty of the bloom. Excellent branching, stur
dy stalks and a fine parent. H.M., A.I.S. 1953. 36 in. $7.50 

1\lEXIGLOW (Crosby 1953) M. Large widely tlaring flowers 
of golden brown and copper with a flush of rich violet in the 
falls. A most luscious color. Mexico x Mellowglow. H. C., 
A.I.S. 1951. 35 in. $3.00 
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MISS CHRISTINE (Watkins-Watkins 1954) M. Some iris 
depend on color for their beauty, others for perfection of 
form and finish, and this iris is a combination of both. The 
large flowers of rich creamy yellow have broad falls, lightly 
fluted and ruffled. The standards are firm and rounded with 
smoothly finished texture. The wonderful mellowness of color 
coupled with the fine form and substance places this iris in 
the front ranks of the modern yellows. 39 in. $5.00 

MOONLIGHT MIST 55-15 (C. and K. Smith 1958) EL. An 
exquisite flower of pale lavender-blue with smooth light 
yellow hafts and bright full yellow beard, thus making a 
beautiful and unsual combination of color. The flowers are 
of traditional formal shape not marred by coarse veining 
with blossoms 5% inches high and 6% inches wide, deli
cately rippled at the edges and carried on well branched 
strong stalks. A cool frosty sheen covers the entire bloom 
that has a very smooth firm texture. Garden visitors in the 
past two years have urged the introduction of this iris. 
South Pacific x (Admiration x Blue Valley). 36 in. $15.00 

MYSTIC LAKES (Barker 1954) M. L. Blue as a clear 
mountain lake, this iris always attracts the eye of garden 
visitors. A medium blue self with smoothly domed standards, 
and almost horizontal falls that are nicely ruffled at the 
rim. There is no coarse veining in the blooms, and only 
slight venations at the haft. Of uniform color throughout, 
this strong sturdy iris has very firm texture, and especially 
long season of bloom. H .M., A.I.S. 1954. 36 in. $4.00 

NASHBOROUGH (Wills 1957) E. M. Rich and colorful this 
handsome variegata has been a great favorite with garden 
visitors since its first flowering. The ruffled firmly domed 
standards are Indian Yellow (6 / 3) with wide arched and 
flaring falls of rich Ruby Red (827 / 1) that have a velvety 
finish . The styles are the same color as the standards with 
the crests tipped ruby red, and the full gold beard adds to 
the life and brilliance of the whole flower . The development 
in variegatas has been slow, but Nashborough is a vast im
provement in this class for it is very smoothly finished 
without the usual haft markings and venations that are 
often in a variegata. The flowers have heavy substance and 
withstand rain, cold, and heat without bleaching. Strong 
sturdy stalks with three branches and terminal. This iris 
comes from a complicated breeding with Gay Troubadour 
in its ancestry. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 36 in. $22.00 

NIGHT STORM (De Forest 1954) M. Quite different in its 
rich coloring is this variegata with standards of golden 
bronze and falls of smooth velvety blackish purple. Orange 
beard. 35 in. $2.50 

NORTHWESTERN (F. Cook 1951) M. This iris ranks high 
as one of the best royal purples. A majestic clear pure self 
even to the hafts and beard with large flowers well spaced 
on tall sturdy stalks. Blue Glow x Gulf Stream. A.M., A. I. S. 
1953. 39 in. $2.00 

OLYMPIC STAR (Douglas 1957) M.L. This is a sister 
seedling of Queen's Taste that came from Amoena breeding 
and charmed many visitors in Lowell and at Nashville. 
Lovely in color and form with highly domed standards of 
palest blended lavender and semi-flaring falls of very deep, 
bright, maroon with no haft markings. The prominent white 
beard is an added attraction in the delightful color contrast 
of the flower. The lightly ruffled blooms of firm texture are 
carried on tall, well branched stalks. This most unusual and 
fascinating iris was sired by the giant Olympian and has 
been named Olympic Star. (Extravaganza x Wabash) x Olym
pian. 38 in. $8.00 

OLYMPUS SKIES (Carlston 1955) E. M. A clean white and 
blue plicata with very wide petaled flowers having a pure 
white background with delicate blue plicata markings on 
both standards and falls. Snow Flurry x Aludra. 40 in. $3.50 

PAGAN GOLD (G. Douglas 1951) M. L. A very large flower 
of heavy substance and almost velvety finish. A self of rich 
clear yellow with broad cupped standards and wide flaring 
falls that seem a tone deeper on account of their velvety 
texture. 8 to 10 flowers on well branched sturdy stalks. 
H.C., A.I.S. 1948. 40 in. $3.50 

PAGAN ROYAL (G. Douglas 1951) M. Some iris are espe
cially good for garden value in that their rich coloring stands 
out from afar. Such an iris is Pagan Royal with its big bold 
flowers of deep red-violet. A self with broad domed standards 
and large flaring rounded falls. The flower gives the effect 
of a glowing rich purple that is vivid and different from other 
dark purple iris. The branching and the placement of the 
blooms is excellent. H. M., A. I. S. 1952. 40 in. $2.50 

PARTY DRESS (Muhlestein 1951) M. L. A lovely ruffled 
pink of airy form and grace. The color is clean and fresh 
with an abundance of flowers on well branched stalks. A. M., 
A.I.S. 1954. 36 in. $1.50 

PATH OF GOLD (E. L. Hodson 1943) E. A delightful yellow 
dwarf iris that is well named for it literally makes a Path of 
Gold. The plants are very floriferous and hardy, a gem for 
bordering a path. Dwarf Iris Society Awards; Special Merit, 
1951. Blue Ribbon, 1954. Silver Medal, 1955. The last is the 
highest honor that a dwarf iris can obtain and is equivalent 
to the Dykes Medal Award for the Tall Bearded. The Caparne 
Award 1957. 6 in. $2.00 

PATRICIAN (H. F. Hall 1953) M. There does not seem to 
be words to adequately portray the beauty of this iris. It is a 
pure white of flaring form with a decidedly broad overlay of 
Barium Yellow on the upper part of the falls each side of 
the full yellow beard. The standards are highly and firmly 
domed with smoothly finished texture. The falls are very 
flaring, and are ornamented by the golden escutcheon toward 
the center of the bloom. Highly praised by A.I.S. judges. 
Very heavy substanced flowers with good branching, and 
hardy vigorous growth. A.M., A.I.S. 1958. President's Cup 
1958. 36 in. $5.00 

PERSONALITY PLUS 51-11 (K. Smith 1956) E. M. This iris 
is well described by the name for it has charm, personality, 
and quality to a marked degree. The well domed standards are 
clear flamingo pink. The fl.aring falls are lilac pink set off by 
a bright tangerine beard. The large blooms have firm sub
stance and are very broad and ruffled. Hardy and the growth 
is vigorous with four way branching stalks. The most colorful 
pink in the garden. Angela Borgia x Radiation. 35 in. $8.00 

PINK BOUQUET (D. Hall 1953) M. A delicate baby ribbon 
pink. The ruffled flowers are borne in great profusion and a 
clump provides a lovely mound of soft but definite pink. 
30 in. $2.50 

PINK FULFILLMENT (Muhlestein 1954) M. L. Full fa
shioned flowers of rich deep pink with a heavy tangerine 
beard. The blooms are quite large with broad standards and 
semi-flaring falls . The flowers are well substanced and some 
people like this better than June Meredith. Complicated pa
rentage of various pinks and yellows. President's Cup 1954. 
A.M., A.I.S. 1955. 36 in. $22.50 

PLACID HARBOR 54-61B (Nesmith 1958) M. L. There have 
been many pink iris introduced in recent years and after all 
this furore the name of this one seems most expressive for 
it is a smoothly finished flower of mellow Azalea Pink 
( 618 / 2) accented by a rosy tangerine beard. The broad conic 
standards are strong and firm with wide hafted falls that 
are neatly ruffled. The luscious firm textured flowers are 
borne on tall 3 way branching stalks. I have tested this 
iris for several years and garden visitors agree with me 
that it is well worthy of introduction. Memories x Doll;v 
Varden. 38 in. $12.00 
PRECIOUS DAYS (K. Smith 1953) E. M. L. This is very 
similar in color to Grasmere, but in a more formal shape. 
The very pure blue flowers are nicely poised on strong well 
branched stalks, most vigorous in growth, each rhizome 
usually sends up 3 magnificent stalks with 5 branches with 
the lowest re-branched. One of the first to bloom in the 
garden, and one of the last to go because of the prolific 
bloom. Judged the best stalk in the May Show of the New 
York Horticultural Society in 1953. A. M., Hort. Soc: of New 
York 1953. 39 in. $3.50 
PRETTY GAY (Plough 1957) ML. An exciting novelty is 
this white iris with a fiery red beard. A self with broad 
domed standards and wide semi -f laring falls with many flow
ers on well branched stalks. An innovation in iris breeding. 
Party Dress x Mary Randall. H.M., A.I.S. 1955. 34 in. $10.00 
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PRETTY QUADROON (Kleinsorge 1948) L. A dusky beauty 
done in tan and brown with undertones of lavender and gold 
throughout the flower. A smoothly finished flower enlivened 
by a metallic sheen. A.M., A.I.S. 1950. 34 in. $2.00 

PRIVATEER (Tompkins 1954) M. L. A brilliant red self of 
large size with broad petals and neat flaring form. The finish 
is velvety and smooth with no haft markings and the flowers 
do not burn or fade. Ebony Echo x Technicolor. H. M., A. I. S. 
1954. 36 in. $5.00 

PURISSAMOHR (E. Weidner 1952) M. L. A pure white ruf
fled Onco-hybrid that is thoroughly hardy in New England. 
The large flowers with firm texture have closely domed 
standards and broad semi-flaring falls. The beard is golden 
tan. The strong stalks have excellent branching that permits 
ten blooms to be well displayed. Wm. Mohr x Purissima. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1952. 40 in. $2.00 

QUEEN'S LACE (Muhlestein 1955) M. L. Graceful, heavily 
laced and crimped creamy white flowers with the edges of 
the petals, the hafts and beard tinted light yellow. The blooms 
have such a heavy lace edge that sometimes they have diffi
culty in unfolding. An unusual and fascinating iris. Clara B. 
x Gold Ruffles x Chantilly.) A.M., A.I.S. 1957. 38 in. $10.00 

QUEEN'S TASTE (G. Douglas 1952) M. L. This lovely iris 
occurred as a by-product of Amoena breeding. The well domed 
standards are light lavender pink with semi-flaring falls that 
are a rich tone of blended red, very rich and velvety. The 
flowers are firm textured, the branching of the stalk is good 
and the growth vigorous. A fascinating iris. Criterian x 
Olympian. A.M., A.I.S. 1955. 38 in. $3.00 

RADIANT RED (H. F. Hall1953) M.L. Rich and smooth, the 
bold flaring flowers are Indian Lake in color, but the effect 
is a bright mahogany bitone. Rich orange beard. Abundance 
of bloom ·on strong well branched stalks. 39 in. $1.50 

RED CAP 49-79A (Knowlton 1958) M. Rich red in color this 
bitone has a smooth velvety finish with an absence of 
veining on the hafts and an exceptionally well branched 
stalk not often found in a red iris. The falls are deep clear 
velvety red and flare horizontally bordered by a lighter 
tone that is the same color as the firmly held standards. 
Thick orange beard. A most welcome addition to the limited 
number of good reds. Mary Ellen x Quechee. H. C., A. I. S. 
1952. 36 in. $12.00 

REHOBETH (DeForest 1953) M. Exquisite in color this 
palest sky blue has received high praise from all parts of the 
country. Large flowers of such exceptional substance that 
they seem carved from porcelain. The seven inch blooms are 
flaring and have a smooth satiny finish. Etheral flowers of 
refined color and beauty. Snow Flurry x Lake Shannon. A.M., 
A.I.S. 1956. 36 in. $4.50 

RIGHT ROYAL (Wills 1954) M. L. We have many red iris 
but I do not know of one that is more smoothly finished or 
warmly colored than· Right Royal. The standards are cupped 
and firmly held, the falls are semi-flaring and have great 
nicety of form. A rich rose red that is well branched with 
three flowers open at one time with no crowding. It has 
great concentration of color. 36 in. $4.00 

RIVIERA (Plough 195'7) ML. Large full flowers of Dresden 
Yellow with a blue-white area just below the orange beard. 
The heavily ruffled blooms are carried on well branched 
stalks. Vigorous growth. (Gold Ruffles x Cherie) x Twenty 
Grand. H.M. A.I.S. 1958 34 in. $12.50 

ROBERT J. GRAVES 55-70 (C. and K. Smith 1958) L. This 
late flowering iris is a very large flaring pure white with a 
pale yellow beard. The blooms are similar in form to those 
of South Pacific, but are more broad both in the closely held 
standards and the very wide full falls that are nearly 
horizontal. The flowers measure 7 inches wide and 5 ?1l inches 
high and are generously ruffled. A handsome iris with firm 
substanced flowers well spaced on strong, sturdy stalks. 
South Pacific x Valley Mist. 35 in. $15.00 

ROSE GARLAND (Wills 1954) M. Few iris have the per
fec~ion of form and poise of this very large rose flower. 
Tall and well branched, the firm substanced blooms make a 
most colorful garden picture. It is self of Rose opal with 
a touch of golden copper at the haft each side of the coppery 
gold beard. The roundly domed standards and broad flaring 
falls have very firm texture and retain their clear rose color 
in most adverse weather. 40 in. $4.00 

SABLE NIGHT (P. Cook 1952) M. Tall and stately this ex
tremely dark iris merits all the praise that it has been given 
since its introduction. The standards are nicely domed, the 
falls semi-flaring and the great depth of color is not dull but 
wonderfully brilliant. An iris of distinction with great re
finement in form and finish. Dykes Medal 1955. 38 in. $5.00 

SAFARI (Plough 1955) M. L. A fancy typed plicata that is 
washed and veined with thread-like lines of warm brown. The 
firmly held standards are bright tan. The falls have a cream 
background with an all over wash of the tan color of the 
standards. There is a small lighter area at the tip of the 
yellow beard. A fascinating flower with sturdy growth and it 
is a good breeder. Firecracker x Late Sunset. 30 in. $1.25 

SAILOR HAT (Henderson 1955) E. M. Picture a crisply 
styled bloom with broad firm standards of light cream and 
flaring falls of white with a contrasting neat yellow ruffling 
that gives a jaunty whirl to the very border and you will 
have some idea of its beauty. Another fascinating touch is 
the yellow color on the underside of the white falls that is 
reminiscent of Star Shine. Exceptionally floriferous, firm 
substanced, and well branched. H.C., A.I.S. 1954. 39 in. $3.00 
SAPPHIRE SEA (Noyd 1956) M. The light blue flowers are 
very large and ruffled with domed standards and broad waved 
falls. A clear blue iris that is extremely fragrant and does 
not fade in hottest sun. Sturdy stalks with very good branch
ing. Helen McGregor x Spanish Peaks. 38 in. $5.00 

SARAH FOWLER 50-71 (Watkins-Watkins 1958) ML. Blue 
iris are essential in any garden and this one is a descendant 
of very famous parents. Uniform in color this clear medium 
blue has a bewitching charm due in great measure to its 
silvery glistening texture and lovely form with no fading 
or changing of color. The standards are firmly domed with 
arched flaring falls that are both ruffled and fluted. The 
white beard tipped blue adds to the personality of this firm 
substanced well branched iris. (Helen McGregor) x (Pale 
Moonlight x Great Lakes) x (Jane Phillips.) H. C., A. I. S. 
1954. 36 in. $18.00 
SARAH SHOCKEY 52-40 (K. Smith 1956) M. This iris named 
for Mrs. Smith's mother was selected as a personal tribute to 
this delightful lady. It is the lightest possible blue, and in 
spite of the delicate color it never becomes white. The blooms 
are very broad and ruffled with suede-like texture and the 
color is uniform with the exception of the lovely orange beard. 
Beautifully branched stalks with the lowest branch re
branched, thus giving a long season of bloom. Serene Valley 
x Lady lise. 36 in. $7.50 
SCIMITAR (Wills 1954) E. M. Rich and resplendent this 
coppery-rose and brown iris glows and glistens in the garden, 
and brings to this class a warmth of color seldom seen in an 
iris. The firmly held standards are brown lightly flushed 
with coppery rose. T_he flaring falls are bright rosy brown 
with an electric blue blaze at the base of the bright yellow 
beard. Firm substanced, and well branched this early flower
ing variety is a novelty in color. 36 in. $5.00 
SEAFARER (Buttrick 1949) M. L. The name suggests the 
clear blue waters of the sea and it is most appropriate. A 
true medium to deep blue self, free from veining, thus has 
great clarity of color and is more blue than any others of 
similar color depth. Firm substanced flowers with fine low 
branching. H.M., A.I.S. 1949. 36 in. · $2.00 
SEA MASTER (H. Sass 1956) ML. A most impressive 
flower that is large in size and broad in form with clear deep 
medium blue (Moorish Blue 739 / 1) ruffled blooms and is 

· quite different from other blues in this color class. There is 
a white area around white tipped beard. An iris of individual 
richness that has firm substance and strong stalks. Chivalry 
x Porcelain Blue. H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 38 in. $15.00 
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SEATHWAITE (Randall 1955) M.L. Good form, color sub
stance and branching are characteristics of this clear blue 
iris. The color is not far from Cahokia, but it is much larger, 
better substanced with fine branching and thoroughly hardy. 
Seathwaite flowers in great profusion and stands up in strong 
wind without stalking. It won the English Dykes Medal in 
1952. Helen McGregor x Cahokia. 38 in. $5.00 

SERENE VALLEY (K. Smith 1952) E. A large ruffled light 
blue self that is lighter than Keene Valley and a more pure 
blue in color. The 7-inch flowers are in excellent proportion 
to the tall well branched stalk. H.C., A.I.S. 1951. 41 in. $3.00 

SHADRACH (Watkins-Graves 1956) M. A most interesting 
and fascinating iris and from an artistic standpoint the pat
tern has attracted artists and engravers for they are charmed 
by the unusual color design. The broad highly domed stand
ards are a blending of veronica-violet and soft chartreuse. 
The wide semi-flaring falls are veronica-violet lightly bor
dered and ruffled with the same elusive color of the stand
ards. There is a flush of buff at the center of the blooms 
that is intensified by the full yellow beard. 38 in. $5.00 

SHILOH (Wills 1954) L. Tall and handsome this iris has an 
individual and most attractive combination of color. The 
standards are aster violet and have very firm texture. The 
heavily substanced falls are spectrum violet with almost 
no haft markings around the thick beard that is tipped 
white. The whole flower is a bicolor with the standards giv
ing a very blue effect in contrast to the deeper blue-purple 
falls . Late flowering. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 40 in. $5.00 

SIKHMOHR (Weidner 1953) M. An outstanding Onco-hybrid 
with large flowers of rich rose-red of exceptionally heavy 
substance, and with a new depth of red tones for this kind of 
iris. A cross of William Mohr x (Dauntless x Sikh), and in 
the parentage of Sikh we find Dominion blood, this com
bined with Dauntless no doubt accounts for the red color of 
this fine and unusual iris. A very stunning iris. 36 in. 

$4.00 

SILVER FLAME (Wills 1953) M. This delightful iris comes 
from a long line of breeding for yellow Amoenas. The con
trast between the pure white standards and yellow falls is 
very definite and ornamental, and it is a great advancement 
in this color class. Tall and well branched, it has great garden 
value. 39 in. $2.50 

SILVER HAWK (K. Smith 1954) M. Lustrous, yet delicate 
in color, this iris was named Silver Hawk because it is 
particularly silvery in contrast to one of its parents Golden 
Hawk. The large full flowers have a light chartreuse overlay 
on the falls, this with the pale green midrib of the standards, 
and beard of the same tone give it a crystalline sparkle 
throughout. The blooms are very big, very ruffled, and have 
especially strong firm substance. H.C., A.I.S. 1953. 42 in. 

$5.00 
SKY ABOVE (P. Cook 1952) M. A light blue self that is 
more blue and deeper in color than Distance, one of its 
parents. Full ruffled flowers of most pleasing f·orm and ex
cellent substance. A charming iris with great garden value. 
H.M., A.I.S. 1953. 36 in. $3.00 

SOFT ANSWER (Wills 1953) M. Mr. Wills is very conserva
tive in selecting iris to name, and it was from over twenty 
selected Amoena seedlings that Soft Answer and Silver Flame 
were chosen as being well worthy of introduction. Soft An
swer has a more flaring flower with standards of warm 
white, and the broad falls are deeper yellow and more 
smoothly finished than those of Pinnacle. The pollen is fer
tile. H.M., A.I.S. 1953. 39 in. $2.50 

SOUTH PACIFIC (K. Smith 1954) M.L. Blue iris are great 
favorites in the garden, and all that have seen South Pacific 
have been impressed with its many fine qualities. Tall and 
commanding, it is a self between pale Windsor blue and light 
bright blue. A large flower with standards well domed, and 
firmly held by the strong midrib. The full rounded falls flare 
widely, and the pale almost white beard gives a cool contrast 
to the clear blue color. ']'he very broad flowers ( 6 in. by 61/2 
in.) open .slowly; and it takes two days for the blooms to reach 
theh- full size: A fragrant .iris of beautiful form and heavy 
·substance, the many flowers -are· well spaced on strong sturdy 
stalks. A.M. , A.I.S. 1958. 41 in . $7.50 

SPANISH MAIN (Wills 1955) M. Brilliant and colorful this 
large flowered blend instantly catches the eye of garden 
visitors. A big bold bloom with closely domed standards of 
copper (Majolica 09 / 1) flushed with golden brown (Burnt 
Orange 014) . The falls are broad and semi-flaring of the 
same colors with a rich gold haft extending to the end of the 
full yellow beard. The flowers are lightly ruffled with firm 
texture and are carried on well branched stalks. The Color 
Chart is lacking in copper and brown tones so it is difficult 
to describe this iris, it must be seen to appreciate the glowing 
.coalescence of color. 38 in . $7.00 

SPELLBINDER (K. Smith 1952) M.L. This iris is well named 
for it has a pleasing and unusual arrangement of color. The 
standards and underside of the rather flaring falls are cool 
naphaline yellow, so that against the light they have a char
treuse tone, but the top surface of the falls is oyster white 
giving the effect of a reverse bicolor. The green gold lines at 
the haft, together with green midrib of the standards in
tensifies contrast of color. The entire flower has a picoteed 
and fluted edge of bright yellow gold. 34 in. $1.50 

STARFIRE (Wills 1954) E.M. Yellow iris play a most im
portant role in our gardens for they are needed to enliven 
the whole color scheme. Starfire is a child of Star Shine and 
has inherited the very firm substance of its parent. The deep 
golden yellow standards are broad and full and heavily fluted. 
The falls flare widely and are very ruffled with the same deep 
yellow, bordering a lighter area around the rich gold beard. 
The color pattern, flaring form, and extreme ruffling is most 
pleasing. H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 38 in. $6.00 

STORMY SKIES (Plough 1953) M. A distinctive and unusual 
blend of buff with a violet flush below the wide very rich 
yellow beard. The large flowers are heavily substanced with 
broad standards, and ruffled flaring falls. Growth vigorous. 
Arctic x Tobacco Road. H.C., A.I.S. 1952. 38 in. $2.00 

SUE REVELL (Douglas 1953) M. L. Most attractive in color 
and form, this flaring blue is a cross of St. Regis x Lake 
Shannon. It has inherited the broad full petals of St. Regis 
with the wide branching from Lake Shannon. A Flax Blue 
self with strong cupped standards, lightly ruffled, and so 
broad that they almost encircle the styles. The flaring falls 
are firmly textured and very wide at the hafts. Medium in 
height, and very free flowering, it increases rapidly, and 
makes a clump completely covered by the clear blue flowers. 
30 in. $3.50 

SUMMER SONG (Nesmith 1951) M. Brilliant and glowing 
this iris has great carrying qualities in the garden. A self of 
very deep orange buff with perfect flaring form. The stand
ards are domed and closely held; the heavy substanced falls 
are almost horizontal and the rich orange buff beard adds 
depth of color to the flower. The exceptional lasting qualities 
of the flowers kept them in perfect condition for three days 
when many iris in the garden were torn and broken. Three 
branches and terminal. H.M., A.I.S. 1952. 39 in. $2.00 

SUN VALLEY (K. Smith 1957) M. This is a bold and daz
zling iris of deep clear yellow, just a little deeper than 
Golden Hawk. An absolute self even to the beard with very 
firmly cupped standards and flaring horizontal falls. The 
whole flower is lightly ruffled and seems to be powdered with 
sparkling golden crystals. The deep yellow color is the purest 
and richest of any yellow iris that I have seen. Admiration x 
Golden Hawk. 38 in. $10.00 

TALLY HO (D. Hall 1949) M. Deeper in color than any of 
the flamingo pink strain from Mr. Hall, it is one of the most 
valuable parents for increase in size and variation in color. 
The upper part of the falls is close to the bright color we find 
in fuchsia toned orchids. The standards and lower part of the 
falls are of a lighter shade. H.M., A.I.S. 1950. 34 in. $3.00 

TARN HOWS (Randall 1955) M. Rich Cedar Wood- Brown 
that glows and glistens in the sunlight best describes this 
iris. The flowers are finely formed with broad domed stand
ards and wide flaring falls and great clarity of color seldom 
found in a brown iris. A great favorite in England. Tall well 
branched with many flowers, it is a handsome and distinctive 
iris. English Dykes Medal 1958. 38 in. $6.00 
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TAWNY PINK 51-49 (K. Smith 1956) M.L. The blending of 
the two shades in this iris gives it a delightful color combina
tion. The firm standards are deeper pink with a suffusion of 
tawny chamois. The flaring falls are deeper pink and have a 
lighter blending of the same chamois color. The whole flower 
g·lows and glistens in the sunlight. Delectable and different it 
is a distinct color break that reminds one of a luscious Elber
ta peach. Broad firmly textured flowers that bloom freely on 
widely branched stalks. 35 in. $5.00 

THE CITADEL (Watkins-Graves 1954) M. A magnificent 
white that is larger and if possible more pure white than 
Helen McKenzie, one of its parents. It has no trace of any 
other color even in the heart of the flower. A very large 
flaring bloom with great symmetry of form and nicety of 
finish. The standards are broad and full with large falls 
spreading widely. The whole flower has a vellum-like tex
ture. An iris that has been especially admired ever since its 
first blooming. Sturdy stalks in keeping with the large 
flowers . H.M., A.I.S. 1954. 38 in. $7.00 

THORWALD (Knowlton 1955) M. L. Unique in color pattern, 
this large broad petaled orange blend is an impressive varie
ty of sturdy form and substance. The standards are Yellow 
Ochre (07 / 3) lightly ruffled and firmly held. The fluted fJ.ar
ing falls have a base color of Yell ow Ochre flushed at the 
center with Spanish Orange (010 / 2) around the rich orange 
beard. A rich colorful blend that flowers with great freedom 
on tall well branched stalks. 39 in. $2.50 

THOTMES III (Kleinsorge 1960) M. A huge flower of glis
tening golden tan with a light bronze beard. An imposing 
iris of sturdy flaring form and excellent growth. A. M., 
A.I.S. 1953. 40 in. $2.00 

TIMES SQUARE (Tompkins 1956) M. L. Rich and colorful 
this hi-toned blend has great carrying quality in the garden. 
The lightly ruffled well domed standards are light golden 
copper. The broad falls are brilliant copper-red with a central 
flush of bright violet-blue, accentuated by the full golden 
beard. Many flowers on tall well branched stalks. Oriental 
Bazaar x Lady Albright. 36 in. $10.00 

TINTED PORCELAIN (Brown 1952) M. A large firm flower 
of deep pastel lilac with a smooth porcelain-like finish, and 
over all a sparkling luster. It is a self with the color evenly 
suffused throughout the bloom. The standards are closed, 
and the f·alls broad and flaring. The sturdy stalks are widely 
branched with no crowding. A notable iris that gives a new 
tone of color. H.M., A.I.S. 1955. 36 in. $3.00 

TOP FLIGHT (D. Hall 1953) M. More deeply colored than 
Temple Bells, but more apricot than yellow. The standards 
and falls are about the same shade, and the thick beard is 
fiery orange-red. A.M., A.I.S. 1955. 34 in. $2.00 

TRADITION (K. Smith 1953) M. A clear lavender-blue self 
without any other color showing at the hafts. The large 
flaring ruffied 6 inch flowers are exceptionally well spaced 
on very tall sturdy stalks. Reminds one a bit of Violet Har
mony in color, but it is taller, and a more flaring flower. 
41 in. $5.00 

TRANQUILITY (Fay 1950) M. Large milk-white flowers 
with white beard. Round full petaled flaring falls and domed 
standards. The haft is wide and clean and the blooms are 
carried on perfectly branched stalks. A. M., A. I. S. 1953. 
38 in. $1.50 

TREASURE CHEST (Douglas 1953) M.L. Mr. Douglas has 
produced several excellent yellow iris, but none with finer 
branching, more brilliant color, and long season of bloom 
than this heavy substanced Saffron Yellow. It comes from a 
long line of breeding for yellows that has culminated in a 
very handsome flower. The large blooms are semi-flaring and 
well proportioned with firm texture and smooth finish. Ex
ceptionally well branched stalks. 40 in. $4.00 

TRIUMVIRATE (Watkins-Watkins 1957) M. An innovation 
in the breeding lines of Edward Watkins has resulted in 
this deep black-purple iris. The over all effect is an amazing 
deep glowing purple with trimly fashioned standards that 
have a lustrous sheen. The arched and flaring falls are very 
velvety while the b1a,ck-purple beard adds to the ensemble of 
the flower. Very free flowering, good branching and vigorous 
growth. Black Forest x Indiana Night. H.C., A.I.S. 1955. 
34 in. $10.00 

TROUTBECK (Randall 1956) M. Rich, deep golden brown is 
the effect of this sturdy iris and it brings to this class a 
warmth of color seldom seen in an iris. A self of large flaring 
form with closely domed standards and very broad horizontal 
ruffled falls. It is not a somber iris for the blooms have a 
glowing sheen and are evenly colored throughout. A most 
welcome addition to this group for the color does not fade 
and the firm substanced flowers are very resistant to in
clement weather. An iris that has received ardent praise in 
England for its many fine qualities. Bronze Medal in 1952 
by the English Iris Society. Alpine Glow x Melodist. 34 in. 

$6.00 

TRULY FAIR (Plough 1956) EML. Tall and colorful this 
bright medium pink has g reat carrying qualities in the gar
den. The standards and falls are broad and well substanced 
and the color is intensified by the red tangerine beard. Cloud 
Cap x Pink Formal. H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 48 in. $6.00 

TRULY YOURS (Fay 1949) M.L. Truly a sensational iris 
of bright yellow shading to near white at the top of the 
standards and base of the falls. The entire flower is ruffled 
and has a lacy edging. Tall with good branching. Dykes 
Medal 1953. 38 in. $2.50 

VIOLET HARMONY (Lowry 1952) M. L. This large ruffled 
violet is a self except for a lighter flush at the haft and 
around the beard. The broad blooms have well closed stand
ards with semi-flaring falls. The firm texture and extreme 
ruffling give it an airy grace. The President's Cup 1953. 
Dykes Medal 1957. 40 in. $3.50 

VIVEZA (White 1954) E. M. A very brilliant and vivid yellow 
bitone with clear Empire yellow standards and falls of burnt 
sienna. Similar in form to Rocket with waved and crinkled 
standards, a very bright flower that has great carrying quali
ties in the garden. One quarter onco blood. 40 in. $2.00 

WEDDING BOUQUET (Buttrick 1952) M. Distinctive, in 
the crowded field of white iris, this large flowered self merits 
the attention of all iris enthusiasts who are looking for a 
white that has great individuality and beauty. The pure white 
ruffled flowers are broad, full petaled and heavy substanced 
with especially well domed standards, and very broad semi
flaring falls. The chartreuse buds are fascinating, and as 
they unfold this color is on the underside of the falls, thus 
adding to the purity and charm of the flowers. The spacing 
of the blooms on the well branched stalk is most pleasing, and 
the growth is vigorous. Hardy and a good bloomer. A. M., 
A.I.S. 1956. 35 in. $3.50 

WELL CONTENT (Wills 1954) M.L. Lovely in form and 
finish the smooth flowers are majolica yellow overflushed 
with Empire rose and have great color appeal. The standards 
are a fusion of the two colors, and the broad rounded falls 
are of the same general tone with the Empire rose predomin
ating around the thick yellow beard. Strong stalks and long 
season of bloom. 38 in. $3.00 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE 8.34 (K. Smith 1955) L. Certain iris 
are superior to others for garden effect and this is very true 
of this variety. Broadly formed flowers of brilliant clear 
Buttercup Yellow (5 / 1) with no venations or tinge of brown 
to mar their beauty. The whole flower is generously ruffled, 
in fact it is the most ruffled yellow that I know. The stand
ards are firm and well held and the falls flare widely. The 

· buds are especially intriguing for they give a hint of the ruf
fles to come in an opened bloom. (Admiration x 5-39) (Yel
low Glory x Siefried) x (Spun Gold) . 32 in . $5.00 
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WHITE FOAM 47-29A (Knowlton 1958) ML. This iris is 
appropriately named for the flowers reminds one of the white 
foamy crest of an ocean wave. A very large pure white 
with ruffled conic standards that are firmly closed. The full 
flaring falls are fluted at the edges and are void of venations 
on the hafts. The full beard is pale yellow in the throat 
and tipped pure white. The flowers are well spaced on 4 way 
branching sturdy stalks. The whole flower has a glistening 
texture that is most appealing and it is always admired 
by garden visitors. Snow Flurry x Cloud Castle. H.M., A.I.S. 
1958. 36 in. $12.50 

WHITE SPRITE (Cassebeer 1951) M. A very white iris with 
no trace of blue or yellow, even in the beard. The delicately 
ruffled flowers have an airy charm and grace that . is most 
appealing. The firm textured blooms are nicely spaced on 
wind-resistant stalks. H. M., A. I. S. 1952. 38 in. $1.50 

WITCH DOCTOR (Plough 1955) E .L. This is an early onco
bred that is a strong and vigorous grower. The standards are 
blue-lavender with a creamy buff midrib. The falls from the 
center down are a lighter blue-lavender with a cream buff 
haft and heart. The beard is yellow, blending out to blue at 
the tip. Cream Seedling x Capitola. H.M., A.I.S. 1956. 39 in. 

$4.00 

YULETIDE (Nesmith 1954) M. L. Happily the blue flowered 
iris that are so necessary to the beauty of our gardens vary 
in shades and season of bloom. This one is cool light blue 
with a frosty sheen, that reminds one of the blue tones of 
frost crystals on a snowy Christmas morning. A self with 
roundly domed standards, closely held by the strong midrib. 
The falls are arched and flaring with delightfully ruffled 
edges. The light cream almost white beard adds to the clarity 
of color. Fragrant and free flowering, but with no crowding, 
it is a truly lovely clear blue with 8 to 10 flowers on tall well 
branched stalks. 39 in. $3.00 

The Lilliput Hybrtds 
Fairmount Gardens, Co-introducer with Brentwood Gardens. 

An amazing series of rather early iris for rock garden and 
front of the border planting that will add charm and color 
to any garden. 

J ACK O'HEARTS (Douglas 1955) M. L. Rich and colorful, 
this violet self with a deeper overlay on the falls surround
ing the lavender beard is a distinctive break in color pat
tern. 8 in. $2.00 

TINKERBELL (Douglas 1954) E. A neat flaring blue with 
deeper blue spot in the center of the falls. The extreme 
ruffling of the flowers is most attractive. Lovely for border 
planting. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 12 in. $1.50 

SMALL WONDER (Douglas 1954) E. A clear medium light 
blue self of Helen McGregor parentage. Its smooth blue 
tones remind one of Helen in a smaller edition, but just as 
lovely. Free flowering and delightful in every way. H.M., 
A.I.S. 1957. 12 in. $1.50 

POGO (Douglas 1954) E. Bright and cheery, this one is a 
clear yellow with a red thumb print in the center of the falls, 
giving great color contrast. H.M., A.I.S. 1957. 15 in. $2.00 

PICTURE YELLOW (Douglas 1954) E. Delightful and dif
ferent, this two-toned yellow when it first opens is a hi-tone 
with the standards lighter than the falls . As the flower de
velops the standards become almost white, giving the effect 
of a yellow Amoena. 10 in. $1.00 

HAPPY THOUGHT (Douglas 1953) M. Many iris enter into 
the parentage of this soft sulphur yellow self. Very florif
erous and the color is lovely. Fragrant. 10 in. $1.00 

LILLIPUT (Douglas 1953) M. L. (Helen McGregor x pumila 
blue). · The tall bearded parent has given a great purity of 
color never seen before in small iris. The standards are 
light Lobelia-violet. The falls have the same color overlaid 
with a spot of deeper blue. White beard. Ruffled-flaring 
flowers. Fragrant. 15 in. $LOp 

LITTLE ROSY WINGS (Douglas 1955). Charming flaring 
flowers of clear bright rose. There is an abundance of bloom 
and it is delightful for border or rock garden. 8 in. $2.00 

PAGAN MIDGET (Douglas 1953) M.L. A dark red-purple 
self with an almost black overlay of velvet around the haft. 
Beard light blue and very conspicuous. One of the last to 
bloom. Fragrant. H.M., A.I.S. 1958. 12 in. $1.00 

PIGMY GOLD (Douglas 1953) M. L. The color is bright 
chrome with very velvety flaring falls. A very brilliant self 
with good form and habit. Long season of bloom. Vecy 
fragrant. 10 in. $1.00 

E vansia Iris and Miscellaneous Plants 
CRISTATA LAVENDER (Nesmith 1955). Petite and dainty 
these delightful bright lavender blooms are especially adapt
ed to rock garden planting or extreme front of the border. 
Very floriferous and increases rapidly. 3 in. $3.00 

TECTORUM, BLUE. Lavender blue flowers . 8 in. $1.00 

TECTORUM, WHITE. 
with gold. 

2 3/.b 

Exquisite white; crests are marked 
$2.00 

ECHINOPS RITRO. So many people have admired this when 
visiting the garden that I have decided to list it in the cata
logue. The common name for this is Globe Thistle. The full 
round blooms are globular in form of a beautiful clear blue 
color. Thistle-like silvery green leaves are in refreshing color 
contrast. Late blooming it adds a much needed blue color to 
the garden picture. 45 in. $1.50 
NEI LLIA SINENSIS. The most handsome of this species in 
cultivation ·and is hardy in my garden. This is a rare and 
graceful shrub with spreading branches and green ovate 
leaves carrying lovely light pink flowers in terminal racemes. 
This is native to China and is a beautiful border shrub. Height 
three to four feet. Blooms in early June. $3.00 
; 
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Spuria Iris 
The beardless group is not well known, but really contains 
some of the most attractive, delicate flowered irises of the 
genus. Most of them bloom after the peonies have passed and 
are a great addition to the garden. 

AZURE DAWN (Nies 1942) . A blue lavender flower of uni
form color except for a pale yellow patch on the falls . 50 in. 

$2.00 

BATHSHEBA (Washington 1936). Medium sized flower of 
white and yellow, flaring falls and deep yellow signal. $2.00 

BLUE ACRES (Mrs. T. A. Washington 1948) L. Full broad 
petaled blooms of palest Windsor blue (Ridgway). In effect 
it is a self with large cupped standards and almost hori
zontal falls. An exquisite shade of blue with a frosty sil
very lustre on the heavily substanced petals. Dainty and 
charming. Strong clean foliage. 45 in. $4.00 

BLUE CORSAGE No. 55-S2 (Corliss 1956) E. This beautiful 
Spuria was bred from Lark Song and Two Opals and combines 

. many fine qualities of these two famous iris. The clear, me-
dium blue flowers with large flaring seg·ments have gold 
signals and radiating lines that blend into the lacy ruffled 
borders, and over all there is a sparkling sheen. Delightful 
for corsage work, flower arrangement or garden beauty, it is 
a handsome early blooming variety with four pair of large six 
to seven incMlowers well spaced on tall sturdy stalks. H .M., 
A.I.S. 1958. - 48 in -.__ $25.00 

BRONZSPUR (Nfe 1941). The combination of sepia, old 
gold, and yellow is most unusual and pleasing. Lovely for 
flower arrangement, under artificial light. 55 in. $1.50 

DOROTHY W ARENSKJ OLD (Corliss 1957) E. Delightful 
in harmony of color, it is a blended flower with slate-gray 
standards and flaring falls that are flushed brown-mauve 
with a suggestion of a yellow pencil edging on the border. It 
is crisply ruffled maintaining perfect form and poise 
throughout the season and is the earliest one to bloom. June. 
48 in. $25.00 

DUTCH DEFIANCE (Nies). Very large bold, blue flowers 
that attract a great deal of attention. Splendid in form, 
finish, and substance, its charm is enhanced by a yellow 
signal on the falls. 38 in. A. M., A. I. S. 1949. $2.00 

GOLD BEACON (Corliss 1957) E. An early blooming va
riety having broad full blooms with an unfading color of deep 
gold that is amazing in its intensity of tone. The large bold 
flowers are closely carried on strong stalks and glow like a 
beacon light in the garden. June. 39 in. $15.00 

GOLDEN AGATE (Nies) Rich yellow undercolor with a dark 
brown overlay and a broad brown band running entirely 
around the blade, giving the effect of a golden brown flower. 
36 in. $1.50 

GOLDEN SCEPTRE (Mrs. T. A. Washington 1948). An iris 
of distinction, and the most beautiful yellow Spuria that I 
have seen. The flowers have an under color of cream, heav
ily flushed with glowing yellow. The blooms are broad in 
form and charmingly fluted on both standards and falls. Tall 
well branched. 42 in. $5.00 

HAZY HILLS (Washington 1931). S. deep delft blue; F. 
hazy blue with old gold flush. Brilliant yellow signal and 
throat. Styles are smoky blue and old gold. 4 ft. $3.50 

LUMIERE (Washington 1936). Semi-erect standards of white 
with yellow midrib; Falls very flaring, of pale chrome-yellow 
with deeper yellow signal. Luminous center to the flower. 4 
ft. $2.50 

MONTEAGLE (Washington 1936). Bronzy red purple self 
with yellow halo and deeper yellow signal. S. semi-erect; 
F . flaring. Late blooming. Glowing color. $3.00 

WHITE BRANCH 

WHITE BRANCH (Corliss 1958) M. Beautifully formed, 
the name is most appropriate for this new spuria that has 
large pure white flowers with exceptionally fine branching. 
Firmly substanced blooms with fluted standards and flaring 
falls lightly recurved at the tips. Widely branched with at 
least 4 blooms open at one time. It is ideal for flower 
arrangement or display in the garden. June 50 in. $25.00 

ROYAL TOGA (Nesmith 1955) M. Unique, yet beautiful is 
probably the best way to describe the color combination of 
this Spuria. The standards of Campanula Violet (37) are 
very erect and firmly held. The falls are white, clearly veined 
with the same violet of the standards with long raised bright 
yellow signal. Firm textured standards and semi-recurving 
falls. The decided contrast between standards and falls is 
most effective. 42 in. $5.00 

RUSSET FLAME (Nies) . A vigorous free flowering Spuria 
of rich russet coloring. Especially good as a cut flower. 
H. M., A. I. S. 1950. 40 in. $1.50 

SUNNY DAY (H. P. Sass 1932). A tall gleaming yellow 
spuria of great beauty and form. The Eric Nies Award 1957. 
40 in. $2.00 

TWO OPALS (Nies) . Outstanding blend of pale lavender and 
cream. Erect standards and nearly horizontal falls, nicely 
ruffled with firm substance. A. M., A. I. S. 1950. 40 in. $1.50 

WADI ZEM-ZEM (Milliken). Huge flower of heavy textured 
deep cream. A great favorite on the Pacific coast. Eric Nies 
A ward 1956. 55 in. $2.00 

' zEPHYROSO (Nies 1949) Lovely light honey colored flowers 
with a rosy overlay. Large firmly textured and delightfully 
ruflled, very graceful and floriferous. Stock Limited. $6.00 
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Siberian Iris 
CAESAR'S BROTHER (Morg. 1932). The darkest and best 
Siberian; black pansy-purple; tall and late blooming. H. M., 
A. I. S. 1936. Morgan Award 1953. 40 in. $1.00 

COOL SPRING (W. L. Kellogg 1940). A charming Siberian 
with many flowers on widely branched stalks. The standards 
and styles are pearly blue. The very horizontal falls are 
much deeper on the upper part, blending out to the pearly 
blue of the standards. H. M., A.I.S. 1951. 30 in. $1.50 

GATINEAU (Preston 1932). A wonderful clear blue iris 
with extremely large flowers on tall, sturdy stems ; out
standing. $1.00 

HELEN ASTOR (Whitney-Kellogg 1938). A very lovely 
and distinctive variety. S. are wide and slightly fluted on the 
edge. F . are broad and round of rosy red with a white halo 
near the throat which is flushed with blue. H. M., A. I. S. 
1941. A. M., A. I. S. 1942. 30 in. $1.00 

KENOGAMI (Preston 1938). A striking dark blue of stately 
habit. A great addition to the garden. 40 in. $2.00 

MOUNTAIN LAKE (Gersdorff 1938). A delightful clear 
medium blue self with semi-erect standards and flaring falls 
which are slightly ruffled at the edge. The center of the 
flower and styles are lighter blue. The flower has a crisp, 
cool appearance that is most effective in the garden. A. M., 
A. I. S. 1944. 36 in. $2.00 

MOUNTAIN POOL (Clev. 1932). Beautiful clear sky blue 
with full smoothly finished flowers, exceptionally good. $1.00 

MOUNTAIN STREAM (Hodson 1955) M. This Siberian iris 
is most appropriately named for it is truly a lovely sparkling 
blue as cool and clear as a rippling mountain waterfall. The 
standards are erect and firm and the rounded flaring falls 
have a definite white area at the heart. Fine form, substance 
and branching this iris is a welcome innovation in the Sibe
rian group. 24 in. $5.00 

OTTAWA (Preston 1928). A very distinctive iris with bright 
blue standards and falls in sharp but pleasing contrast to 
the white center of the flower. A. M., R. H. S. 1928. 36 in. 

$1.50 

ROYAL ENSIGN (H. F . Hall 1951) . Bright flowers that 
carry well are always welcome in the garden, and this stun
ning new Siberian has great life and beauty in its unusual 
combination of color. The standards are lilac purple (No. 
031), erect and firm, the rounded falls are the same color 
as the standards with a sea blue area (No. 043) in the heart 
of the flower. Full firm substanced flowers and excellent 
branching. A very brilliant iris that is a valuable addition 
to the Siberian group. H. M., A. I. S. 1953 38 in. $3.00 

SNOWCREST (Gage 1932). Tall white; large perfect flowers. 
H. M., A. I. S. 1936. $1.00 

SNOW WHEEL (Hodson 1955) M. A tall and stately white 
of beautiful form and finish. It is the l-argest of the white 
Siberians with erect standards and broad falls that have a 
horizontal spread with a smooth chalk-like finish. The flowers 
resemble pure white butterflies charmingly poised on sturdy 
graceful well branched stalks. A distinct addition to the 
Siberian class. 38 in. $5.00 

TYCOON (Clev. 1938). The largest Siberian iris to date. 
The huge flowers of violet blue are of splendid proportion 
and are outstanding in the garden. H. M., A. I. S. 1950. 
Morgan Award 1951. 38 in. $2.00 

YANKEE TRADER (W. A. Wheeler 1956) M. The happy 
combination of blue and white is one of the special charms of 
this distinctive Siberian Iris. The standards are clear deep 
blue and firmly held upright. The rather flaring falls have a 
base color of the same blue as the standards and white lines 
radiate from the heart of the bloom that widen out into broad 
white stripes until they almost cover two thirds of the lower 
part of the falls except for a band of. blue at the very edge. 
The styles are blue with a pinky lavender flush. The whole 
flower has an almost p!icata pattern, arranged in an in
triguing fashion. H. C., A. I. S. 1953. 30 in. June. $6.00 . 

Louisiana Iris and Hybrids 
ARIZONA BEACON (Corliss 1959) See Introductions. 

ARIZ ON A ROSE (Corliss 1959) See Introductions. 

CADDO (Triche! 1950) M. L. The flowers •are rounded and 
very flaring with a large rich gold, almost circular signal 
patch on the heavy substanced petals. The stalk is strong and 
sturdy, allowing four flowers to be open at one time with no 
bunching or crowding. Thus it is an ideal variety not only 
for exhibition but also for beauty in garden planting. Hardy 
and of rapid increase. H. M., A. I. S. 1950. Mary Swords 
Debaillon Award 1950. 36 in. $2.00 

CAJAN JOYEUSE (Thomas Geo. 1943). The large flowers 
open deep brilliant rose, gradually lightening to bright rose 
pink. It blooms very freely over a period of several weeks. 
One of the brightest. 30 in. $1.00 

CARDINALIS (McMillan 1943). Very firm flowers of bril-
•liant cardinal-scarlet opening out almost flat with long nar
row yellow crests. The flowers are large and · are borne on 
gracefully curving stems. One of the most floriferous of this 
class of iris. 36 in. An Abbeville Red. $2.00 

HAILE SELASSIE II (Triche! 1951). Dark, rich, and hand
some, this very deep maroon is even more brilliant than its 
parents Haile Selassie and Dark Mystery (an almost black 
seedling) and combines the 'good qualities of both. The flower 
is a self with the very velvety broad sepals enlivened by the 
intense gold signal patch. Full open flowers on erect stems, 
it is free flowering and increases rapidly. 34 in. $2.50 

JEUNE FILLE (DeBaillon 1943). Frilled white flowers with 
recurving petals. Floriferous and very lovely. 30 in. $1.50 

MARY REDFORD (Corliss 1959) See Introductions. 

NAKATOSH (Triche! 1953) M. L. The flowers are firm 
textured with flaring recurved blooms, very creped and 
ruffled. The sepals are red, and the petals rose with a strik
ing gold signal patch that gives added brilliance to this 
glowing bicolor. The growth is strong, and it is adaptable 
to dry or wet growing conditions. In 1952 at the Louisiana 
Society Show it was entered in the Bicolor CJ.ass, where it 
won the First Award under the name "Trichel's Big Crested 
Red. H. M., A. I. S. 1954. 30 in. $3.00 

PORCELAIN PINK (Corliss 1958 M. The name of this 
Louisiana hybrid well describes the color of this clear rose
pink iris that is very outstanding in this class and is hardy 
in our northern climate. It is floriferous with many branches. 
Vigorous growth and rapid increase, thus making it an 
ideal variety not only in flower arrangement, but for beauty 
in the garden. June 36 in. .$10.00 

SIBYL SAMPLE (Triche! 1950) M. L. Wide spreading five 
inch flowers of almost mahogany red that soon after opening 
change to bright soft rose, but retain all their brilliance 
ana substance, thus making a two-toned effect on one stalk 
that is unique and very attractive. Lovely for flower arrange
ment or in the gardens. 36 in. $2.00 
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cA Selected List of Hemerocalli1 
Colors taken from Wilson Horticultural Chart. 

AMBASSADOR (K. Smith 1956) M. Large semi-recurving 
flowers of rich Currant Red (00823 / 1) shading down to the 
pointed Indian Yellow cup. The sepals are smoothly finished 
and of a lighter hue than the petals. Aside from the beauty 
of the blooms, they have the advantage of remaining open in 
the evening. A handsome hemerocallis with twenty seven or 
more buds on strong four way branching stalks. dorm. A.M., 
R.H.S. 1957. July-Aug. 40 in. $6.00 

AMBER LUSTRE 45-84 (Nesmith 1949) Hemerocallis lovers 
have come to realize that they need soft blended colon to 
intersperse among the deeper tones, and Amber Lustre i ~ 
excellent for this purpose. The background of the large full 
flowers is apricot yellow with a pigmentation of light pinky 
orange on both sepals and petals. Heavy substanced flowen, 
strong sturdy stalks. July-Aug. 47 in. Dor. $2.00 

ARCTIC STAR 39-43 (Nesmith 1940). Starry trumpet shaped 
flower of Bartya yellow flushed slightly deeper toward the 
center. The effect of the large flower is a creamy buff 
lightly waved and fluted at the edge. Aug. 40 in. dorm. $2.00 

ATLAS (Kraus 1952) M. A very beautiful light yellow with 
large bold flowers that are heavily creped and ruffled. There 
is a flush of chartreuse in the center of the bloom that adds 
to its beauty. H .M., A.H.S. 1955. dor. July-Aug. 36 in. $4 .50 

AUTUMN DAWN (Nesmith 1946) 45-166 L. Clear and cool 
as autumn sunlight at dawn this empire yellow is a valuable 
addition to the late blooming hemerocallis. Wide open flowers 
of heavy smooth substance with broad petals and sepals 
recurving at the tips and lightly ruffled. The stalks are 
sturdy with wide branching. dor. Aug.-Sept. 39 in. $5.00 

BAGATELLE 4-41 (K. Smith 1958) M. Delighttul in color 
harmony this clear pink is a most appealing variety. The 
graceful flowers of Coral Pink (0619 / 1) have a firm midrib 
and ruffled edges of a slightly lighter tone on both petals and 
sepals. A self with recurving firm textured blooms that have 
a small yellow-green cup adding to the clarity of color. Vig
orous growth and many proliferations. Pink Damask x Seed
ling 8-20. dor. July 32 in. $15.00 

BANNER BRIGHT 52-53A (Nesmith 1957) M. A big bold 
flower of Jasper Red (018 / 1) with an orange Buff (1507 / 2) 
throat. The full re-curving flowers have a lighter buff mid
rib on the petals and the sepals ·are faintly bordered with the 
same buff. A handsome hemerocallis that stands out in the 
garden. Parentage Golden Armor x Felicity. dor. July-Aug. 
38 in. $15.00 

BEACON HILL 50-7A (Nesmith 1956) M. L. Large luminous 
flowers of Porcelain Rose (620 / 2) with a slightly deeper rose 
halo just above the Chinese Yellow (606/3) cup gives some 
idea of the form and color of this handsome hemerocallis. A 
six inch flaring flower with broad ruffled petals and fluted 
sepals. The blooms are thick textured and very sun resistant. 
Rather late flowering with twenty eight or more buds on tall 
widely branched stalks. Parentage-Seedling 48-156 x Pink 
Prelude. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $4.00 

BEAU BRUMMELL 48-124A (Nesmith 1956) M. L. Brilliant 
and dapper as the famous English fashion leader of olden 
times, this Capsicum Red (715) self has very flaring fluted 
petals, lightly twisted at the tips with the sepals slightly re
curving and over all there is a bright velvety flush deepening 
just above the pale green-gold cup. Late flowering with 
twenty eight or more buds on very well branched stalks, it 
gives a bright spot of color in the garden. Ruffled Bloodroot 
Seedling x BloodrDot. dor. Aug. 38 in. $7.00 

BESS ROSS (Claar 1954) M. A large wide open red of great 
beauty with the broad petals and sepals recurving and are 
lightly frilled. The uniform rich red color of the whole flower 
extends down to a golden throat above the cool green cup. 
A very handsome hemerocallis. H.M., A.H.S. 1955. dor. 36 in. 

$10.00 

BETSY B (Vestal 1952) M. A very bright glowing red with a 
lustrous velvety finish and flaring form. Tall with excellent 
branching, it is a stunning hemerocallis and a great garden 
favorite. H. M., A. H. S. 1955. ev. July-Aug. 38 in. $1.50 

BIG TIME (Saxton 1954) MLa. A large glowing orange 
scarlet blend that stands out in the garden. Emperor Jones x 
Ileen. dor. 40 in. $3.00 

BLACK JEWEL (Vestal 1950). A very dark velvety maroon
red with recurving petals and sepals. The flowers have an 
especially fine finish and the scapes are tall '~ith good 
branching. 38 in dorm. $2.00 

BLOODROOT 40-388 (Nesmith 1946). A self between scarlet 
and Brazil-red (Ridgway). The color reminds me of the sap 
that exudes from a broken bloodroot stem. A self with a 
velvety finish that extends to the inconspicuous yellow throat. 
July-Aug. 36 in. dor. $3.00 

BONNY PINK 45-1R (Nesmith 1955) A winsome lass of 
Azalea Pink (618 / 2) with a soft rosy halo at the center. Not 
tall, but well branched with 5¥2 inch flowers, it is ideal for 
flower arrangement or front of the border planting. Parent
age 45-20 x Pink Prelude. semi-ev. July-Aug. 25 in. $4.50 

BONNY RUFFLES 48-14 (Nesmith 1949). A cup shaped 
flower of Chalcedony yellow . with slightly recurving petals 
and sepals. The flower is a self even to the center of· the 
cup. Both petals and sepals are fluted giving a very ruffled 
effect. It is an evening bloomer, opening about five o-clock 
in the afternoon. 36 in. ev. $2.00 

BURMESE RUBY 56-19 (K. Smith 1958) MLa. Thi s herme
rocallis has a rich endowment of color for it is a deep crim
son with a glowing yellow throat. The nearest equivalent in 
color charts is Ridgway's Ox-blood red. The petals and sepals 
are broad and ruffled with a strong 5 branched scape that 
produces 42 buds. Strong robust growth with numerous pro
liferations. Line breeding with seedling 51-1. dor. July-Aug. 
35 in. . $15.00 

BUTTERBALL (Schlumpf 1954). Charming and floriferous 
this early blooming hemerocallis is well described by the name 
for it is a lovely rounded flower of clear buttercup yellow. The 
blooms are medium in size, and although it has evergreen 
foliage, it comes through our New England winters without 
injury, The flower remain open until quite late in the evening 
and are very sun resistant. A repeat bloomer with clean com
pact foliage. ev. 38 in. $3.00 

CANDY HEART 39-188 (Nesmith 1947). Charming and del
icate .in color, this dainty hemerocallis is especially suited to 
front of the border planting. A very pale flesh pink with a 
well defined halo of Carmine rose in the heart of the flower. 
A thick textured bloom with great nicety of finish. Strong 
sturdy stalks with good branching. Aug. 38 in. dorm. $3.50 

CANYON PURPLE 45-50 (Nesmith 1949). A distinctive new (. 
break in color. Large full open flowers of raspberry purple 
with a deeper flush just above the pale lemon cup. Both petals 
and sepals are lightly ruffled at the tips. A self, even the 
stamens 'and pistil are purple. Strong stalks and fine branch
ing. H.M., A.H.S. 1953. July~Aug. 45 in. $2.00 

CARE FREE 49-93A (Nesmith 1!l!'58) MLa. Large blended 
flowers of Delft Rose (020 / 2) with a light lemon yellow 
midrib on the broad petals. The sepals have an infusion of 
rose and lemon with a ruffled border of Delft Rose. The 
center of the flower has · a creamy lemon throat shading 
down to a pale chartreuse base. Late blooming the flowers 
have a distinctive color pattern with 30 buds borne on very 
sturdy stalks. Strong vigorous growth. Pink Lotus x Felicity. 
dor. Aug. 40 in. $8.00 

I 
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CANDLE GLO\V 

PHOTO BY CORLISS 

CANDLE GLOW 46-21R (Nesmith 1953). Few hemerocallis 
display as pleasing color contrast as this full recurving flower 
of amber yellow with a brilliant Jasper Red halo shading 
down to the cool chartreuse cup. The petals are ruffled with 
sepals smoothly finished, and the flower glows in the center 
as if it were lighted by a candle flame. The substance is strong, 
and the branching exceptionally good, often with four or five 
flowers open at one time with no crowding. July-Aug. 40 in 

$7.00 

CARMINE ROSE 47-37C (Nesmith 1955) Notable for the 
clarity of color and styling, this brilliant rosy red has won 
warm approval from many Hemerocallis Judges in the last 
three years. According to the Color Chart it is a self of Claret 
Rose (021 / 1) with a small gold cup at the heart of the flower. 
Velvety firm finish and non fading qualities add to the charm 
of this high ranking favorite . 30 buds, well branched stalks. 
dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $3.00 

CARISSIMA (Nesmith 1945) ML. The light pink flowers 
, are heavy substanced and the lovely color is enhanced by the 

deeper pink halo. Late blooming with many flowers on well 
branched scapes. Withdrawn to increase stock. I am pleased 
to offer it again this year. dor. Aug. 38 in. $4.00 

CARVED IVORY 47-12 (Nesmith 1950). Beautifully formed, 
this exquisite pale ivory self seems as if carved from glisten
ing ivory. The very heavy substanced flowers are open and 
flaring in form with no trace of any other color-even the 
stamens are ivory . The nearest to white that I have produced, 
and it has received high praise from Hemerocallis enthus
ias ts . dor. H .M., A.H.S. 1952. July-Aug. 30 in. $5.00 

CHINESE CORAL 56-50 (K. Smith 1958) MLa. Large broad 
wide open flowers of great beauty and were given this name 
for on opening the color is Chinese Coral ( 614), but quickly 
changes to a more luscious tone of lighter coral (614 / 2) and 
retains this color until it closes in the evening. The semi
recurving blooms have a slightly deeper flush where the 
chamois yellow throat joins the petal and sepals. The flowers 
are 6¥.! inches in diameter with very wide segments and are 
held on strong 4-way branching stalks that proliferate. dor. 
July-Aug. 34 in. $15.00 

CHLOE'S CHILD 51-4 (Nesmith 1953). A hemerocallis that 
is hard to describe. The throat and undercolor is soft Indian 
Yellow with a heavy pigmentation of deep Majolica. A very / 
broad full flower with petals almost overlapping the sepals. 
The sepals are deeper in color than the petals, giving the ef
fect of a reverse bicolor, and over all there is a frosty sheen 
that sparkles in the sun. J . C., A. H. S. 1952. dor. July-Aug. 
35 in. $7.00 

COCKADE (Taylor B. 1952) M. A soft Primuline Yellow 
with a deeper eyezone and excellent substance. ev. 36 in. $2.00 

CONTESSA (Fisher 1957) M. The flower is a delicate buff 
flushed pink with a deeper pink halo on petals and sepals 
near the yellow throat of the wide open flaring blooms. A 
fascinating hemerocallis. Prima Donna x Ruth Lehman. H.M., 
A. HEM. S. 1957. dor. 40 in. Net $20.00 

CORAL CRAB (Douglas 1955) M. L. A delightful coral-pink 
hemerocallis with a coral-rose halo. The cup of the bloom 
shades down to a light green giving the flower a very cool 
effect on a hot summer day. 25 blooms on well branched stalks. 
dor. July-Aug. 28 in. $2.00 

CORSAGE 48-158 (Nesmith 1955) The name seems most suit
able for this palest Egyptian Buff ( 407 / 3) for the flowers are 
so heavy substanced and perfect in recurving form that one 
bloom will make a lovely corsage. The flowers are compact 
with semi-flaring ruffled petals and fluted sepals that are 
firmly finished. The garden effect is a very pale chamois
buff. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $7.00 

CRIMSON GLORY (Carpenter 1952) M. A most descriptive 
name for this rich red hemerocallis of firm substance and 
great color value. It is a self with broad ruffled petals and 
sepals that blend down into an inconspicious yellow cup. Tall 
with good branching it is most decorative in the garden. H. M., 
A.H.S. 1955 dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $2.50 

CRIMSON STAR (G. Douglas 1950). Large open flower of 
crimson, flushed deeper on the petals and sepals just above 
the gold cup. The brilliance of the flowers is outstanding, and 
it makes a stunning clump in the garden. 15 or more buds. ev. 
H.M., A.H.S. 1952. July. 36 in. $1.50 

CRIMSON VELVET 45-50A (Nesmith 1953). Brilliant and 
glowing, this velvety crimson with open flaring flowers stands 
out like a beacon light in the garden. The nearest color is 
Chrysanthemum Crimson, but the very velvety finish gives 
a richer tone to this self with the solid color extending down 
to the shallow yellow cup. Even the stamens and pistil are 
red . July-Aug. 39 in. dor. $5.00 

CROWN JEWEL 47-15 (Nesmith 1952) M. One of the most 
admired red hemerocallis in the garden. The open flaring 
flowers of deep currant red have a very velvety finish that 
extends down to the rich orange cup. Both petals and sepals 
have a tiny rim of yellow at the very border of the fluted 
flower. Fine branching. July-Aug. 40 in. dor. $1.50 

CURRANT RED 47-38A (Nesmith 1954) A big bold flower 
that. in color always reminds me of bright red ripe currants, 
hence the name. Large open flowers with semi-recurving 
petals and sepals that are smoothly finished and retain their 
clear clean color throughout the day and evening. Tall with 
30 or more buds it has great carrying quality in the garden. 
dor. 40 in. $3.50 
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CYCLOPS (G. Douglas 1950). Well named for it is a giant in 
height of stalk and size of the flower. The huge light chrome 
yellow blooms have a reddish cinnamon wash at the center of 
the petals. The leather-like substance of the flowers is the 
heaviest I have ever seen in a hemerocallis. dor. July-Aug. 
60 in. $4.00 

DAPHNE PINK 45-1T (Nesmith 1953). The color is well 
described by the name except that the whole flower has a 
more mellow tone. An open flower with ruffled petals and 
smoothly finished sepals. The flower shades deeper toward 
the Chinese Yell ow center that forms a star-shaped cup. Very 
vigorous and of rapid increase it makes a bright rose clump 
that is most effective. It comes from a cross of Pink Prelude. 
dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $3.50 

DARK HARBOR 48-3A (Nesmith 1957) M. L. Dark Harbor 
seems an expressive name for this deep,dark red-purple 
(Maroon 1003) self that is a deeper purple than Potentate 
and has 35 to 40 blooms on tall widely branched stalk, thus 
giving a long season of bloom. The pale chartreuse cup is in 
pleasing contrast to the great depth of color. Parentage Po
tentate x Black Magic. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $6.00 

DAWNING LIGHT 48-68 (Nesmith 1952) M. L. Clean and 
crisp, this fragrant canary yellow lights up the garden from 
dawn until after dark. It is an absolute self even to stamens 
and pistil. The open bell-shaped flowers have fluted petals 
and smoothly finished sepals with very firm substance and 
great lasting qualities. Few creamy yellows have the fine 
branching, sturdy stalks, and long blooming season of this 
great garden favorite. dor. July-Aug. 49 in. $4.00 

DAYBREAK SPLENDOR 47-369 (Hodson 1956) M. Full 
broadly petaled blooms that are well described by the name 
for the color reminds one of the deep glowing pink that we 
see in the splendor of the sky at early dawn. The luminous 
quality of this deep pink is difficult to picture in words, but 
the color is clean and fresh with thirty or more flowers that 
have firm substance and are carried on tall well branched 
stalks. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $5 .00 

DEVON CREAM (Nesmith 1945). Few hemerocallis have 
the thick heavy substance of this pale creamy yellow. The 
blooms have wide petals and sepals that are beautifully 
fluted on the edges. Strong sturdy stalks. A. M., A. H. S. 1952. 
July-Aug. 39 in. Semi-ev. $2.00 

DIAMOND DEW 52-43C (Nesmith 1958) MLa. Quiet and 
restful is this full flaring flower of palest cream that has a 
crisp frosty sheen and ruffled firm texture. There is a deli
cate flush of light chartreuse toward the heart of the bloom 
that adds to the clarity of the broad flowers that remain 
fresh and clear without fading. The exceptionally sturdy 
stalks carry 30 buds with wide branching. Midwest Majesty 
x (Mission Bells x Carved Ivory). dor. July-Aug. 38 in. 

Net $15.00 

DOUBLOON (Nesmith 1945). Tall and commanding this 
large flowered deep orange self has very firm substance and 
great garden value. Aug. 44 in. dor. $1.50 

DUNE SPRITE 45-113 (Nesmith 1950). The soft delectable 
color we find in a sun ripened cantaloupe best describes the 
shade of this large, full petaled flower. The nearest color to 
it is medium Egyptian Buff. A hemerocallis of great charm, 
its beauty seems to be in the soft melon color accentuated by 
the white midrib on the petals. 20 or more buds. dor. July
Aug. 39 in. $2.50 

ELIZABETH NESMITH (Spalding 1956) M. I am very 
honored in having this beautiful clear coral pink hemerocallis 
named for me. It is an enchanting flower with full formed 
blooms that have broad lightly ruffled petals and sepals 
more smoothly finished. There is a frosty sheen enveloping 
the whole flower that adds to its beauty. Tall and well 
branched with an abundance of blooms that are most sun 
resistant. Truly a very lovely pink of great charm and re
finement. dor. 39 in. Stock Limited. $25.00 
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EVELYN CLAAR (Kraus 1951) M. This deep salmon pink 
was named for Mrs. Elmer Claar and is a lovely tribute to a 
charming lady. A blended self of deep salmon pink with re
curving form and a flush of yellow toward the center of the 
flower. Strong sturdy stalks with adequate branching, it is 
\ e1·y sun resi::, Gant and of rapid increase. A. M., A. H. ~. l!l55. 
dor. July-Aug. 30 in. $2.50 

FAIRY GOLD 48-38 (Nesmith 1951). A delectable small 
flowered variety of Egyptian buff (No. 407) that gives the 
color effect of a rich ripe cantaloupe. An absolute self even 
to the center of the bloom. Firm substanced flowers on 
slender but strong, widely branched stalks. 30 to 40 buds. 
47 in. dor. $2.00 

FAIRY WINGS (Lester 1954) EM. The name is most de
scriptive for it truly is a fairylike flower. The 5 inch blooms 
edged with tiny ruffles are pale yellow delicately flushed 
pink on the center of the petals with a delightful cool green 
throat. dor July-Aug. A.M., A.Hem.S. 1957. 34 in. $7.50 

F AND AN GO (K. Smith 1957) M. L. Gay and festive in color 
this bright hemerocallis is a distinctive flower of yellow
orange and deep burnt orange with firm textured blooms that 
have a crepe-like finish. The petals and sepals are nicely 
ruffled with a smooth blending of the colors so that the 
garden effect is a very rich deep orange. dor. July-Aug. 37 in. 

$6.00 

FAR HILLS (Saxton 1952) MLa. Large blooms of rich 
Beetroot Purple that are edged with lilac. The cool green 
throat is in delightful contrast to the broad full flower. Mar
cy x (Melo x Rosalind). dor. 40 in. $4.00 

FAR NORTH 45-180 (Nesmith 1946). There is a great de
mand for good large flowered light yellow hemerocallis, for 
most of our gardens need them to lighten up drab spots in 
late summer to say nothing of their cool refreshing charm. 
The heavy substanced flowers are large and full borne on 
very strong sturdy stalks. Aug. 52 in. dor. $1.50 

FELICITY 46-225 (Nesmith 1947). The very large, full, 
firm textured flowers of light Aureolin yellow are cup-shaped r 
with petals and sepals recurving at the ruffled edges. The 
very sturdy well branched stalks have from 35 to 40 flowers, 
and it has the longest season of bloom of any hemerocallis 
that I know., dor. July-Sept. 40 in. $2.00 

FIESTA PINK 45-llM (Nesmith 1955) Charming and de
lightful in color this Orient Pink (416 / 1) is a self of semi
flaring form with a slightly deeper halo of Azalea Pink 
( 618 / 2) just above the small chartreuse cup. A six inch flower 
with ruffled petals and smooth sepals and a lighter midrib 
on the petals. Parentage seedling 45-40 x Pink Prelude. 28 
buds on well branched stalks. dor. July-Aug. 36 in. $4.00 

FIREDANCE 9-24 (K. Smith 1955). The dash and vibrancy 
of this glowing polychrome gives it important value in. the 
garden picture. Aglow with fire, the flowers are a blending 
of Cardinal Red. Orange Buff and Oxblood Red, surmounting 
a cool green cup. Difficult to describe but it is a very widely 
spreading 61/z in. flower and the manner in which it is blended 
is an important feature in the charm of this brilliant heme
rocallis that remains open until 10 P.M. 25 buds on three 
branched stalks. semi-ev. July-Aug. A.M., R.H.S. 1958. 41 in . 

$4.00 

FIRST CHOICE 55-1 (Leola Fraim 1956) M. Delightful firm 
textured flowers of creamy apricot with a lovely halo of deli-
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cate rose. The blossoms have broad petals that are lightly Q 
ruffled and the sepals are smoothly finished. Of the many 
seedlings Mrs. Fraim has produced, this is the first one chosen 
for introduction, thus the name seems most appropriate. A 
full six inch flower of spreading form with twenty five or 
more blooms on tall well branched stalks. Hardy and of rapid 
increase. J.C., A.H.S. 1956. dor. Aug. 39 in. $7.00 

50th ANNIVERSARY (Stout). A distinctive and exotic ar- I / 
rangement of color. The broad petaled flowers are rich deep V 
orange with a brilliant red halo. July-Aug. 38 in. ev. $3.00 
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FORTUNES FAVOR 48-41C (Nesmith 1957) M. L. A full re
curving six inch flower of Erythrite Red (6027 / 2) with ruffled 
petals and smoothly finished sepals. It is a self giving the 
effect of a rich glowing lavender purple. I have been doing 
extensive breeding for lavenders and this is a new break in 
color that has been highly praised by Hemerocallis Judges. 
Day blooming with extended bloom, and re-flowers late in the 
summer. Parentage Seedling 45-28 x Lavender Lass. Number 
of buds 27. J.C., A. HEM. S. 1956. July-Aug. dor. 38 in. $25.00 

FLAM BOY ANT (G. Douglas 1947). The name is most 
descriptive of this stunning hemerocallis. The petals and 
sepals are brilliant deep Indian yellow set off by a bright 
red halo. The gracefully recurving petals and sepals are 

- medium in width with heavy fluted edges. The stalks are 
tall and strong. A.M., A.H.S. 1953. July-Aug. 42 in. dor. $2.00 
FORMALITY 46-19R (Nesmith 1955) Distinctive in form 
with precise styling the name seems most appropriate, for it 
is a formal flower of palest cream (Naples Yellow (403 / 3) of 
amazing substance with flaring petals and recurving sepals. 
An absolute self even to the stamens and pistil. It has excep
tionally smooth firm substance with 30 buds and excellent 
branching. Parentage pale yellow seedling x Far North. Sets 
seeds. semi-ev. Aug.-Sept. 38 in. $5.00 
GALATEA 48-67A (Nesmith 1956) L. Lovely in form and 
color this daylily is a delightful companion for the hemero
calli~ Pygmalion, just the same as she was to the Pygmalion 
of Grecian mythology. Late flowering this variety is a bright 
pink of Begonia Rose (619 / 1) with the sepals a tone lighter 
shading down to the pale lime green cup. The fluted petals 
are semi-flaring and the sepals evenly blended and over all 
there is a crepe-like frosty finish. Cool and refreshing in 
color it is very late flowering, thus prolonging the season of 
bloom in the garden. Slender but sturdy stalks with 26 buds 
and vigorous growth. Pink seedling 45-29 x Pink Prelude. dor. 
Aug.-Sept. 35 in. $7.50 

GARNET GARLAND 51-126A (Nesmith 1958) MLa. Rich 
Garnet Lake (828) in tone yet possessing a brilliance rarely 
associated with a hemerocallis that has such depth of color. 
The 6 inch flowers are of widespread form and are very deep 
dark purple with rippled petals and smoothly finished sepals. 
A handsome hemerocallis with 25 buds on strong well 
branched stalks. Line breeding of 2 dark seedlings. dor. July
Aug. 40 in. $12.00 

GAY NINETIES 51-226E (Nesmith 1958) MLa. All frills 
and furbelows and gaily decked with color that is reminis
cent of the glamorous age known as the Gay Nineties. A 
large recurving flower of Rose-Red (0211 / 2) with broad 
petals that have ruffled edges of Egyptian Buff with raised 
midrib of same buff. The sepals are a blending of rose and 
buff and are smoothly finished. The large firm substanced 
lily-like flowers are cheery and bright, carried on tall widely 
branched stalks. 48-85 Rose Seedling x Wanda. dor. July
Aug. 40 in. $12.00 

GOLDEN ARMOR 47-22 (Nesmith 1953). Glowing Gold and 
a deep orange seedling produced this deep Cadmium Orange 
self. It has very heavy substance and flaring cup-shaped form. 
An absolute self with no other color showing in the center of 
the flower, even the stamens are the same rich orange. 
Beautifully branched with many blooms, this late flowering 
variety has been highly praised by garden visitors. Aug. 40 
in. dor. $3.50 

GOLD VELLUM 49-163B (Nesmith 1956). The name is most 
descriptive of this strong sturdy flower with a vellum-like 
texture. It is an absolute self of Orange Buff (507) with 
broad ruffled petals and semi-recurving sepals that blend into 
the shallow chartreuse cup. The blooms have a raised midrib 
on the petals and the whole flower is finished with a green
ish gold sheen that adds to the clarity of color. Open in the 
evening. Mystic Moon x Magic Moonlight semi-ev. July-Aug. 
37 in. $8.00 

GOL)) VELLUM 
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GOLDEN COCKEREL 48-70A (Nesmith 1953). A brilliant 
combination of red and yellow that stands out in the garden. 

,. 7, A blended flower with a background of Majolica Yellow, light
') ly veined and flushed Saturn Red, intensified by a halo of 

Mandarin Red just above the Majolica center of the bloom. 
f The flowers are very full and ruffled, the texture firm and 

4 

sun resistant. dor. July-Aug. 42 in. $3.50 

GOLpEN TRIANGLE (Traub USDA 1953). Large trian
gular-shaped flowers of light Buttercup Yellow shaded lighter 
at the edges. The petals are twisted at the tips adding to the 
distinctiveness of the bloom. A.M., A. HEM. S. 1957. ev. 40 in. 

$3.50 

GOOD COMPANION (K. Smith 1957) M. Taller than Pink 
Damask, the perfectly formed flowers are clear coral pink 
with graceful flaring petals that are crimped on the edges. 
The sepals are smoothly finished and the green-gold cup is 
an added joy. Free flowering and of rapid increase it is very 
sun resistant and lovely in the garden. dor. July-Aug. 36 in. 

$7.00 

HEART AGLOW 49-3 (Nesmith 1952) M. L. One of the most 
lovely and fascinating hemerocallis that I have bred. The 
flower s are medium in size with the base color shell pink, 
shading deeper into spinel red toward the throat. The petals 
are s lightly twisted at the tips and shade from shell pink to 
a spinel red halo just above the glowing yellow cup. The sepals 
have a clean cut border of she]] pink. The blending of the 
colors is especially pleasing, and no description will convey the 
beauty of this flower. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $5.00 

HER MAJESTY 45-10B (Nesmith 1952) M. All hemerocallis 
enthusiasts have admired this seedling ever since its first 
blooming. A large and beautiful self of shell pink, shading 
into the creamy throat. The full flowers are reflexed and 
smoothly finished except for a light-ruffling on the petals. A 
child of Pink Prelude, it is lighter in color with heavy sub
stanced flowers well spaced on tall graceful scapes. A dia
mond dusted flower of great beauty. 30 buds. 6 in. flower. 
H.M., A.H.S. 1955. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $6.00 

HIDDEN HEART 50-122B (Nesmith 1956). Distinctive and 
delightful is this lavender hemerocallis for it is not only lovely 
in tone, but is a new break in color. The large, full semi-re
curving six inch blooms of Pastel Mauve ( 433 / 1) have a 
deeper halo of Rose Opal ( 022 / 1) shading down to a cool 
green cup. The whole effect is a ruffled light, lavender flower 
of ethereal beauty with twenty-five to thirty buds on well 
branched stro•ng stalks. It was a great center of interest in 
the garden last year and was awarded a Junior Citation by 
the A. H. S. in 1955. Lavender Lass x Fortunes Favor. dor. 
July-Aug. 39 in. Stock Limited Net $25.00 

HOLLYBERRY RED 48-158B (Nesmith 1958) M. A most 
descriptive name for this bright glowing red for it is very 
gay and festive in Christmas color. A 6 inch flower of Cardi
nal Red (822 / 1) with ruffled petals that have a lighter mid- f.. ' 
rib of rich gold that extends down to the mellow golden cup. ·J 
The slightly recurving sepals smoothly finished and of the 
same rich color. A very brilliant red that stands out in the 
garden picture. Smooth firm substance and excellent bTanch
ing. Pink P1·elude x Royal Ruby. dor. July. 38 in. $15.00 

HONOR BRIGHT 45-293 (Hodson 1954) A diamond dusted 
radiant heavily textured cherry red of jewel-like brilliance. 
The Tecurving petals are ruffled at the edges with a deeper 
red halo above the golden throat. The very recurved sepals 
are cherry-red,brushed with gold. Great carrying quality in 
the garden and very floriferous, it is delightful for border 
planting. dor. July-Aug. 24 in. $4.00 

IDLE HOUR 48-26G (Nesmith 1958) La. Luminous flowers 
of lavender-rose Rose Opal (022 / 3) precisely formed and 
frilled that have a sparkling iridescence and always attracts 
the eyes of garden visitors. Full ruffled blooms of lovely 
clear lavender-pink that have a quiet elegance. 472 inch flow
ers with multiple branching on tall strong stalks and a long 
season of bloom. 47-65 x Lavender Lass. dor. Aug. 39 in. 

$15.00 

IIALOLIGHT 
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HALOLIGHT 45-41C (Nesmith 1956). Most attractive and of 
regal carriage this full six inch flower of creamy yellow with 
a delicate tracery of rosy pink forms a most artistic color 
pattern. A large flower of Egyptian Buff ( 407 / 3) with broad 
fluted petals and slightly recurving sepals. A delicate flush of 
Azalea Pink (618 / 1) toward the center gives the harmonious 
effect of a light frosty cream with a delightful pink halo. 
Twenty-five buds well spaced on sturdy stalks. (Cream Seed
ling x Pink Prelude) x Killarney Lass. dor. 38 in. $8.50 

IMPERIAL VELVET 48-94A (Nesmith 1954) Rich and very 
brilliant, this deep red-purple hemerocal!is always attracts 
garden visitors. A very full flower of heavy velvety sub- LJ 
stance with the solid color extending down to the shallow 
light chartreuse cup. Good branching and vigorous growth. 
J.C., A.H.S. 1952. dor. July-August. 39 in. $8.00 

INNOCENT (K. Smith 1956) E. M. Cool and clear with ' the 
glistening freshness of morning sunlight well describes this 
lovely hemerocallis. A re-curving lily shaped flower of Canary 
Yellow (2 / 2) with broad petals and sepals not quite as wide. 
An absolute self shading down to a green-gold cup. It has a 
long season of bloom, commencing to flower late in June with 
second bloom stalks coming later. A beautiful flower of firm 
substance that keeps its clean lovely color throughout the day 
and into the evening. Twenty or more buds on four way well 
branching stalks. Semi-ev. July. 46 in. $7.50 

IVORY CHALICE 40-503 (Nesmith 1946). Full medium 
sized flowers of very pale yellow (reed yellow). Lightly ruf-
fled at the edges. The flowers have very heavy substance and ,. 
are borne on tall closely branched stalks. Very lovely as a 
cut flower. Aug. dor. 40 in. $2.00 

JACK FROST (Lester 1953) MLa. Cool and frosty as lemon 
ice this beautiful flower has very firm substance and full J , -
triangular form with recurving sepals. Delightful in every 
way. A.M., A. HEM. S. 1957. dor. 38 in. $4.00 
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JOLLY TAR (E. L. Hodson 1952) E. A very early bloom
ing hemerocallis that is exceptionally good for front of the 
border planting. The full broad flowers are a light garnet 
brown with a deeper eye zone just above the golden throat. 
The scapes are slender, but strong and upright. Floriferous 
and gaily colored, it is most effective for flower arrangement 
or in the garden. dor. May-June. 16 in. $3.00 

KARISTA (Saxton 1951) EM. 
broad full petals. dor. 

A large scarlet blend with 
$1.00 

KARL LORENZ (Leonian 1957) M. A broad petaled flower of 
Chrysanthemum Crimson (824 / 3) with a glowing Chrome 
Yellow ( 605) center that forms a perfect circle in the heart 
of the bloom. It is a self with flaring petals and sepals that 
overlap and are lightly bordered by a lighter rim that adds 
to the richness of the color. Intermediate in height with firm 
substance and sun resistance it is ideal for front of the border 
planting. July-Aug. dor. 24 in. $4.00 

KATE TYLER 56-42 (K. Smith 1958) M. Charm, personal
ity and quality are combined in these large pink flowers and 
it was named for a very dear friend of Mr. and Mrs. Smith. 
Luxuriant in form the blooms closely match Spinel Pink 
(0625 / 2) in color with a halo of deeper tone and a soft pale 
gold star-shaped throat that extends upward to form prom
inent midribs on the petals. The ruffled flowers measure 614 
inches with 15 or more buds on well branched stalks. dor. 
July. 25 in. $15.00 

KILLARNEY LASS 39-121 (Nesmith 1944). Captivating 
and charming, it gives a very pink effect in the garden. The 
center of the petals is bright geranium pink bordered by 
soft flesh pink. The sepals are flesh pink lightly flushed 
deeper. A very lovely hemerocallis and a splendid parent 
for breeding pinks. dor. Aug. 36 in. $3.00 

I ~ • LADY FAIR 39-105 (Nesmith 1946). Some flowers are bril-
') liant in the garden while others are entrancing with their 

delicate colors and Lady Fair is one of the latter for it is 
l a blending of Jasper and flesh pink with a creamy undertone. 
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The large flowers have a glistening sheen and g,ve a charm
ing effect in the garden. A. M., A. H. S. 1954. Semi-ev July
Aug. 38. in. $1.25 

LAVENDER LASS 46-26 (Nesmith 1952) M.L. This heme
rocallis has been highly praised by many hemerocallis en
thusiasts since its first blooming. The open flaring flowers 
are Empire rose shading into a deeper tone and eyed with 
Persian lilac just above the cool chartreuse cup. The subtle 
gradation of color from light to deeper tones gives a very 
lavender pink effect in the garden. H.M., A.HEM.S. 1957. 
dor. Aug. ·40 in. $8.00 

LA VENDER LYRIC 48-31D (Nesmith 1958) MLa. Person
ality and quality are displayed by this lavender self. Accord
ing to the color chart it is a light Rose Opal (022 / 2) of 
open flaring form that is lightly ruffled and the whole effect 
is a clear light lavender with a slightly deeper halo shading 
down to a cool green cup. A captivating and endearing flower 
of symmetrical full form and discriminating judges have 
eagerly awaited its introduction. Long and late flowering with 
30 buds on strong well branched stalks. Lavender Lass x 
Lavender Seedling. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. Net $20.00 

LAVENDER MIST 50-21F. (Nesmith 1957). M. A self of 
Pastel Mauve ( 433 / 2) with a slightly deeper halo above the 
cool chartreuse cup. Full six inch flowers of light lavender 
that are most distinctive both in color and charm. Lovely as 
a cut flower or in the garden. Parentage 48-50B (Pale cream 
seedling x Lavender Lass) x Heart Aglow. Number of buds 
28. Day blooming with extended bloom. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. 

$10.00 

MAGIC MORN (Saxton 1955) MLa. A full rounded flower 
of sparkling rose-red. Tall with good branching. Royal Beau
ty x Myrna. semi-ev. 40 in. $2.00 

LOTUS LAND 
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LOTUS LAND (Nesmith 1956) 50-30A. M. Few lilies have 
the beauty, fragrance and firm texture of this large semi-re
curving six inch flower of light Maize Yellow ( 607 / 1) with 
broad ruffled petals that seem reminiscent of the Oriental 
beauty of the lotus flower. An absolute self with color going 
to the very center of the bloom. Sturdy well branched stalks 
with thirty or more buds, it has great color appeal. dor. 
Canari x Midwest Majesty. 38 in. $8.50 

MAIZE MELODY. 49-247A (Nesmith 1957) M. L. All creped 
and frilled, this delectable creamy melon Maize Yell ow ( 607 / 3) 
is a child of Precious Treasure. It is ·an absolute self with 51h 
in. flowers of strong crinkled texture with just enough pale 
green in the throat to give it character. One garden visitor re
marked "What a beautiful hemerocallis, it looks good enough 
to eat." Tall with excellent branching it remains open until 
late in the evening. Parentage Precious Treasure x 46-114 A. 
dor. Late July-Aug. 39 in. $20.00 

MARION VAUGHN 8-62 (K. Smith 1955). Exquisite wax
like blossoms of cool lemon yellow with a soft g listening 
sheen places this hemerocallis as one of the highest ranking 
clear yellows of the present day. The flower is a self of true 
Easter Lily form with the lovely cream color deepening 
slightly as it reaches the luscious green throat. The broad 
full flowers have exceptionally firm texture, and an added 
note of interest is the delicate raised almost white midrib 
that is on the petals. A lovely ethereal flower, 25 or more 
buds on five branched stalks. A.M., R.H.S. 1956. First Class 
Certificate R.H.S. 1958. dor. July-Aug. 42 in. $10.00 

MASQUERADER 45-301 (Hodson 1954). A large "6"h in. 
flower of magnificent coloring and beautifully formed. The 
flaring petals are a rich velvety brilliant red with ·a glowing 
center stripe of gold. The recurving sepals are rich yellow, 
heavily brushed with red. The very full firm substanced 
flowers are borne on strong scapes. A stunning hemerocal
lis. July-Aug. 38 in. dor. $4.00 
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MATCHMAKER 4-58 (K. Smith 1958) MLa. Most decora
tive and exciting in color, the flowers are Rhodonite Red 
(0022) that in effect are raspber~ry-ros e, so bright that they 
seem almost cerise. A very glamorous lily-like bloom 4 1h 
inches in diameter with a star-shaped throat and cool green 
cup. The petal edges are fluted with the sepals lightly crimped 
and recurving at the tips. Firmly substanced flowers with 15 
or more buds well spaced on 3 way branching stalks. dor. 
July-Aug. 31 in. $15.00 

MAYFLOWER 45-38K (Nesmith 1952) M. L. A clear por
celain rose, that in color reminds one of the pinkness of the 
arbutus flower or as we in New England call it, the May
flower. It is a self except for a slightly deeper flush above 
the light apple green throat. A cross of Killarney Lass and 
Pink Prelude it makes a very bright rose-pink clump •and has 
great carrying qualities in the garden. 5%, in flower. July
Aug. 39 in. dor. $4.00 

MISSION BELLS (D. Hall 1945). Large wide petaled ruffled 
flower of clear medium yellow producing up to 52 flowers to 
a s talk on established plants. A fine variety that is a strong 
grower and a free bloomer. A. M., R. H. S. 1956. A. M., A. H. S. 
1951. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $1.50 

MOONF ACE 52-24 (K. Smith 1958) M. Satin smooth flowers 
that open Empir e Yellow (603 / 1) and deepen to Canary Yel
low (2 / 2) in the throat that extends down to a chartreuse 
cup. The blooms are wide and flaring with vellum-like tex
ture and the petals have white midribs. All parts of the 
flowers except the thr,oat change to white by noon, but retain 
their lovely firm finish until they close at night. Tall with 
6 inch flower s they create a charming picture in the garden. 
dor. July. 44 in. $15.00 

MOONLIGHT COCKTAIL (G. Douglas 1946). Cool and re
freshing, this lovely pale apricot is charming for flower ar
rangement or in the garden. The flowers have broad petals 
with a creamy midrib, and over the whole bloom is a very 
frosty sheen. July. 48 in. dor. $3.00 

MOUNT JOY 46-19A (Nesmith 1953). A gay and festive 
flower that stands out in the garden. The petals are Ver
milion and are slightly twisted at the tips. The recurving 
sepals are Nasturtium Red, and all this bright color is made 
even more brilliant by the Persimmon Orange center of the 
flower. The whole flower is most striking and unusual in 
color. July-Aug. 40 in. dor. $3.50 

MRS. DAVID HALL (Kraus 1951) M. Pleasing cadmium
yellow to buff-orange with a large bright triangular sharply 
pointed eye zone of deep carmine. A ref ined bright flower. 
dor . July-Aug. H.C., R.H.S. 1958. 30 in. $3.00 

MULTNOMAH (Kraus 1956) MLA. Luscious bold flowers of 
apricot-melon flushed pink. A very sensational flower. J.C., 
A.Hem.S. 1956. dor. 34 in. Stock Limited. Fall Delivery. 

$50.00 

NASHVILLE (Claar 1952) M. A full overlapping flower 
of triangular form wih petals lightly twisted at the tips and 
sepals recurving. Toward the center of the bloom there is a 
contrasting band of orange-red that adds beauty and life to 
the ensemble. Hardy and sun resistant. A.M., A . HEM. S. 
1957. dor. 39 in. $10.00 

NEHOIDEN (Merry 1951) M. L. Extra fine huge deep orange 
with very heavy substance. Strong sturdy stalks with excel
lent branching. A very handsome hemerocallis. dor. July
Aug. 39 in. $3.00 

NEYRON ROSE (Kraus 1952) M. Bright Neyron Rose with 
darker veins and prominent cream band on each petal. A 
most popular variety. A. M., A. H. S. 1956. dor . July-Aug. 
36 in. $6.00 

NORTH STAR (Hall 1946) M. Large open flowers of very 
pale yellow with good form and branching. Cool and refresh
ing it is very effective in the garden. A. M., A. H . S. 1955. 
dor. 38 in. $2.50 

ON PARADE 47-64 (Nesmith 1954). This hemerocallis has an 
unusual and very attractive arrangement of color. A lily-like 
flower with center of petals and sepals cardinal red shading 
deeper toward the yellow cup. Both petals and sepals are 
bordered by a distinct band of apricot. The stamens and 
pistil are red, a very smoothly finished flower with 20 buds 
on well branched stalks. July-Aug. 39 in. dor. $2.00 

ORANGE MARMALADE 51-27A (Nesmith 1958) MLa. The 
color is well described by the name for it is the richest, deep-
est orange that I have seen. A large flaring flower of deep 
Orpiment Orange (10) of amazing substance and regal fo rm. 
An absolute self even to the stamens and pistil with the color 
going down to the heart of the flower. The 2 1h inch petals 
have a ruffled %, inch border with sepals recurving and 
ruffled at the edges. The whole flower has a firm velvety 
texture that does not fade in hottest sun. Tall with ample 
branching it stands out in the garden. Glowing Gold x Seed-
ling 48-175C. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $12.{)0 

PETITE MIGNON 48-67 (Nesmith 1951). A self of clear 
Chinese yellow (No. 606) with recurving petals and sepals. 
An open full flower of multiflora parentage, it has strong 
firm substance and is lovely in the garden as well as being 
especially suited to flower arrangement. 35 to 40 buds on 
widely branched stalks. 48 in. Semi-ev. $2.50 

PETROUCHKA 48-156A (Nesmith 1953) . Always, garden 
visitors are attracted to this unique and fascinating hemero
callis. A pale cream flaring flower with an almost white mid-
rib on the petals. A rose red eyezone on the petals but not 
on the sepals stands out in strong contrast to the smooth 
creamy tones of the bloom. Heavy substanced flowers, and 
especially good branching. July-Aug. 40 in. dor. $5.00 

. . ~ 

PEPPERPOT 49-45A (Nesmith 1957) M. A very brilliant '). + 
flower of Capsicum Red (715 / 1) with an Amber Yellow 
(507 / 1) cup. A medium sized glowing pepper red that makes 
a gleaming mass of color on account of its profusely blooming 
habit. Moderate in height it is excellent for front of the 
border. Parentage Pirates Treasure x Mount Joy. dor. July-
Aug. 18 in. $2.00 

PICTURE (Lester 1952) EM. Charming in its bright rose 
color this 6 inch flower always attracts attention of garden 
visitors. An absolute self with a cool greel! cup that is in de- 0 
lightful contrast to the clear color of the bloom. Sun proof 
and remains open until after dark. A.M., A. HEM. S. 1957. 
dor. 40 in. $3.00 

PINK BOWKNOT (Taylor 1952) E. A lovely light salmon 
pink with a heavy ivory midrib on the petals. The triangular 
form gives it a very distinctive touch. A. M., A. H. S. 1955. 
ev. July. 42 in. $2.00 

PINK CREPE 47-38C (Nesmith 1955). The name is most 
descriptive of this intriguing Shell Pink (516 / 3) flower with 
a Begonia Pink (919 / 2) halo and delicate lines of the deeper 
pink on the petals and sepals just above the small lime green 
cup. The 5% inch blooms are ribbed and ruffled and have a 
heavy crepe-like texture. Parentage 45-41 (51-19 x Killarney 
Lass) x Pink Prelude. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $4.50 

PINK DAMASK (Stevens). A beautiful smoothly finished 
rose pink with semi-recurving petals and sepals. It is a self 
with the color extending down to the cool yellow cup. A 
lovely flower of great charm and refinement. A.M., A.HI<;M.S. 
1957. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $2.00 

PINK DELIGHT (Douglas 1952) M. L. A light rose pink with 
a yellow tone adjacent to the pink that changes to greenish 
yellow in the center of the flower. The bloom is almost a self 
with a light halo of deeper rose. 36 buds per scape .. <;lor. July
Au~ 36 i~ $2~0 

PINK DREAM (Childs) . A very light baby ribbon pink that 
is a good grower, and well worthy of a place in ,any garden. 
The color is clear and fresh and the flowers retain their sub
stance even under hot sun. A.M., A. H. S. 1956. ev. July-Aug. 
36 i~ $~00 
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PINK INTERLUDE 47-59B (Nesmith 1954). A child of 
Pink Prelude, this delectable pink hemerocallis was the cen
ter of attention at the time of the 1952 National Meeting. 
A clear bright pink self shading a bit deeper just above the 
cool javel green cup. The blooms have smooth firm texture 
and are lightly ruffled on the border. The color is clean and 
fresh and does not fade even in hot sun. Tall with excellent 
branching the 30 or more buds are well spaced on the strong 
stalks. July-Aug. 39 in. dor. $5.00 

PINK LOTUS 45-237 (Nesmith 1949). Large and very 
spreading flowers of light pink coral with the heart of the 
bloom shading out to pale creamy buff. A very open flower 
of attractive and unusual form. July-Aug. 35 in. dor. $3.00 

PINK PARADISE (G. Douglas 1950). Appropriately named, 
for it is a heavenly pink color. An open-cup-shaped flower of 
pale Jasper Red with a slightly deeper overlay of pink on 
the petals blending down into the cool Mimosa Yellow throat. 
Delicate and dainty in color, it stands hot sun and does not 
wilt or fade. July-Aug. 38 in. dor. $4.00 

PINK PRELUDE 45-37 (Nesmith 1950). This is the lovely 
Dawn Pink that many will remember under the number 45-37 
f or since its first flowering it has been in high favor with all 
hemerocallis fanciers that have visited the garden. A self ex
cept for a pale flesh pink mid-rib on the petals and just a 
touch of cool yellow at the base of the sepals and petals. 
Large full flowers and good branching. A.M., A.H.S. 1955. 
July-Aug. 39 in. dor. Selected for trial at Wisley in England. 
H.C.,' R.H .S. 1958. $5.00 

PINK PROFUSION 50-127A (Nesmith 1955). A luxuriant 
pink that has many appealing qualities and impresses one 
with its smoothly blended colors. The large recurving flower 
is a self of Spinel Pink (0625 /3 ) with a maize yellow heart 
that lights up the center of the bloom, resulting in a bright 
glowing mauve pink of 1:-rge size (6¥.! in.) and non fading 
habit. (Fair Morn x Pink Prelude) x Rose Rhythm. dor. Late 
July-Aug. 40 in. • $6.00 

PINK RADIANCE (G. Douglas 1949). The name is most 
descriptive of this beautiful hemerocallis. It is a light gera
nium pink with a halo of a deeper tone just above ~he yellow 
throat. The blooms are broad and full with petals and sepals 
slightly fluted at the tips. Tall with good branching, it holds 
its color well under hot sun. July-Aug. H. M., A.H.S. 1952. 
39 in. Semi-ev. $4.00 

?IRATE'S TREASURE 45-85A (Nesmith 1951). A very 
brilliant flower with the basic color Saturn red (13 / 2) flushed 
with Dutch vermilion (717 / 3) extending into the Saturn red 
cup. A descendant of Bloodroot and Royal Ruby, it has much 
larger flowers carrying the general color of Bloodroot, deep
ening into a flush and venations of Royal Ruby tones. The 
blooms are broad and recurving with especially well branched 
stalks. 35 to 40 buds. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $4.00 

POTENTATE 39-100 (Nesmith 1943). Luminous flower of 
pansy purple, so smoothly finished that the surfa.ce of the 
bloom has a distinct satiny sheen. It is a self with broad 
full petals and sepals, even the stamens and pistils are done in 
purple. Outstanding in this color. Stout Medal A. H. S. 1952. 
dor. July-Aug. 42 in. $1.50 

POWDER PINK 46-81 (Nesmith 1950). Colorful and charm
ing is this lovely watermelon-rose flower (Rose Opal). A self 
except that the petals and sepals are slightly lighter at the 
tips. Cup-shaped, graceful flowers of medium size and ex
quisite color. July-Aug. 36 in. dor. $2.00 

PRECIOUS 48-37 (Nesmith 1952) M. Perfectly formed 3-in. 
flowers with under-color of Egyptian buff flushed with Chi
nese coral on the fluted petals and sepals. Of multiflora par
<>ntagP, it has more than 30 buds on strong exceptionally 
well branched stalks. July-Aug. 40 in . dor. $2.00 

PRECIOUS TREASURE 46-152A (Nesmith 1954). No color 
description will adequately picture this lovely hemerocallis. 
A full flower of glistening melon pink, reminding one of the 
delectable color of a sun ripened cantaloupe. It is a self with 

broad full petals and sepals, lightly fluted at edges, with the 
color extending down to the tiny apple green cup. The 5-inch 
firm substanced blooms are well spaced on tall strong stalks. 
An entirely different and subtle color that has been highly 
praised by all hemel'Ocallis judges . H .M., A.H.S. 1955. Late 
July-Aug. dor. 40. in $15.00 

PREMIUM (Saxton 1955) MLa. A very large, bright cop
pery gold flower with a cream midrib on the 2 inch petals. 
1 t makes a fine show clump in the garden. dor. 46 in. $7.50 

PRETTY PET 43-28 (Nesmith 1953). Dainty and delightful 
are the cool tones of this luminous, medium sized flower. 
The petals are Venetian pink with sepals a shade lighter, 
and over all there is a frosty sheen that adds to its charm 
and beauty. A great favorite of Dr. Corliss. dor. July-Aug. 
~~- $~0 

PRIMA DONNA (Taylor 1946) M. A delightful flower of 
buff, copper and peach, charmingly blended and gives the 
effect of a soft pastel peach. A lovely flower of great charm. 
Stout Medal 1955. ev. July-Aug. 36 in. $3.50 

PURPLE PAGEANT 47-66 (Nesmith 1953). An open flaring 
flower of Fuchsia Purple with a deeper halo just above the 
chartreuse cup. Both petals and sepals are ruffled at the 
edge. A descendant of Potentate, it is a self of new and un
usual color that gives a deep amethyst effect in the garden. 
dor. July-Aug. il~ in. $2.00 

PYGMALION 44-1 (Nesmith 1948) . The charm of this win
some bicolor is in the skillful blending of coral pink and 
creamy yellow. The pastel pink petals and sepals of deep 
ivory merging into creamy yellow in the heart of the flower. 
The stalks are exceptionally well branched with many buds. 
July 1st to Aug. 20th. 40 in. dor. $2.00 

RED MARVEL (Douglas 1953). There is no color chart that 
shows the richness of this flower. The nearest is Currant 
Red, but Red Marvel is deeper and has a velvety sheen that 
adds to its depth and brilliance. An absolute self except for 
the small yellow cup. July-Aug. 39 in. $3.00 

RED P.ARAGON (G. Douglas 1950). The name suggests a 
flower of special excellence and it is well suited to this glow~ 
ing red self. The larger star-shaped blooms are Chrysanthe
mum Crimson with a deeper velvety halo of Oxblood Red just 
above the small deep yellow cup. Finely formed heavy sub
stanced blooms. July-Aug. 36 in. dor. $2.00 

RED RESPLENDENCE 48-113A (Nesmith 1955). Here is a 
brilliant flash of color that stands out in the garden. A self 
with large 6 inch flowers of deep rich red (Indian Lake 628). 
The broad semi-flaring flowers have a metallic sheen that 
seems to accentuate the glowing color. Vigorous growth. 
Resplendent x Crown Jewel. dor. Aug. 39 in. $5.00 

RED TORCH (K. Smith 1956) E. M. This hemerocallis has a 
most descriptive name for it is deep, but brilliant Cardinal 
Red (822 / 1). A full semi-recurving flower with broad ruffled 
petals and sepals smoothly finished. The whole bloom has a 
velvety flush that is intensified by the gold halo blending into 
a green-gold cup. Rich in color with especially well branched 
stalks that carry forty or more buds, thus giving a long sea
son of bloom. dor. Late June-July-Aug. 3o in. $6.00 

REGENCY ROSE 45-llC (Nesmith 1954) . Regal in form, this 
Rosy mauve hemerocallis' was highly praised by visitors at I 
the time of the 1952 National Meeting. The soft deep rose 
coloring is a different shade from any other hemerocallis ~ 
that I have seen, and the broad petaled flowers have an 
iridescent sheen that gives it great garden value. 30 flowers 
with excellent branching. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $5.00 

RESOLUTE 9-18 (K. Smith 1955). Strong and sturdy, this 
Garnet Brown (00918 /2) self has a halo of velvety maroon 1., 
(1030) extending down to the tiny Majolica Yellow (09) cup. 
The petals are finely ruffled and sepals smoothly finished. It 
is· both glowing and brilliant and makes a stunning clump in 
the garden. Well substanced flowers with good branching. 
ev. July-Aug. 30 in. $6.00 
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RESPLENDENT 48-31A (Nesmith 1951). The name is most 
descriptive of this big bold flower. The deep velvety red 
petals of chrysanthemum crimson (No. 824) are broad and 
semi-curving. The sepals are the same color made more bril
liant by the wide deep yellow midrib that extends into the 
shallow orange cup. A great favorite with garden visitors. 
Tall sturdy stalks with 25 buds. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $1.00 

RIBBON PINK 43-49 (Nesmith 1952) M. L. A slender pet
aled flower of shrimp pink. A self except for the chartreuse 
cup which is very shallow. Gives a very pleasing pink effect 
in the garden. Recurving sepals. Stamens pink. 4112 inch 
flower. 35 buds. June 25-Aug. 5th. 38 in. dor. $3.00 

ROSE BOWL 47-562 (Hodson 1956) E. M. Here we have an 
alluring hemerocallis with Ashes of Roses color that has 
grace and refinement in the quality and form of the beautiful 
blooms. A large full firmly textured self of soft rose-pink 
tone with very flaring ruffled petals and the sepals that re
curve are bordered by a lighter frilled edge. It is a quiet, 
serene restful flower of great charm and decorative value. 
Most floriferous with perfect branching it won the warm 
hearted approval of garden visitors at the time of the 1953 
National Meeting of the American Hemerocallis Society. dor. 
Early July-Aug. 40 in. $7.00 

ROSE BROCADE 45-8R (Nesmith 1953). Full recurving 
blooms of deep Delft Rose, really more rose than shown by 
the color chart. Both petals and sepals have a distinct cream 
border, while the deeper rose shading just above the cool 
green cup accentuates the contrast of the flower. Another 
offspring of Pink Prelude. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $3.00 
ROSE OPAL 51-71C (Nesmith

1 
1958) MLa. Deep vibrant 

rose-purple Rose Opal (620 / 3) ' flowers that have a velvety 
lustre and are attractively flared. The semi-recurving petals 
and sepals have a lighter midrib of Porcelain Rose (620 / 3) 
and are both margined with ruffles of the same color. 25 or 
more buds evenly spaced on graceful, s trong stalks. The 
description does not convey in any measure the beauty of the 
flowers. Wanda x ImperP,l .. ,Velvet. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. 

. $12.00 
ROSE OVERLAY (Douglas 1954). The name is most descrip
tive of this very handsome hemerocallis. The base color is a 
light pinkish tan; this is very heavily flushed with deep 
velvety rose, giving the effect of a glowing rose with a nar
row border of light pink. The center of the flower has a 
deeper rose halo just above a rich gold area in sharp con
trast to the green cup of the bloom. dor. Aug. 39 in. $3.00 
ROSE RHYTHM 48-186A (Nesmith 1954). An early flower
ing variety with large recurving bloom of bright rose. The 
petals are very bread and ruffled at the edges. Sepals lightly 
fluted. A deeper rose halo just above the cool lighter cup 
adds brilliance to this stunning flower. June-July. 38 in. dor. 

$3.00 
ROYAL CRIMSON 50-130A (Nesmith 1955) . Lustrous, yet 
very velvety, this full crimson flower is always especially ad
mired by garden visitors. It is a self of Chrysanthemum 
Crimson (824) with broad 6 inch flowers, enlivened by a tiny 
yellow cup. Few hemerocallis have the regal carriage of this 
well branched variety. Parentage Imperial Velvet x 45-14A. 
Jt is larger but just as velvety as its Imperial parent. dor. 
July-Aug. 39 in. $5.00 
ROYAL GUEST (G. Douglas 1949) . Mr. Douglas considers 
this one of his best hemerocallis. A beautiful rose purple 
with a cool green throat. Large well shaped blooms with an 
exquisite finish to the whole flower. The stalks are very 
well branched, and it increases rapidly. July-Aug. 38 in. ev. 

$2.00 
ROYAL RUBY 39-116 (Nesmith 1942) . A flower of almost 
crimson red with glow and life throughout. A smoothly fin
ished flower with full semi-reflexed petals and sepals; a self 
with almost no yellow in the cup. The stalks are regular 
height with good branching. A.M., A.H.S. 1950. dor. July
Aug. 37 in. H .C., R.H.S. 1958. $1.00 
RUFFLED DELIGHT 50-55A (Louise Knowlton 1956). M. 
This lovely hemerocallis is well portrayed by the name for it 
is a delight to see and is more distinctly ruffled than any 
variety that I have seen. A large recurving flower with petals 
of Lemon Yellow (41 / 2) and the sepals are the same color 

overlaid with Egyptian Bu.ff ( 407) with the faint halo just 
above the greenish cup giving additional character to the 
bloom. To quote from one famous Judge "If ruffling is 
wanted the finest of this type is Mrs. Knowlton's Ruffled De
light." Strong sturdy scapes with good branching. Mission 
Bells x Painted Lady. J. C., A. H. S. 1955. July-Aug. dor. 
37 in. $6.50 

RUTH LEHMAN (Kraus 1951) M. A fascinating flower of 
melon-pink with the melon color predominating. Hardy, but 
s low of increase. H.M., A.Hem.S. 1954. dor. 36 in. Stock 
Limited. Fall Delivery. $15.00 

SALMON SHEEN (Taylor 1950). This is a luscious hemero
callis of salmon pink with excellent form and substance. A 
free blooming variety with large full flowers nicely spaced on 
tall well branched stalks. A.M., A. H. S. 1956. ev. July-Aug. 
38 in. $1.25 

SAMARKAND (Stevens 1954). Fascinating blooms of large 
size that resemble an Amaryllis in their full broad form . The 
wide segmented flowers of Capucine Yellow are suffused with 
English Red and the petals are crimped and ruffled. The green 
gold throat is in pleasing contrast. A stunning variet:v of 
great garden value. dor. July-Aug. 30 in. $7..50 

SHADOWBROOK 51-71B (Nesmith 1958) MLa. A sister 
seedling of Rose Opal, but quite different in color and form. 
Deep, yet glowing Purple Madder (1028) flowers of very 
firm texture and entirely different tone of color from any 
hemerocallis that I have bred. It has inherited the deep vel
vety sheen from Imperial Velvet and its height and branch
ing from Wanda. A self with 2 inch petals that are neatly 
ruffled on the border and have a firm midrib that is a shade 
lighter. The sepals are smoothly finished and the whole 
flower has great clarity of color that is in pleasing contrast 
to the cool green cup. Wanda x Imperial Velvet. dor. July
Aug. 39 in. $15.00 

SHOOTING STAR (D. Hall 1953) MLa. A very light cream 
with wide petaled recurving blooms. It is similar to North 
Star in color, but is a more full flower. H.M., A.HEM.S. 1954. 
dor. 38 in. $4.00 

SILKEN SHEEN 50-13E (Nesmith 1957) M. L.A. Few hem
erocallis have the smooth si lky texture of this deep rose 
(Spinel Red (0023) variety. The name is a good portrayal' o:£ 
this dark rose self that has widely spreading 5Vz in. blooms 
and a shallow lime green cup that gives accent to the flower. 
It is larger and deeper than N eyron Rose and more smoothly 
finished due to the absence of any veining. Parentage (Pink 
Prelude x Royal Ruby seedling) x Killarney Lass. dor. Aug. 
36 in. $8.00 
SPARK LING BURGUNDY 50-104F (Nesmith 1956). Deep 
and lustrous reminding one of the sparkling effervescent glow 
of red wine, thus the name seems most appropriate for thi s 
rich Cardinal Red (822 / 1) flower. A self with large six inch 
flowers having broad petals and sepals of flaring form em- • 
bossed with velvety deeper red that adds to the brilliance and 
depth of tone. Firm substanced non-fading blooms with twenty 
six or more buds on well branched sturdy stalks, it seems to 
be the best red I have produced and attracted the attention 
of all garden visitors. (Royal Ruby Seedling x Pink Prelude\ 
x Imperial Velvet. dor. July-Aug. 38 in. $10.00 
STARBRIGHT (K. Smith 1955). We need many yellow hem
erocallis for the lighter colors are essential in greater quanti
ty than the darker ones. This is a large star-shaped flower of 
Buttercup Yellow (5 / 1) that has great garden value. The 
blossoms are beautifully formed with broad petals of remark
ably heavy substance and are carried on tall stately five 
branched scapes. dor. July-Aug. 43 in. $6.00 
STATE FAIR (Buttrick 1957) L. Distinctive in form, sub
stance and color this handsome hemerocallis is an absolute 
self of Chrome Yellow (605) even to the heart of the flower. 
The broad six inch blooms have a firm crepey texture a{!centu
ated by a strong midrib on the petals. A very full open 
flower having wide 2:14 inch petals ·and 1 inch sepals with 
blooms remaining open until late in the evening. Late flower
ing and with a long season of bloom. Few hemerocallis have 
the beauty and refinement of form of this sturdy well 
branched rich yellow. (Autumn Dawn x Kentucky Cardinal) 
x Reliant. dor. Aug. 36 in. $9.00 
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SYLVAN NY~IPH 

SYLVAN NYMPH 51-6 (Nesmith 1956). Captivating and 
most attractive this hemerocallis is difficult to portray in 
words for it has a charm that has attracted many garden vis
itors. A full wide open flower of Naples Yellow (403 / 1) with 
a light suffusion of pale Chartreuse (66 / 3) toward the center 
of the bloom. The whole flower is creped, ruffled and frosted 
and of most unusual form with the broad petals and sepals 
definitely pointed at the tips. Strong well branched stalks 
with twenty-four buds of very firm substance. Yellow Seed
ling 45-113 x Pale Yellow Seedling 45-114A. dor. July-Aug. 
Stock Limited. Net $20.00 

SU-LIN 40-215 (Nesmith 1941). The name is Chinese and 
freely translated means "a little bit of something precious," 
therefore it ·seems a fitting name for this lovely hi-color of 
pale mauve and creamy yellow. The flower is open and 
flaring with petals of- orchid pink and sepals of light yellow. 
A.M., A. H. S. 1952. July-Aug. 35 in. dor. $1.50 

SWEET REFRAIN (D. Hall 1955) M. A medium toned pink 
that is almost a self and has good sized blooms with excel
lent branching. The color holds well in the sun. One of the 
parents of several of Mr. Hall's new pinks. The clones are not 
large but have vigorous growth and soon form an attractive 
clump. H.M., A.H.S. 1955. dor. July-Aug. 30 in. $5.00 

TEMPLE ORANGE (Baker 1958) ML. Large, broad petaled, 
flaring, intense orange that has also proven a good per
former in southern gardens. An absolute self with color run
ning down into a tiny green tinted throat. (Triumph x Glow
ing Gold) x Naranja. dor. July-Aug. 30 in. Stock Limited. 

Net $8.00 

THE DOCTOR (Claar 1950) EM. A rich red with wide open 
recurved flowers that are lightly frilled on both petals and 
sepals. It is a self with a velvety texture that adds depth and 
beauty to the bloom. A.M., A.H.S. 1955. H.C., R.H.S. 1958. 
dor. 36 in. $4.00 

THE ELEPHANT (Nesmith 1954) This hemerocallis was 
given the name on account of its huge size and spre11-ding 
form. A self of rich chrome yellow with petals and sepals 
n:J.edium . in size and recurving. A spectacular flower with 
rather high branching. 38 in. dor. July-Aug. $5.00 

THISTLEDOWN 48-15 (Nesmith 1952) M. The name seems 
most fitting for this fragrant, free flowering, very pale 
cream flower. It is an evening bloomer with wide flaring 
flowers that open about five P.M. and last well through the 
next day. Cool and refreshing, the flowers have ruffled 
petals and sepals, and are carried on trong well branched 
scapes. July-Aug. 38 in. dorm. $4.00 

TOURMALINE 41-119 (Nesmith 1953). Cool and refreshing, , 
this Oriental Pink is a charming pastel self done in light 
lavender-pink tones. Exceptionally free flowering with 69 
buds on one tall sturd:y: stalk, thus giving a long season of 
bloom. Aug. 49 in. dorm. $5.00 

TRUE DELIGHT 50-124 A. (Nesmith 1957) M. Delightful in 
·A color and form, this bright clear pink has attracted wide at

tention from garden visitors. It is a self with broad re-curving 
flowers of Porcelain Rose (620 / 1). The 21h in. petals have a 
lighter pink midrib extending down to a mellow gold cup 
flushed with chartreuse in the heart of the bloom. Well 
branched with 25 buds it has great garden value. Parentage. 
48-75 D x 45-84 B (velvety rose) Extended bloom. dor. July
Aug. 36 in. - Net $15.0'0 

VALIANT (Cook 1943). An impressive glowing orange 
with large flowers of spreading form and firm substance. A 
very worthy hemerocallis. A.M., A. H. S. 1953. July. 40 in. 
dor. $1.50 

VENUS 50-125 (K. Smith 1955) Broad full petaled flowers of 
luscious salmon pink with a nice satiny texture. The petals 
have a raised midrib and the sepals are in a lighter tone re
sulting in a delightful bicolor, and as the day advances the 
bloom develops a lavender hue that adds to the charm of the 
ensemble. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $6.00 

VESPERS 38-161 (Nesmith 1941). There is quiet elegance 
about this very pale cream that gives it great distinction 
and beauty. A deftly turned bloom of extremely heavy sub
stance and open flaring form with pe~als and sepals lightly 
ruffled at the edges. The flowers open late in the afternoon 
and remain fresh during the next day. When plants are 
established they throw second bloom stalks lasting into Sep
tember. Selected for trial at Wisley in England. H.C., R.H.S. 
1957. July-Sept. dor. 39 in. $2.50 

VILLAGE VAMP 45-100 (Hodson 1955) Glowing and bril
liant this absolute self of deep rich Cadmium Orange (8 / 1) 
stands out in the garden. The wide goblet shaped flowers are 
recurved and ruffled with a leather-like substance ,that makes 
it very sun and rain resistant. dor. July-Aug. 36 (in. $4.00 

VITALITY 8-21 (K. Smith 1955) The -~8: ;is 'mt~t descrip-
tive of this distinctive flower for it is · life and 
vigor. The base color is Persimmon Ortmge evrons of 
Pansy Purple (928/1) on the petals but not on sepals. 
The large star-shaped cup is Cadmium Orange (8/1) 'th the 
sepals very recurving, petals flaring and ruffled. The charm 
of the flowers is in their informal grace and intense showy 
color. Open evenings. semi-ev. July. 30 in. $6:50 

VOODOO (K. Smith 1957) M. L. Dark and unusual in color 
the name seems most descriptive of this deep red and purple 
hemerocallis having boldly recurving blooms with a broad 
throat of bright yellow. The wide petals are lightly fluted and 
the sepals smoothly finished. The whole effect is a wine red 
flower with great freedom of bloom on four way branching 
stalks. dor. July-Aug. 39 in. $6.50 

WANDA (Vestal 1955). A very large semi-flaring flower of ~ 
cl.ear rose-red edged with a light ruffling of creamy yellow. 
The cool green throat adds to the beauty of this tall well 
branched hemerocallis. I have found it to be a very valuable 
parent to use in hybridizing. July-Aug. 38 in. $2.00 
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WAXWING 45-38G (Nesmith 1953), A wax-like flower for 
which the name seems most fitting. The full recurving blooms 
al'e of large size and Coral Pink in color. It is a self except 
for the creamy yellow throat, and there seems to be a fro sty 
sheen enveloping the whole flower. A little lighter in color 
than Her Majesty, but equally lovely. Tall and stately, with 
mf!ny blooms on adequately branched stalks. H .M. , A.H.S. 
1956. July-Aug. 40 in. dor. $8.00 

WINDSOR TAN 41-63 (Nesmith 1948). This brownish hi
color of Windsor Tan (Maerz & Paul) and Buff Yellow has 
impressed many as being very distinctive. The petals are 

~. - broad and firm of glowing golden brown with sepals of yel
low lightly flushed with warm sepia. H. M., A. H. S. 1952. 
July-Aug. 34 in. dorm. $1.25 

WITCHCRAFT. 50-85A. (Nesmith 1957) M. Unique in com
bination of color this deep Barium Yellow (503) self has a 
dark Spinel Red (0023) halo that gives a weird yet bewitch
ing contrast to the flower. The blooms are full and recurving 
with two inch petals and one inch sepals well spaced on tall 
sturdy stalks. Parentage Big yellow seedling x Purple seed
ling. dor. July-Aug. 40 in. $4.50 

Hostas or Plantain Lilies 
The Hostas are excellent for edging borders, mass planting 

or in front of shrubbery. If you have a shady spot under trees 
that seems devoid of interest, then by all means try some of 
these interesting plants for they are at their best grown in 

HOSTA AOKI. A rare and delightful Hosta that is sturdy 
in growth and of rapid increase with fairly broad leaves 7 
inches wide and 8 to 9 inches long and soon forms a full 
rounded clump. The flowers are very pale lavender with a 
delicate penciling or flush of deeper tone on the petals and 
are borne on tall graceful stalks. July. 27 . in. $3.00 

HOSTA CAERULEA. The true variety has the bluest flowers 
of any of the Hostas. It is the next largest in size of flower · 
to H. plantaginea with very round puffed out bells of laven
der blue distinctly penciled on the inner surface with deeper 
color. The leaves are glossy green of large size and grace
ful form. Use for border planting with pale yellow Hemer
ocallis in the background. ·July-August. 3 ft. $1.00 

HOSTA DECORATA. This variety has rather small oval 
leaves margined white and make lovely rosettes of leaves 
with lavender purple blooms veined white extending at right 
angles from two foot stalks. Ea:::ly August. $2.00 

HOSTA ERROMENA. A robust plant forming clumps of 
dark green leaves with curved veins either side of the mid
rib. The pale lavender flowers of bell shaped form with 
violet margined anthers are carried on strong scapes well 
above the foliage. A rare variety. July-Aug. $1.50 

+ HOSTA FORTUNE!. Often this variety is confused with ·H. 
Sieboldiana, but it is quite different for the leaves are smaller 
and less glaucous and the racemes of flowers are more open 
and stand well above the foliage. Aug. 2 ft. $1.00 

HOSTA FORTUNE! var. marginato alba. The most dec
orative of the variegated Hostas. The large glossy green 
leaves with broad irregular margins of pure white ·are tall 
and arching and sweep over to the ground in the most grace
ful manner. Pale lavender, almost white flowers rise well 
above the foliage. Exceptionally lovely planted in moist 
shady places. July-Aug. 3 ft. $2.50 
HOSTA FORTUNE! var. viridis marginata. A very attrac
tive and unusual variety with large pointed leaves of light 
green with a definite broad margin of dark green. The bell 
shaped flowers are pinkish in color and are carried on two 
foot scapes. July. 2 ft. $3.00 
HOSTA GLAUCA. A delightful and different variety that 
has blue-gray leaves which are more smoothly finished than 
those of Sieboldiana and is especially adapted to a semi
shady place in the garden. July. 30 in. $3.00 
HOSTA HONEYBELLS. A charming new hybrid with light 
lavender-lilac flowering spikes that have a delicious frag
rance. T..he blooms are evenly spaced on sturdy scapes rising 
well abov'l._ tb&- clear green foliage. A great addition to the 
group of Hostas. 30 in. $1.50 
HOSTA LANCJI"'LIA var. albo marginata. This narrow 
leaved variety ~.l\ rapid grower with long light green leaves 
with a narrow border of pure white. The purple flowers are 
penciled with white and rise well above the foliage. Excellent 
for low border. July. 18 in. $1.50 

such a location where their large sturdy leaves seem almos t 
tropical in growth and very decorative. The racemes of bell
like flowers of lilac, blue lavender, and white rise well above 
the foliage. 

HOSTA LANCIFOLIA HYBRID (FRW #537). A most 
charming Hosta that was bred by Mrs. Frances R. Williams. 
The leaves are similar in shape to those of Minor Alba and 
are distinctly margined with white. The pure white blooms 
are well spaced on strong slender flowering scapes. Dainty 
and beautiful, it is delightful for border planting. Aug, $5.00 

HOSTA LANCIFOLIA var. fortis. One of the narrow leaved 
varieties of later blooming habit than most of the Hostas. 
The medium lavender bells are more flaring and rise we!! 
above the waxy green foliage . Aug.-Sept. 2 ft. $1.00 

HOSTA LANCIFOLIA TARDIFLORA. A rare variety that 
is very late blooming. It is especially good for the warmer 
climates for often in New England the blooms are taken by 
the first froSt:"' The leaves are slender and the flowering 
stalk is sb;ong and sturdy with many wide open blooms of 
delicate lavender. Distinctive and charming. In the north 
plants should be heavily mulched after the ground is frozen. 
18 in. $5.0'0 

HOSTA MINOR ALBA. Dainty and charm1ng, this rare 
variety as pure white blooms well spaced on the strong but 
slender flowering stalks. Aug. 15 in. $2.00 

HOSTA PLANTAGINEA. The largest flowered variety of 
the grpup with long tubular flowers of pure white carried 
well above the large light green leaves. The flowers are 
sweetly scented, and it is lovely planted on the border of a 
terrace. Late August. 2¥.! ft. · $2_.00 

HOSTA SIEBOLDIANA. The true variety is the most rare 
and handsome of the Hostas. The large, broad rounded 
leaves are overlaid with a heavy .grey blue lustre that re
minds one of the thick frost crystals found on windows after 
a cold wintry night. The creamy pale lavender flowers have 
!wavy substance and are borne on short clustered scapes. 
Plaiit in shade. Too inuch cannot be said in praise of this 
sjlvery foliage plant. June-July, 2 ft. $4'.00 

HOSTA SIEBOLDIANA YELLOW EDGE. A new and very 
rare variety that seems to be a hybrid or sport of Sieboldiana 
for it has rather rounded glaucous leaves with a decided bor
der of yellow almost surrounding each leaf making a most 
decorative plant in the garden. The flowering racemes are 
about the height of Sieboldiana and are pale lavender to 
creamy white. This handsome Hosta is so rare and stock so 
limited that I can allow only one to a customer. July-Aug. 
2 ft. $10.00 

HOSTA UNDULATA. A low growing border plant with 
very ruffled leaves of light green, splashed with creamy 
white. Interesting on account of the unusual coloring of 
the leaves. 15 in. $1.00 

.HOSTA UNDULATA var. univittata. The heavy waxy green 
leaves are most decorative with creamy white bands on the 
center of the leaves. The lavender flowers are borne on wiry 
scapes well above the foliage. July-Aug. $3.00 
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Oriental Poppies 
AKSARBEN. Tall and very large, this lovely light pink is 
very distinctive with its deep base spots and fluted edges. 
Sturdy stalks. $2.00 

ALICE LOUISE BRAUNLIN. A beautiful La France pink 
with medium sized flowers. The very crinkled petals and 
dainty purple base spots add greatly to its beauty. $1.50 

BIG JIM. Handsome flowers of rich maroon. Brighter in 
color and larger than the old time Lulu Neeley. $1.50 

CORAL CUP. A beautiful six petaled poppy of real pink 
coral tone; velvety rose-purple stamens; almost no basal 
blotch; exceedingly tall and a late bloomer. My introduc
tion. $2.50 

ECHO. A charming flower of light silvery pink with almost 
no base spots and a frosty glistening sheen. $1.5~ 

ENCHANTRESS. A Neeley hybrid of soft lilac-rose color· 
ing; an improved Masterpiece and extremely popular; rare. 

$2.00 

HELEN ELIZABETH. Heavily crinkled petals of pale La 
France pink with no dark markings. Nice planted with del
phiniums. · $1.50 

MARY FINAN (R. Burke 1955). This variety was originated 
by Mr. Roy Burke of Paulding, Ohio. He was associated with 
Dr. Neeley, the famous hybridizer of Oriental Poppies. The 
flowers are very large of bright chrysanthemum crimson with 
deeply lance-stitched petals giving a very fringed effect. The 
most stunning and different Oriental Poppy that I have seen 
and one that I am delighted to sponsor. $3.00 

MARY TYNE. This poppy was named for an ardent gar
dener who considers it has an especially attractive color. A 
profusely blooming variety with full rounded flowers of rich 
vermilion red of very firm substance that are carried on 
strong study stalks . $1.50 

MAXIMA SUPERBA. Tall and commanding, this cardinal 
red poppy is the most handsome in the garden. Strong, 
sturdy stalks and long season of bloom. A rare variety 
that is admired by all garden visitors. Stock Limited. $6.00 

MRS. HEENK. Full flower of beautiful rose pink that has 
lightly ruffled petals and is of rapid increase. $1.50 

NEW PERFECTION. Delicate sea-shell pink with feathery 
black stamens. The petals are so heavily fluted that it has 
the crisp appearance of being starched. $1.50 

SEASHELL (Nesmith 1938). A very delicately colored poppy 
with the creamy iridescence of pink seashells. The cup-shaped 
blooms are of heavy wax-like substance. $2.00 

TANAGER. A radiant deep red of extreme height and beau
ty. Selected as the finest red of last year by garden visitors. 

$2.00 

WATTEAU. Delightful in color this light flesh coral of 
moderate size is ideal for flower arrangements or in border 
planting. ' $1.50 

WHITE DELIGHT. A lily white poppy with fan shaped 
petals and dark base · spots. $2.50 

I 
Special List of Well-Known Bearded Iris 

The Following Iris are $1.00, 3 of 1 Variety, $2.50. 10 Varieties, $7.00. 20 Varieties, $14.0-:J 

AMANDINE (Douglas) Beautiful cream. A.M., '48. 38 in. 
ARCTIC SNOW (Brumm) Pure white. 36 in. 
AUCOCISO (Tobie) White standards, purple falls. 36 in. 
BELVIDERE (Nesmith) Brilliant copper. 39 in. 
BILLET DOUX (Douglas) Lovely •1laring blue. 2; in. 
BLUE VALLEY (K. Smith) Ruffled blue. A.M., '49. 39 in. 
BRONZE BROCADE (Nesmith) Large brown blend. H.M., '48. 40 in. 
CASA MORENA (De Forest) Huge red. A.M., '46. 36 in. 
CENTURIAN (Wills) Burnished brown. H.M., '50. 38 in . 
CHAMOIS (Klein) Pure chamois color. A.M., '48. 36 in. 
CHERIE (D. Hall) Lovely pink. Dykes Medal '51. 34 in. 
COPPER BRECH (Nesmith) Rich copper blend. 38 in. 
COLONIAL DAME (Douglas) Lovely light blue. H.C., '49. 37 ln. 
COLUMBIA (Tompkins) Handsome deep blue. H .M., '52. 35 ln. 
CORPORAL MARY (Graves) Beautiful cream. H.M., '49. 40 in. 
DESERT DUSK (Nesmith) Handsome brown blend. 40 in. 
FIRECRACKER (Fay) Red and yellow plicata. H .M., '43. 34 in. 
GOLDEN RUSSET (D. Hall) Huge brown russet. A.M., '52. 40 in. 
HELEN McGREGOR (Graves) Lovely blue . Dykes Medal. '49. 36 in. 
INDIAN RED (H. F . Hall) Brilliant red bicolor. 36 in. 
JANE PHILLIPS (Graves) Very fine blue. A.M., '52. 38 in. 

LADY LOUISE (Graves) Creamy yellow. H.M., '47. 40 in. 
MEDICINE MAN (Watkins) Rich golden brown. 40 in. 
NEW SNOW (Fay) Large ruffled white. A.M., '48. 40 in. 
PAGAN PRINCESS (Douglas) Pink tangerine beard. H.M., '48 . 38 in. 
PINNACLE (Stevens) White and yellow amoena. A.M., '51. 38 in. 
QUECHEE (Knowlton) Handsome rich red. H .M., '50. 37 in. 
RUSSET WINGS (Wills) Golden copper. A.M., '52. 38 in. 
SHANUNGA PURPLE (Tobie) Handsome black purple. 40 in. 
SNOW CRYSTAL (Wills) Beautiful blue plicata. H.M., '47. 38 in. 
SPELLBOUND (Linse) Coppery red fhrshed gold. H.M., '52. 40 in . 
STAR SHINE (Wills) Fine deep cream. A.M., '51. 39 in . 
STATEN ISLAND (K. Smith) Handsome red and yellow. 39 in. 
SUMMIT (Stevens) White and yellow amoena. 40 in. 
SUNSET GLOW (H. F. Hall) Garnet brown self. 39 in. 
SUNSET BLAZE (Klein) Golden salmon blend. A.M., '51. 19 in. 
SYRINGA (Lowry) Pure lilac se lf. H.M., '47. 40 in. 
TOURNAMENT (Wills) Large late rose. H.M., '47. 40 in. 
WHITE PARCHMENT (H. F. Hall) Large fine white. 40 in. 
WINGS OF SONG (Whiting) Ruffled white and ·yellow. H .M., '54. 34 in. 
ZEPHERINE (Corey) Ruffled large white. 34 in. 

The Following Varieties are 75 cents each. 3 of 1 Variety, $2.00. 10 Varieties, $5.50 

ADMIRAL NIMITZ (Graves) Pure white. H.M., '48. 
AZURE SKIES (Pat) Lovely blue. A.M., '45. 34 in. 
BLUE E;NSIGN (Meyer) Deep blue. Eng. Dykes Medal. '49. 39 in. 
CASCADE SPLENDOR (Klein) Apricot and tan. A.M., '47. 36 in. 
CATHEDRAL DOME (Nesmith) Large white. H .M., '36. 39 in . 
CHANTILLY (D. Hall) Heavily ruffled pink. A.M., '48. 36 in. 
CORDOVAN (Klein) G'lowing copper. A.M., '47. 39 in. 
DANUBE WAVE (Schreiner) Tall blue. H.M., '43. 37 in. 
EXTRA V A'GANZA (Douglas) Cream and violet amoena. A.M., '47. 40 in . 

FANTASY (D. Hall) Orchid . lavender. A.M., '49. 30 in. 
GOLDEN SPANGLE (Cass.) Deep yellow. H.M., '44. 40 in. 
KATIE BELLE (Douglas) Brown gold blend. 38 in. 
LADY BOSCAWEN (Graves) Large white. A.M., '48. 40 in. 
MASTER CHARLES (Wmsn.) Glowing mulberry. A.M., '46. 40 in. 
MINNIE COLQUITT (Sass) Brilliant plicata. H.M., '43. 36 in. 
ORANGE GEM (McKee) Large oran ~e . H.M., '48. 40 in. 
ROCKET (Whiting) Deep yellow. A.M., '47. 38 in. 
WHITE WEDGEWOOD (Grant) Large blue-white. A.M., '45. 38 in. 
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Special List of Well-Known Hemerocallis 
$1.00 each, 3 of 1 varie ty $2.50-10 varieties $7.50-20 varieties $15.00 

ADVENTURE . Rich y ellow. dor. 
ANTIQUE VELVET . Maroon, green cup. dor. 
BLACK CHERRY. Deep cherry r ed. dor. 
BLACK FALCON. Black purple. dor. 
BLITHESOME. Full light yellow. dor. 
BOLD COURTIER. Handsome rose and yellow bicolor. dor. 
BURNT ORANGE. Deep velvety ora nge. dor. 
CAN ARI. Pale yellow. evening. dor. 
CHINA SEA. Pale yellow, salmon ha lo. dor. 
CHLOE. Yellow flushed sepia. dor. 
COLONIAL MAID. Pastel bicolor. do r. 
COPPER COLONEL. Rich reddish orange. dor. 
DEEP MELODY. Bronzy red, flu shed plum. dor. 
DOESKIN. Large pale yellow. dor. 
DOROTHEA. Yellow and lilac bicolor. dor. 
EVELINA SLOSSON. Pompein red. ev. 
GAY HEART. Big red and yellow blend. dor. 
GAY ROMNEY. Large glowing red. dor. 
GAy TROUBADOUR. Bright red and yellow bicolor. dor. 
GLOWING GOLD. Handsome large orange. dor. 
GRETCHEN. Bright rosy red. dor. 

GUIDING LIGHT. Frosty pa le yellow. dor. 
HER GRACE. Very pale y ellow. dor. 
HESPERUS. Late yellow. Stout Medal. dor. 
HARVEST GOLD. Multiflora y ellow. dor. 
HONEY BEIGE. Terra cotta blend. dor. 
JOANNA HUTCHINS. Deep y ellow. dor. 
JUDGE ORR. Early yellow. dor. 
LIBBY FINCH. Rose with white midrib. dor. 
LUSTROUS. Bright rosy pink. dor. 
MAVOURNEEN. Large rose red. dor. 
PAINTED LADY. Large coppery gold . Stout Medal. dor. 
RED DARCY. Bright glowing red. dor. 
RIBBON PEACH. Peach pink. dor. 
SALMON KING. Golden salmon. dor. 
SIGNAL FIRE. Deep red, reblooms. dor. 
SIMPLICITY. Ruffled pale yellow. dor. 
TALISMAN. Peach pink. dor. 
TA MING. Brilliant ruffled orange. dor. 
TEA ROSE. Ruffled rosy pink. dor. 
TRACERY. Light y ellow, salmon halo. dor. 

The Following Varieties are 75 cents each. 3 of 1 variety $2.00-10 varieties $6.50 

CA,.LYPSO. Large pale yellow. evening. dor. 
CHARIOTEER. Big full rosy blend. dor. 
CHENGTU. Late bright red . dor. 
CIRCE . Early pale yellow. dor. 
DAILY DOUBLE. Mikado orange. Semi-double. dor. 
DAWN PLAY. Velvety rose. dor. 
EBONY BOY. Dwarf dark red. dor. 
ETRUSCAN GOLD . Rich orange y ellow, re bloomer. dor. 
FIRETHORN. Late flowering red. dor. 
FUL VA ROSE A. Lustrous rose · pink. dor. 
HONEY REDHEAD. Bright n id. dor. 
LINDA. Pinky blend. dor. 

MATADOR. Tall mahogany red. dor. 
MOROCCO RED. Rich re d. dor. 
OPHIR. Pale yellow. dor. 
PERSIAN PRINCESS. Velvety red . dor. 
PICKWICK. Red bicolor. dor. 
PIMENTO. Star shaped bright red. dor. 
PIQUANTE. Raspberry pink. dor. 
PINK CHARM. Large recurving pink. dor. 
SALADIN. Bright cherry red. dor. 
SAN TOY. Floriferous t all red. dor. 
SORRENTO. Bright full red. dor. 
STALWART. Large reddish blend. dor. 

ONLY ONE OF A VARIETY Hemerocallis Collections ALL PRICES ARE NET 

Select 1 
LA VENDER LASS 
SILKEN SHEEN 
MARION VAUGHN 
ROSE OPAL 
GAY NINETIES 
LOTUS LAND 

Select 1 ' 
DAPHINE PINK, 
NEYRON ROSE 
PINK PRE LUDE, 
PINK PROFUSION 

Select 1 
RED TORCH 
RED RE SPLENDENCE 
FIRE DANCE 
RESOLUTE 
ROYAL CRIMSON 

DOESKIN 
DOUBLOON 
GLOWING GOLD 
PINK BOWKNOT 

ERROMENA 
FORTUNE! 
CAERULEA 

NOVELTY COLLECTIO 
Select 2 
RED RESPLENDENCE 
CARVED IVORY 
FIREDANCE 
SWEET REFRAIN 
VENUS 
NEYRON ROSE 

FOR $20.00 
Select 2 
FELICITY 
PEPPERPOT 
PINK BOWKNOT 
PRECIOUS 
CRIMSON GLORY 
CANYON PURPLE 

PINK COLLECTION FOR $8.00 
Select 1 
SWEET REFRAIN 
PRETTY PET 
EVELYN CLAAR 
PICTUR~ 

Select 1 
PINK DAMASK 
PINK BOWKNOT 
SALMON SHEEN 
PRECIOUS 

RED COLLECTION FOR $8.50 
Select 1 
CRIMSON GLORY 
CARMINE ROSE 
MASQUERADER 
PEPPERPOT 
SIGNAL FIRE 

Select 1 
BLOODROOT 
BETSY B 
CRIMSON STAR 
DEEP MELODY 
RED DARCY 

BEGINNER'S COLL~CTION FOR $11.00 
MISSION BELLS 
KILLARNEY LASS 
POTENTATE 
RESPLENDENT 

SIGNAL FIRE 
SALMON KING 
PYGMALION 
RED DARCY 

HOSTA COLLECTION FOR $11.50 
HONEYBELLS 
PLANTAGINEA 
UNDULATA 

LANCIFOLIA FORTIS 
SIEBOLD IAN A 
MINOR ALBA 

ORIENTAL POPPY COLLECTION FOR $12.50 
HELEN ELIZABETH 
AKSARBEN 
ECHO 

MRS. HEENK 
CORAL CUP 
ALICE LOUISE BRAUNLIN 

MARY FINAN 
TANAGER 
WHITE DELIGHT 
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